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btlY dGä bxB×t$ úb!Ã 

ÆlmÊt$ Yø¬WN byg!z@W 

bgbÊ ¥Hb„ bmn-q$ gbÊW 

k:lT wd :lT q$_„ 

s!=MR! Yø¬W s!qNS! 

NGDN XNd xÄ!S y|‰ zRF 

kmäkR l@§ ytšl x¥‰+ 

x§gßM  XNGÄ!H b² b!L 

yNGD zRû gÂ y60 ›mT HÉN 

nW ¥lT XNC§lN

 

YH çñ xh#NM b!çN  

yx!T×ùÃ yGL KFl# mLµM 

tSÍ sÀ ¯N XNÄlW ¥SmR 

XfLUlh#  MNM XNµ* ²Ê 

yx!T×ùÃ yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸ 

xQM dµ¥ b!çNM ytšl 

y|‰ :DL lHZb# bB²TM 

b_‰TM xSg"aL ÆlûT 60 

›m¬T WS_ y¬†T lWõC 

bq§l# y¸¬lû xYdl#M  

bX¾ XD» XNµ* b1960ãc$ 

ynbrý yNGD XNQS”s@ 

bYzt$M çn bSÍt$ xh#N 

kMÂyW MN ÃHL xÂú 

XNdçn ¥S¬wS xYúnNM  ²Ê 

ymNG|T zRF úYçN ytšl 

y|‰ :DL XÃSgß ÃlW 

Y<W xQm dµ¥ tBlÖ 
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y¸frjW yGL KFl# nW  

yNGD zRû xÄÄ!SÂ kz!H 

qdM ÃLnb„ DRJèCN 

YkF¬L wY ÃSÍÍL¿ kW+ 

yNGD tÌ¥T UR xBé 

Y\‰L! zmÂêE t&KñlÖ©!N 

Y-q¥L! bm-n#M b!çN 

yxlM gbÃN _Ãq& lmmlS 

YÈÈ‰L! bNGD TR›!T 

Yµf§L  lz!H nW ²Ê 

yx!T×ùÃ yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸W 

yL¥T ätR tBlÖ s!-‰ 

yMNs¥W   

 

wÈèCNM kmcýM g!z@ b§Y 

múB C§*L  ²Ê (hB¬M) nUÁ 

mçN y¥YflG wÈT ylM

byqn# xÄÄ!S yNGD tÌ¥T 

Ykf¬l#  xÄÄ!S PéG‰äC 

bXQD YÃ²l#  yx!T×ùÃ 

wÈT nUÁãC y¥ÃWq$TÂ 

ÃLÄss#T y›lM ÅF Ãl 

xYmSl"M  s@t$M wNÇM 

Xk#L TRF FlU Y……Èl#  

yx!T×ùÃ yNGD :DgT kz!H 

bðT ÆL¬y mLk# byqn# 

s!qyR Y¬ÃL    Yh#N XN©! 

lhg¶a ên¾ mœ¶Ã yçnW 

yGL KFl# l!drGlT y¸gÆW 

DUF h#l# tdR¯l¬L l¥lT 

xYÒLM kW+ tmúúY 

DRJèC UR lmwÄdR BlÖM 

l¥¹nF y¸ÃSClW xQM 

XNÄ!gnÆ gÂ Bz# DUF 

ÃSfLgêL  

 

kl@lÖC hgéC b¥nÉiR s!¬Y 

yx!T×ùÃN NGD (business) 

b¸ÃúSB h#n@¬ §Y XNd¸g" 

XÂÃlN  bhg‰CN tdÂqEÂ 

qLB y¸Sb# yGL DRJèC 

xÂYM  b›lM dr© ktmúúY 

yNGD DRJèC xk#L y¸fr° 

yl#M  bRG_ y¬¶µcW x+R 

mçN xNÇ MKNÃT b!çNM 

bx-”§Y bBQ _LQ ÆHRY 

y¸Ùz# yrJM g!z@ :QD 

Ã§µtt$ ÂcW  mNG|TM 

bz!H bk#L yGL KFl x÷ñ¸N 

kwdqbT xNSè BlÖM gMBè 

l¥‰mD ÃdrUcW Ñk‰ãC 

dµ¥ ÂcW YH mNG|T 

xQM GNÆ¬ BlÖ s!nú y‰s#N 

µLçn yGl#N lmgNÆT 

ÃdrgW¿ y¸ÃdRgW 

XNQS”s@ xY¬YM  

ymNG|T xQMS tgnÆ 

kz!ÃS? yGL KFl#N yx!÷ñ¸ 

ät„N ¥N l!gnÆW YçN? 

:RÄ¬ mÈ s!ÆL yKLL 

b!éK‰t$N l¥sL-N kçn& 

BDR tfL¯ lmNG|T 

\‰t¾ :WqT mgNb!Ã BÒ 

kêl YH yGL KFL dµ¥ nW 

b!ÆL ¥NN l!gRM YC§L   

 

yg!z@W h#n@¬ yf-rW nW 

msl" ²Ê îST xYnT 

nUÁãC Y¬Ãl# xNd¾W qS 

bqS Xy-Í ÃlW b|‰! 

:WqTÂ bLMD y¸ÃMN! 

hq¾Â ¬¬¶ NGD |‰N l‰s# 

lb@tsïc$! lxµÆb!WÂ lhgR 

XDgT y¸ÃWL! kMNM 

tnSè b¬¬¶nT b|‰W hBT 

Ãf‰!  £úB dBtR mÃZ 

GÁ¬ü nW BlÖ y¸nGD 

L¥¬êE nUÁ s!çN! l@§¾W 

nUÁ bxND xF¬ mKbRN 

XNd ›§¥ yÃz!  h#l@ b>>T 

XNÄl õR ²Ê b#Â s!¹_ ng 

¥StEµ s!ÃSmÈ!  kng wÄ!Ã 

Dl§ s!s‰ g#ï"nTÂ 

x+bRÆ¶nTN XNdÆHL xQæ 

y¸nGdW nW  _g¾ nW

bäñ±L DUF y¸kBR nW  

YHM ›YnT nUÁ lzlq&¬W 

¥sBN Tè y²ÊWN _QÑN 

¥údD x¥‰+ XNdl@lW 

xµÿD bmq$-R hgRN 

kmgNÆT y‰SN _QM BÒ 

wgNÂ hgRN dF_õM b!çN  

b¥SqdM m……_ gNzb#N 

¥¹>! Líc$N ¥¹>! ‰s# 

m¹>N ymr-W nW  ¬Ä!Ã 

\Rè _é l‰s#Â lwgN GMÆ¬ 

y¸¬glW XNdqELÂ x§êqE 

tö_é! x+bRBé zRæÂ bÆNK 

BDR Gz#F mk!Â §Y ytN-

l-lW XNÄêqEÂ XNd TLQ 

sW y¸ö-RbT wQT §Y 

XNg¾lN  gÂ Mn#M úYÃZ 

¹‰tN bmêL BÒ XNd jGÂ 

bBz#ãC Yö-‰L  kz!HM 

b§Y YHNNM xµÿD y¸ÃdNQ 

\ð y?BrtsB KFL mf-„ 

b‰s# y¸ÃSf‰ ngR çñ 

xG"c&êlh#   

xQÑÂ :Wqt$ XÃlW 

mNG|TN xúMñ DUûN 

k¥GßT YLQ bz!HM bz!ÃM 

xDR¯ btÂ-L ‰s@N §WÈ 

y¸L nUÁ mDrk#N bsðW 

XytöÈ-rW nW  XNÄ!H 

xYnt$ nUÁ xNÁ öM BlÖ 

CGéc$N lYèÂ xStWlÖ 

xUÈ¸ãCN xm²Zñ y|‰ 

xQÈÅ xjNÄ mtlM 

xYfLGM  YH nW l!ÆL 

y¸CL _ÂT wY xQÈÅ 

t§¸ ¦úB ¥QrB xYäKRM  

mNG|TN _êTÂ ¥¬ 

s!rGMÂ s!Ã_§§ Ys¥L ys# 

ZRðÃ!  ys# g#M„KN 

¥+bRbR!  yhgR WS_ gb!N 

¥M¬¬T yNGD |‰ dNB 

XNdçn xDR¯ Yö_‰êL

xRö xÃYM b¥M¬¬TÂ 

bZRðÃ kbÊ¬N YšL   

 

3¾ý ›YnT nUÁ lBz#ãÒCN 

kz!H qdM ÃL¬y nW  

b‰¹#T XNdwrd ÃLt-bqÂ 

ÃLtUbz XNGÄ nW hBt$ 

kyT) XNÁT) XNdmÈ GL} 

xYdlM  GN k¸¬sbW b§Y 

t$©R nW  kz!H bðT MN 

XNdngd xY¬wQM$! GN yGz#F 

x!NÇST¶ Ælb@T nW  kbD 

Ãl yÆNK BDRM kmNG|T 

ÆNK tlGîT k=ê¬W ygÆ 

nW  lFè äKé wDö tnSè 

ÃmÈW hBT Ælmçn# 

bxB²¾W yNGD ngR 

xYgÆWM  XNÄ!H xYnt$ nUÁ 

úYçN l@§ m-¶Ã l!s-W 

YgÆL  Jemes Bond  LblW?   
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bx-”§Y NGDÂ nUÁ ÆlûT 

xm¬T y¥YÂQ :DgT 

b!Ãú†M XNÄ!H btúút mNgD 

£ì nUÁW tSÍ sÀÂ hgR 

gMb! úYçN Æ+R :D» 

XNÄYq+ XsUlh# NGDN gÂ 

tnSè úYöM l!nú k¥YCLbT 

y_ÍT xZQT WS_ ymZfQ 

xZ¥¸Ã Y¬ÃLÂ xND LNL 

LNÆÆLM YgÆL XNdn@ 

töRÌ¶ çñ mnúT hg‰êE 

GÁ¬CN nW  

nUÁWN y¸ÃNqúQs#  

yx!÷ñ¸ zRæC s!Äss# 

 

²Ê bx!T×ùÃ yx!NÇST¶' 

yxgLGlÖT' yXRš zRæC 

bx-”§Y MN YmS§l#? 

bx+„ XNÄSúcW

yx!T×ùÃ yx!NÇST¶ zRF 

bÈM xnSt¾Â dµ¥M nW' 

›m¬êE MRt$ k$ 600 ¸l!×N 

xÃLFM  bxNÉ„ lMúl@ 

BNwSD! äb!L ytÆl yx»¶µ 

k#ÆNÃ ›m¬êE gb!ý $ 55 

b!l!×N nW  Slz!HM nW MRT 

§Y yt\¥‰W yGLM çn 

ymNG|T `YL xÂúÂ dµ¥ 

nW l¥lT y¸ÒlW  Y<W 

zRF bhg¶a GDP  B/@‰êE  

-Q§§ MRT yÃzW DRš 11% 

bmè s!çN b›lM dr© 

xnSt¾ DRš YzêL k¸Æl# 

hgéC xNÇ ÃdRgÂL:: 

 

XRšWN lg!z@W wd ¯N 

bmtW yNGDÂ yx!NÇST¶N 

zRæC SNmlkT 

xnSt¾n¬cW bh#l# mLk# 

YglÉL  ÃqûT y\‰t¾ 

`YLM XNÄ!h# xÂú nW  

yx!NÇST¶W zRF k100 000 

b¬C \‰t¾ s!ÃQF! b¥MrT 

xQM dr© 50% kxQM b¬C 

YNqúqúL  l@§W xúúb! g#ÄY 

ÆlûT xm¬T MR¬¥nt$ 

(Productivity) mqns# nW::  

yhg¶aN x!NÇST¶ KFFL -U 

BlN SNmlkT 51% y¸çnW 

kMGBÂ m-_ x!NÇST¶ UR 

ytÃÃz çñ Y¬ÃL  XNÄ!ÃM 

çñ 50% GBxT kW+ Import 

ÃdRUL  bXRG_ YH yImport 

êU bxhZ s!¬Y k  200 

¸l!×N bxmT xYbL_M  YH 

KFL b Export bk#L ÃlW 

¸ÂM XNÄ!h# xÂú nW  

b›mT  k-Q§ GDP Export 10% 

ÃHL x§lfM:: 

 

yxgLGlÖT sÀ KFl#N 

BNmlkT :Dgt$ ÆlûT 

›m¬T bÈM kFt¾ nbR 

ÆlûT ›m¬T yXRš KFl 

x!÷ñ¸ bmBl_ yx!÷ñ¸WN 

45% DRš Yø bxNd¾ dr© 

s!qm_ yXRš KFl# 43% bmè 

DRš §Y Yg¾L::  

 

qrB BlÖ l¸mlktW YH 

yx!T×ùÃ x!÷ñ¸ zRF 

xkÍfL ¥lTM yXRšWÂ 

yx!NÇST¶W zRF mqnSÂ 

bxNÉ„ yxgLGlÖT KFl# ¥dG 

x!÷ñ¸W bb¯ mLk# 

Xyt‰md xlmçn#N ÃúÃL  

btlY dGä yXRšW lW_ 

x!NÇST¶W §Y YH nW 

y¸ÆL t}:ñ Æl¥SmZgb# 

bz!H g#ÄY yx!T×ùÃ :DgT 

dr© xúúb! mçn# GL} 

YçÂL:: 

 

bx-”§Y yMRT zRæCN 

SN”" ¥lTM yx!T×ùÃN 

XRš¿ yx!T×ùÃN x!NÇST¶Â¿ 

yx!T×ùÃN xgLGlÖT sÀ 

KFlÖC yXDgT XNQS”s@ãCN 

ÃúÃl# l¥lT xYÒLM  

bx!T×ùÃ DHnTN lmqnS 

y¸ÃSCL xµÿDM xQMM 

xLÃz#M:: 
 

XNÄ!HM çñ yx!T×ùÃ yGL 

xM‰C (Private Sector) l!ÃDGÂ 

l!bl}G y¸CLbT :DL kF 

Ãl YmSl¾L  frNíC 

k#ÆÃý bG¥> äLaL wY 

bG¥> ¯D§*L k¸l#T 

xStúsB bmnúT! gÂ Mn# 

tYø! lGL KFl x!÷ñ¸W sð 

yL¥T x¥‰ôC xl# Bü 

XMÂlh# YHM çñ 

kyxQÈÅW y¸s-#TN fÈN 

XDgT XÂSmzGÆlN ÆY tSÍ 

sÀãCN ú§È_L l!¬sB§cW 

y¸gÆcWN msÂKlÖCN bQ-# 

¥-@N yGD YmSl¾L

 

bXn@ XY¬ ²Ê ÃlW x-”§Y 

CGR ngéCN -Lö µl¥-@NÂ 

µlmm‰mR y¸mn+ 

YmSl¾L kz!HM kz!ÃM 

XytqnÅ=b# bz@Â xW¬éC 

§Y y¸qRb# yt¹‰rû 

xmlµkèC lCGéC mFTÿ 

l!çn# xYCl#M         ÆlûT 

10 ›m¬T kÆDÂ ytús„ 

CGéCN bQN+b# ¥yT 

tlMÄ*êE xs‰R çñêL  bz!H 

xµ*“N lCGéÒCN mFTÿ  

§Y mDrS xNCLM  Slz!H 

h#n@¬ãCN sÍ Æl mLk#Â 

_LqT bt§bs mLk# mft> 

YñRBÂL  

    

2.3 yx!T×ùÃ yGL s@KtR   

têÂ×C 

 

-U BlN SNmlkT yx!T×{Ã 

yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸ 3 êÂ êÂ 

têNÃN Yø YNqúqúL  

Xnz!HM 1¾ yRtE wY dGä 

kRtE UR TSSR Ã§cW 

yNGD tÌ¥T! 2¾ yx§ÑÄ! 

DRJèC wY kx§ÑÄ! UR 

yQRB TSSR Ã§cW! 3¾W 

ÃLtsÆsbW sðW yGL KFL 

tBlÖ l!-‰ y¸ClW nW  

 

Xnz!H 3t$ têNÃN bXRš! 

bXNÇST¶Â! bxgLGlÖT 

ÍYÂNS +MR  YNqúqúl#  

kXnz!H WS_ yRtE DRJèC 

x§¥ Bz#M GL} ÃLçn# 

mRçC Y¬YÆcêL  

XNdz!h#M yx§ÑÄ! DRJèC 

mailto:B/@‰êE
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k¸wSÄ*cW Investment 

Wún@ãC xNÉR TRF 

¥SmZgBN XNdêÂ ›§¥cW 

xRgW mÃ²cW Bz# g!z@ Ã-

ÃY”L  

 

b3¾ KFL WS_ y¸¬yW 

\ðW wY dGä b¥ö§m_ 

ymRµè nUÁ  tBlÖ b_Ql# 

l!-‰ y¸ClW s!çN êÂ 

›§¥W TRF ¥GßTÂ hBTN 

¥µbT nW l¥lT YÒ§L  

yNGD HBrtsb#M ätR YH 

kFL nW  -Nµ‰ xsÆúb! m¶ 

ÆYñrWM bNGD MKR b@t$Â 

btlÃ† ¥Hb‰T twklÖ 

DMi#N l¥s¥T Y_‰L  

çñM bmb¬tn# MKNÃT 

bmNG|TM zND XMB²M 

td¥+nT x§gßM  

  

YH ynUÁ KFL xh#N xh#N 

yt¥„ wÈèCN múB' 

b|‰WM ›lM xqÍêEnT 

YzTM m§bS jM…L  bm-

n#M b!çN b!sÆsB xQM 

l!ñrW y¸CL YL nW   

  

bmNG|T bk#L _”t$M ¯Lè 

y¸¬yW bz!h# KFL §Y nW  

ÆNK XÄ xLkfLKM tBlÖ 

NBrt$ y¸¹-W! ¬KS 

xLkfLKM tBlÖ y¸êkbW! 

mÊT l¥GßT y¸¬¹W! 

kLµY dMïCÂ mm¶ÃãCM 

bxB²¾W lz!h# KFL nUÁãC 

¬SbW y¸w-# ÂcW  bxNÉ„ 

XNdz!h# HUêE ÃLçn# 

xÌ‰ôCN fL¯! ngéCN 

xM¬èÂ xdBZø lmngD 

y¸äKrWM nUÁ kz!h# KFL 

nW y¸gßW  bx+„ tgDìM 

Yh#N wì yh#lT ›lM sW 

çñxL  

 

qdM Bü y-qSµ*cW h#lt$ 

DRJèC yRtEWÂ yx§ÑÄ!  

bNGD xlM Ã§cW z§qEnT 

ÃLtrUg- nW  yRtE 

DRJèC xh#N Ãl#bT h#n@¬ 

Bz#M y¸Ãw§Ä xYdlM  

bkFt¾ BDR tzFqêL 

ywdðT XDg¬cWM 

XNdqDä y¸q_L 

xYmSLM  bl@§ mLk# 

tmLsW l!ÌÌÑ wY l!q_l# 

y¸Cl#bT h#n@¬ xh#NM 

ymNG|TN DUF XSµgß# 

Yñ‰l# DéM mNG|T 

g#LbTÂ `YL nbR 

y¸Nqúqs#T  Xnz!H DRJèC 

wSdW ÃLmls#T BDR 

yhg¶aN Bc¾ ymNG|T 

ÆNKN CGR WS_ XNdktt$T 

Y¬w”L  

 

yx§ÑÄ! DRJèCN b¸mlkT 

yÆlb@t$ F§¯TÂ _QM BÒ 

ytÌ¥t$N HLWÂ YwSÂL  

XGz@R xÃRgWÂ sWyW bäT 

b!l†N DRJèc$ §Y kFt¾ 

t}:ñ XNd¸ñR xÃ-‰_RM  

yx§ÑÄ! DRJèC yx!T×ùÃN 

L¥TÂ :DgT êSTÂÂ z§qEnT 

ÆlW mLk# l!ÃNqúQs# 

mÒ§cWN X-‰-‰lh#  

 

l@§W l!¬Y y¸gÆW g#ÄY 

yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸W y|‰ 

ÆHl# nW  yNGD ên¾ ›§¥ 

TRF ¥GßT s!çN xh#N 

XNdMÂyW bGz#Fn¬cW 

y¥YÂq$ yx!T×ùÃ yGL 

KFlÖC bz!H xYNqúqs#M  

bl@§ bk#L XNd¥StWlW 

bxB²¾W yx!T×ùÃ nUÁ nGì 

hBT l¥F‰TÂ l¥µbT 

y¸……_ çñ x§YM xh#N 

ÃlW gÂ TN> gNzB s!Ãg" 

yQNõT n#é lmñR mk!Â 

l!g² wY l!lW_ Y……ÈL  

ymjm¶ÃWN Business ks‰ 

v!§WN lmgNÆT Y>qÄd¥L  

gNzb# wd TRF xSgß! |‰ 

s!m‰W gNzB gNzBN 

XNÄ!wLD s!ÃdRgW 

xY¬YM   

lng„ bW+ y¬wq$ yx»¶µ 

ÆlhBèC XNdn  Henry Ford  

David Rockfeller  Andrew 

Carnegie, James Melon ymúsl#T 

bGL _rT kMNM tnStW 

y§q hBT ¥F‰T yÒl#bT 

zmNM Ãb” YmSl¾L   

bhg‰CN Xn ¥ä µÒ! bql 

ä§! m÷NN nU> yxND 

TWLD kbRt&ãC nb„

  

bxB²¾W yNGD DRJèC 

bGlsBÂ bb@tsB Sole 

ownership  ytêq„ s!çn# xh#N 

xh#N wd Private limited  

Xytlw-# Yg¾l#  bxNÉ„ 

yRtEWÂ yx§ÑÄ! DRJèC 

b Share wY b limted 

partnership ytÌÌÑ s!çN! 

Share G™W wY >ÃŒ lHZB 

KFT xYdlM  t&KñlÖ©!N 

bm-qM MRTN l¥údG 

XNd¸ÒL GL} b!çNM xQÑ 

ñéxcW bsðW yt&KñlÖ©! 

GB;T y¸-qÑM ytwsn# 

DRJèC BÒ ÂcW  ÆN÷C 

bz!H qÄ¸ SF‰ YY²l#  

 

bx-”§Y yx!T×ùÃ yGL KFl 

x!÷ñ¸W bTÂN>Â mlSt¾ 

tÌ¥T ytgnÆ çñ gÂ ÃL-

nkr KFL nW  qdM Bü 

LgLiW XNdäkRk#T xlM 

xqÍêE yNGD LMÇM gÂ 

xL¯lbtM  mNG|TM yGL 

zRûN mNkÆkB XNd¸gÆW 

b!ÃMNM  xµÿÇN  bl¥wQ  

b-#NÒý yb§YnT½ ngRN 

|R›T l¥SÃZ Y_‰L  YH 

dGä _Ít$N Ã¯§êL  lz!HM 

YçÂL y‰s# yçn frNíC 

XNd¸l#T Killing instinct  

ygÄY ÆH¶  Ã§ÄbrW! wY 

dGä x!T×ùÃêE l!Ãs-W 

y¸CL ÆHRY y¥Ãs¥W  

 

Æ+„M b!çN yx!T× Ã yNGD 

zRFÂ têÂ×c$N ÄsÂL¿ xh#N 

dGä lz!H zRF :DgT wYM 
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lx!T× Ã BL}GÂ msÂKL 

ÂcW yM§cWN XNmlk¬lN 

bmjm¶Ã khgR ýS_ CGR 

Lnú

 

2.4 lGL KFl x!÷ñ¸W 

:DgT msÂKL çnW 

y¸¬† 

xSkð DHn¬CNÂ xlM 

xqF yBDR ÅÂ  

 

bmjm¶Ã  DHn¬CN yGL 

zRûNM b_LqT ÃWkêL  

XNd¸¬wqW yGL zRû ydM 

Æ*MÆ* (Life Blood) µpE¬L nW 

MR¬¥nTN y¸ÃúDGÂ hBT 

fÈ¶ GB;T nW  

 

bqE µpE¬L kl@l XDgT 

xYñRM  µpE¬L dGä 

kmÊT y¸¬fS x¹ê 

xYdlM  yx!T×ùÃ xM‰C 

`YL k›lM xnSt¾ mdïC 

y¸frjW lz!HM nW  kz!HM 

b§Y ²Ê ²Ê y:Dg¬CN 

xúúb!nt$ xh#N k¸g"bT dr© 

Sl ¥fGfg# ytlÃ† MKNÃèC 

l!qRb# b!Cl#M  xNd¾W 

MKNÃT yDHnT m-N 

m=mR XNdçn Y¬mÂL  

|:§êE mGlÅ l¥QrB ÃHL  

Slhg¶t$ (yÍYÂNS) ygNzB 

h#n@¬ TN> L_qS¿ 

 

khg¶t$ x-”§Y gb! WS_ 70 

kmè y¸çnW y¸gßW ¬KS 

nK kçn# gb!ãC nW kz!h# 

WS_ 40 bmè y¸çnW 

y¸sbsbW wd hgR ýS_ 

k¸gb#Â wd W+ hgR k¸§k# 

(Import Export) :”ãCÂ MRèC 

nW   khg‰CN wd W+ 

y¸§k#T MRèC y¸ÃSgß#T 

gb! b¥>öLöL §Y Yg¾L   

kl@lÖCM MRèC y¸gßW gb! 

L¥TN b¥SÍÍT xµ*Ã ÃlW 

DRš xÂú nW  wd hgR 

WS_ y¸gb#T X”ãC btlÃ† 

MKNÃèC hg¶t$ Æ§T yW+ 

MN²Ê xQM §Y ytwsn# 

bmçÂcW bx-”§Y kXns# 

y¸Ãw§Ä gb! ¥GßT 

xLtÒlM  

 

30 bmè y¬KS gb!  BÒ nW 

kmNG|TÂ kGl# KFL µl# 

Ì¸ yGBR kÍ×C y¸gßW 

YH b‰s# TN> nW  xSt¥¥" 

gb! l!g"bT y¸ClW KFL 

DRš xnSt¾ bmçn# y¬Ks#N 

gb! xSt¥¥" xÃdRgWM  

lz!h#M dGä k¸gÆW 30 

kmè kçnW Ì¸ y¬KS gb! 

80 bmè ÃHl# y¸çnW 

kmNG|T yL¥T DRJèC 

nW  

 

k§Y bGRDû ÃqrBk#T mr© 

wd¸ktlW DMÄ» lmDrS 

bqE nW  xh#N ÆlN y¬KS 

msBsB xQM XNµ*NS 

x!÷ñ¸ÃêE XDgT LÂSmzGB 

qRè m\r¬êE F§¯¬CNN 

l¥à§T xNCLM

l@§W hg¶a §Y kFt¾ t}:ñ 

ÃlW y›lM xqF yBDR 

¹K¥CN nWÝÝ Y<M g#ÄY  

µLtStµkl yhg‰CNN ywdðT 

B„H R:YÂ :DL m=lÑ 

xYqRM  btlÃ† zmÂT 

btgß# BDéC hg¶aN kDHnT 

l¥WÈT xLtÒlM ²Ê 

x!T× Ã kW+ D¯¥ 

µLtsÈT BD…N qRè XNd 

mNG|T MÂLÆTM XNdhgR 

lmñR XNd¥ÃSC§T GLI 

çñxL 1/4 ¾ ymNG|T êÂ 

êÂ PéG‰äC bBDR wYM 

bLGSÂ b¸gß# gNzïC 

y¸d¯Ñ kçn# CGRM ylM  

wYM  xYmÈM BlN 

mqm_ xNCLM yx!÷ñ¸KS 

¥HbR ›m¬êE ¶±RT 2001-

2002 yBDR ÅÂW khg¶a 

ymKfL xQM b§Y mçn#N  

byg!z@W bxQM ¥nS y¥Ykfl# 

BDéC bm-‰qM §Y XNÄl# 

xmLkaL lz!HM nW hg¶a 

bk#ÆNÃ mLK BTmzN bk!ú‰ 

MKNÃT TzU XNdnbR 

ytcW  YH dGä x!T× Ã 

y›lM ÆN÷CN BDR 

XNDTkFL ¥SgdD 

kx!FT¦êEnt$ ÆšgR bz§qEnt$M 

l!q_L xlmÒl#N y¸¬Y 

YmSl¾L  

btlY ÆlûT xm¬T kxlM 

ygNzB DRJèC btgßW 

:RÄ¬ bx!T× Ã y¬KS gb!N 

l¥údG y¸drgW RBRï> - 

:ÄW +‰>n# µltsrz wY 

xB²¾ý KFL µLtqns - 

_QÑ lhgR úYçN lnz!h# 

DRJèC :Ä mKfÃ mçn# 

¬Wö ö‰_ XRM©  µltwsd 

XNµ*N x!NÇST¶N lmgNÆT  

xh#N y¸¬yWN dµ¥ xµÿD 

lmq-L XNµ* xNCLM   

 

b:Ä  ýS_  tzFö hBT  

mF-R XNÁT YC§L? 

yx!T× ÃÂ yl@lÖCM tmúúY 

hgéC xNd¾Â ên¾ CGR YH 

nW y¸gRmW g#ÄY ÃlBN 

yBDR B²T byg!z@W m=m„ 

BÒ úYçN KFÃW y¸µÿdW 

k¾ W+ ttMñ Æú¬¸W 

F§¯T b¸s‰+ ywrqT gNzB 

mçn# nW  kflg ng ygNzb#N 

êU kF wY ZQ xDR¯ 

YtMnêL y¾M yBDR ÅÂ 

XNdz!ÃW XNÄ!lêw_ yGD 

Y§L bz!H h#l# UU¬ L¥TÂ 

:DgT zlq&¬ ÆlW mLk# 

¥SmZgB XNÁT YÒ§L? 

¬Ä!Ã MNDnW mFT/@W? 

YH yzmn# _Ãq& nW  ²Ê ¥¬ 

LmLsW ÃLdfRk#TM _Ãq& 

nW  

 

2 yhg‰CN ytf_é hBT 
m‰öTÂ ymLK; MDR 
xScU¶nT 

 

bbRµ¬ y¬¶K }h#æCÂ 

mÉHFT WS_ yx!T×ùÃ 

mailto:kl@l
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ytf_é hBT bkFt¾ dr© 

tUñ tgLÚ*L! ²ÊM DrS 

YglÉL  Bz#ãÒCN Slhg‰CN 

ytf_é hBTÂ yxyR NBrT 

ÃlN xmlµkT hg‰CN lM 

ÂT! ¬§§Q wNøCÂ JrèC! 

/YöC ÅµãCÂ dñC! yXRš 

¥úãC! mS÷C XNÄ§*T 

XNÂg‰lN  yxyR NBraM 

bö§! bdU! bwYÂ dUM 

m¬dl#N XÂwúlN  b¥:DÂT 

b:}êTÂ bxZ:RT! bXNsúTÂ 

bx‰êET! bwæCM 

XNdMTdnQ xDRgN XÂÃ¬lN 

b-Q§§ý bxB²¾W XSk²Ê 

ytÉûT }h#æC hg‰CN 

x!T×ùÃ btf_é hBa 

y¬dlC Mc$Â lM hgR 

XNdçnC YgLÉl#  YH 

xStúsB MN ÃHL ytúút 

XNdçn ²Ê ²Ê s!ngRÂ s!ÉF 

XÂStW§lN  bQRb#M bz!H 

mDrK PéØsR >B„ GL} 

bçn mLk# XNÄSqm-#T 

xS¬Wúlh#  

 

wNøC h#l# wd `YL l!mnz„ 

XNd¥YCl#! gDï lm-qM 

btlY wd ö§W xµÆb! wÆÂ 

l@lÖC tÆ×C XNd¸ÃScG„! 

wd dUW dGä ymLk; MD„ 

xq¥m_ lL¥T kFt¾ 

x!NvSTmNTN m-yq$! 

dñÒCNN km=F=FÂ kXúT 

”-lÖ ytnú :}êèÒCNN 

kWDmT  mÊ¬CNN 

km¹R¹R yÇR x‰êEèÒCNM 

bt‰öt MDr bÄ kmñR 

¹>tW kmsdDÂ ZRÃcWM 

km_ÍT xÍF mDrúcW 

s!¬Y bz!H bk#L CG„N 

l¥StµkL ÃlW _rT 

kq$__‰CN W+ Xyÿd nW 

l¥lT YÒ§L   

 

MRTN b¸mlkT zmÂêE 

yt&KñlÖ©! W-@T ym-qM 

xQM xLgnÆNM  ymSñ 

XRšM xLtSÍÍM  btlYM 

dGä ysBL MRTN b¸mlkT 

bhg¶a y¸kstW yxfR 

m¹R¹R! yZÂB X_rT! 

y?ZB B²T m=mR YHM 

y¸ÃSkTlW yGBRÂ mÊT 

X_rTÂ m‰öT gbÊWN xNÁ 

kXJ wd xF l@§ g!z@ dGä 

wd DRQÂ rhB SdT 

mfÂqL s!wSdWÂ s!mLsW 

XÂÃlN  

kz!HM UR tÃYø l!¬Y 

y¸gÆW  yÆ?R bR xLÆnT 

bx!÷ñ¸ÃCN §Y    

y¸ÃúDrW ÅÂ nW  Slz!H 

g#ÄY d‰s! kbd ¸µx@L 

x!T×ùÃÂ yM:‰ÆêE |LÈn@  

b¸lý b 1949 ›.M ¬Tä 

bwÈW m}/ÍcW §Y kÉûT 

lm_qS XwÄlh#  

 

x!T×ùÃ wd |LÈn@ 

XNÄT‰mD XNQÍT yç„T 

êÂãc$ ngéC h#lT ÂcW  

Xnz!HM ÆlûT zmÂT |LÈn@ 

y¸ÃµF§*T ¯rb@èC 

xlmñ‰cWÂ bxh#n# g!z@ dGä 

k›lM UR XNdLB lmgÂßT 

yMTCLbT yÆHR bR mkLk§* 

nW  ¥N¾ýM ?ZB |LÈn@N 

kW+ µLtqbl bqR b‰s# 

BÒ l!sl_N XNd¥YCL 

y¬wq nW  d‰s! kbd 

¸µx@L Slz!H g#ÄY Ãmlkt$T 

²Ê µl#T Æl|LÈÂT YlÃL 

lMúl@ xè |†M mSFN 

k¸Âg„T YlÃL lxè |†M 

mSFN wdB XNd ¹q_ Yg²L 

wY Y¹ÈL búcW xStúSB 

YH mçn# t}:ñ xÃmÈM  

 

yd‰s! kbd ¸µx@L yz!ÃN 

zmN XY¬Â GN²b@ bxh#n# g!z@ 

bxF¶µ §Y _ÂT k¸ÃdRg#T 

k¬wq$T yx!÷ñ¸ Mh#R  

Jeffrey Sachs húBÂ _ÂT UR 

XNd¸mSL mGl} XwÄlh# 

yÆHR bR yl@§cý hg‰T 

bDHnT m¬wµcWN  Jeffrey 

Sachs ÃSqMÈl#   

x!T×ùÃ wdB xLÆ bmç„ 

bxmT bb!l×N y¸ö-R BR 

bq_¬M çn btzêê¶ mLk#  

ú¬wÈ XNd¥TqR Y-qúL  

bQRb# ywÈWM ytmD _ÂT 

wdB xLÆ xgéC bx@KS±RT 

k¸Ãgß#T gNzB G¥¹# lwdB 

xgLGlÖT KFÃ XNd¸WL 

YglÉL:: YH h#n@¬ wdðT 

Xy=mr XN©! Xytššl 

y¸ÿD xYmSl"M  bx!T×ùÃ 

x@KS±RT x!NÄ!ST¶ bz!H 

h#n@¬ l!ÃmÈ y¸ClW XDgT 

Ws#N XNd¸çN bGL} 

Y¬ÃL:: 

 

k_ÂèC XNdMNrÄW wdB 

xLÆ mçN y¸ÃmÈW CGR 

kT‰NSrNT yêU NrT 

jMé bNGD XNQS”s@ 

btlYM Investment bmúB 

y¸ñrW kFt¾ t}:ñ 

x!T×ùÃN bkFt¾ dr© 

XNd¸¯ÄT mtNbY l¥NM 

xYúnWM  

 

  Globalization |R›T 

ÃlW XNDM¬ 

 

GlÖÆ§Yz@>N (Globalization)  

xÄ!S £dT xYdlM  b!ÃNS 

ÆlûT xMST KFl zmÂT 

s!µÿD yöy nW  ›lM xqF 

NGD btlY k 18¾W KFL 

zmN jMé b›lM h#l# 

XytSÍÍ m_aL  btlYM 

ÆlûT 40 ›m¬T YH 

yx!÷ñ¸KS GlÖÆ§Yz@>N 

xD¥s#N b¥SÍÍT §Y Yg¾L  

btlYM yzmn# t&KñlÖ©! 

M_qTÂ ymNG|¬TM ynÉ 

gbÃ ±l!s!ãCN mdgF 

lXDgt$ md§dL m\r¬êE 

MKNÃèC çnêL

 

Globalization bNGD tÌ¥T 

mµkL WDDR XNÄ!ñR BlÖM 

yNGD LWW_ XNÄ!SÍÍ 

y¸dngG SR;T nW  yNGD 

WDDR dGä xNÇ kl@§W 
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bêU t>lÖ b_‰T Lö 

mgßTN Y-Y”L  byqn# 

b›lM dr© y¸¬yW yêU 

mššL wYM mWrD y‰s# 

CGR Xyf-r Yg¾L  

MKNÃt$M yGl# xM‰C wYNM 

xgLGlÖT sÀ êU s!wRDbT 

ydMB Qnú ymúsl#TN XRM© 

YwSÄL  kz!ÃM xLæ ¯©! 

yçn# GÁ¬ãCN XSkmqbL 

Y-Y”L  bl@§ xnUgR zmÂêE 

ÆRnTN ÃSkT§L yz!H xYnT 

ûKKR bXNGl!z¾W Race to the 

bottom y¸Ælý ný  

 

hgéC bz!h# £dT b 

Globalization ?GUT 

mm‰¬cW yGD Xyçn 

m_aL  x!T×ùÃN XNWsD  

b›lM yNGD XNQS”s@ ýS_ 

Ã§T ¸Â x!MNT nW  YHM 

XNGÄ!H XNd¸¬wqW 

bxB²¾ý yb#Â NGD §Y 

ytmr÷z nW  ngR GN y›lM 

yb#Â gbÃ bêUWM çn bG™W 

m-N   s!ÂU! y¸ÃSkTlW  

-NQ lhg‰CN XJg#N kFt¾ 

nW LB bl# ÆlûT ›m¬T 

yb#Â gb!ÃCN k 257 ¸l×N 

USD wd 179 ¸l!×N USD 

wRÄ*L xh#NM kz!H b¬C 

XNd¸wRD Y-b”L ²Ê 

bW+ gbÃ §Y Ãt÷rW YH 

gbÊ bb#Â êU ¥>öLöL 

y¸qMsW x_è kz!H qdM 

ÆL¬y DHnT WS_ wDÌL

YH lrJM g!z@ yx!T×ùÃ 

x!÷ñ¸ ätR çñ yöyW 

XNÄY-gN çñ s!frµkS 

l@lÖCNM yNGD zRæCÂ 

x!NÇST¶WN xBé 

gDèêcêL  

 

kx!T×ùÃ wÈ BlN 

Globalization ÆH¶Y SNmlkT 

xSf¶nt$ lTLq$M çn lTN¹# 

xND mçn#N XNgnzÆlN  

lMúl@ bQRb# kxND }h#F 

Ãgßh#TN §µF§Ch#

Sà Dorka Diaz TÆ§lC  

Honduras ýS_ l Leslie Fay 

x»¶µ yLBS k#ÆNÃ Ts‰lC  

YHC s@T l US Congress ”§*N 

XNDTs_ btUÆÎC wQT k 

12-13 ›m¬T LíC UR 

XNdMTs‰ gLÉlC  y|‰ ï¬ 

wbq$M k 100 Degrees Í‰ÂYT 

b§Y XNd¸dRSÂ Ni#H ym-_ 

Wh XNµ* XNdl@l gLÉlC 

búMNT l 54 y|‰ s›èCM 

y¸kf§T k $20 TN> kF 

y¸L mçn#N tÂG‰lC  Dorka 

k3 xmT L©* UR bDHnTÂ 

br¦B t-Q¬ XNdMTñRM 

xWS¬lC  YBS ›mT ÆLä§ 

wQTM y\‰t¾ ¥HbR 

l¥ÌÌM äK‰lC tB§ 

k|‰ê tÆ‰lC  YHN ymúsl# 

Múl@ãC bB²T m_qS 

YÒ§L  q$M ng„ ywgNÂ yhgR 

FQR yl@lW k#ÆNÃ TRFN 

¥údD b¸ÃdRgW zmÒ 

sB›êEnT YbL_ lxdU 

mUl-# nW  

 

XNÄ!z!h# bhg‰CN yÅ¥ 

(Import) ¬¶F kl§ mnúT b-

Q§§ yhg¶t$ Å¥ ÍB¶µãC 

l!-û XNd¸Cl# XÃyN nW  

x!T×ùÃ b›lM gbÃ Ã§T ï¬ 

x!MNT b!çNM b›lM NGDÂ 

ygbÃ WÈ WrD b¸kstW 

TN> lW_ LT¯Ä BlÖM 

?LWÂê ‰s# _Ãq& WS_ l!gÆ 

XNd¸CL mgmT xÃÄGTM  

YH CGR bblig# xg‰T §YM 

xYksTM xLLM! çñM 

lW-# XNd xg‰CN yHLWÂ 

_Ãq& l!ÃSnú xYCLM Bü 

xMÂlh#  lz!H y¸CLbT g!z@ 

MN xLÆT b!mÈ y 

Globalization ?GUTN 

YqY„êcêL  lz!H yx»¶µ 

mNG|T lBrT xM‰ÓC 

y¸\-W D¯¥ XNdMúl@nT 

m-öM YC§L  

 

y²ÊW GlÖÆ§Yz@>N 

(Globalization)  k:lT wd :lT 

ymNG|TN dNBÂ ?GUT 

b›lM xqF ?GUTÂ dNïC 

Xytµ Yg¾L  kz!HM ÆšgR 

qDä bhgR dr© tqRiW 

|‰ §Y YWl# ynb„ ±l!s!ãC 

²Ê b›lM ÆNK (World Bank)  

bxlM xqF ygNzB DRJT 

(IMF) b›lM yNGD DRJT  

(WTO) b¸w-# ±l!s!ãC 

bmtµT §Y Yg¾l#  Xnz!H 

±l!s!ãC dGä bGz#F ›lM 

xqF yNGD tÌ¥T (Multi 

Nationals) k#ÆNÃãC ›§¥ §Y 

ytmsrt$M mçÂcWN 

mzNUT ylBNM  

 

k§Y bx+„ yzrzRk#T 

yGlÖÆ§Yz@>N Æ?RY bxND 

hgR btlYM bTÂNëC hgéC 

HLWÂ y¸ñrWN ¸Â kmGl}  

ÆšgR GlÖÆ§Yz@>N bnÉ hgR 

x!÷ñ¸½ ±ltEµÂ î¹!ÃL 

HYwT WS_ MN ÃHL ÈL” 

XNd¸gÆ l¥SgNzBÂ 

l¥SrÄT nW yXRš mR 

x!NÇST¶ GNÆ¬ mr_N 

xLmr_N  globalization btlÃy 

mLk# bq_¬ çn btzêê¶ 

mNgD tI:ñ ¥Drg# 

XNd¥YqR LÂWQ YgÆL  

mNG|TÂ yGL KFl 

x!÷ñ¸W xlmt¥mN  

 

bm\rt$ mNG|TÂ yGL 

KFl# y‰úcW yçn ¸Â 

XNÄ§cW Y¬w”L  

XNÄ!ÃWM 2 KFlÖC Æ§NÈãC 

úYçn# tdUUðãC ÂcW

mNG|T Æ-”§Y (h) yHZBÂ 

yhgRN dHNnT ÃrUGÈL! (l) 

?G ÃSkB‰L! (/) FTH 

ÃrUGÈL yWL SMMnèCN 

ÃSkB‰L! (m) m\r¬êE L¥T 

GNÆ¬ãCN     ÃkÂWÂL!   

(\) m\r¬êE yçn# ysocial 

L¥èCN YzrUL ¥lTM 

TMHRT! -@Â! W¦ xQRïT 

wzt! (r) mLµM xStÄdRN 
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Ym\R¬L! (s) macro economy 

WN ÃrUUL! (¹) ydkÑÂ 

xQM ÃnúCWN wgñC 

YNkÆkÆL (YäK‰L)! (q) 

ygbÃN |R;T YöÈ-‰L   

 

ygbÃN |R;T b¸mlkT 

mNG|TM çn yGL KFl# 

GL}nTNÂ FT¦êEnTN yt§bs 

gbÃ XNÄ!ñR Yšl#

yGL KFl# bbk#l# y¥MrT!  

y¥kÍfL NGDÂ xgLGlÖT 

bQL_FÂ y¥gbÃyT ClÖ¬ 

wY xQM xlW bz!H zRF 

kmNG|T  btšl  mLk#  

W-@T XNÄSmzgb ¬¶K 

YmsK‰L yx!T× Ã             

mNG|T LnGD BlÖ btnú 

wQT bx!÷ñ¸W §Y 

ÃSmzgÆcWN _ÍèCÂ 

ÃÆkÂcWN NBrèC B²T 

h#§CNM yMÂWqW nW

gNzB ¥TrF y¸Ã÷‰Â 

y¸ÃSkBR b!çNM gÂ Bz# 

bhg‰CN xLtlmdM  bRG_ 

TRû b|‰Â bWDDR!  bf-

‰Â b¬¬¶nT!  lh#l#M 

twÄÄ¶ãC tmúúY bçn 

»ÄÂ! xDLã bl@lbT mDrK 

l!g" YgÆL

yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸W mLµM 

W-@T XNÄ!ÃSmzGB mLµM 

yx!÷ñ¸ xStÄdRN Y-Y”L! 

GL}nT! wÄ!H wÄ!Ã y¥Yê™Q 

l!s!! y?G yb§YnT 

k¸fLUcW êÂ êÂ mRçãC 

Y-qúl# yb!éK‰s! ÅÂ!  

ÑSÂÂ  Q¸Ã x!N StéCN 

k¸Ã¹¹# ên¾ MKNÃèC 

ÂcW  ÃlûT yx!hÁG 

l!s!ãC bz!H g#Ä×C Bz#M 

xLtêÈ§cWM  lMúl@ 

x!?ÁG |LÈN s!YZ 

ÃSmzgbW XDgT k10  

b§Y  XNd mBrQ xNÁ 

BL+ BlÖ -FaL  

ywQt$ yx!T×ùÃ yGL KFl 

x!÷ñ¸W XNd mjm¶Ããc$ 

yx!?ÁG xm¬T ÃúyW 

kFt¾ XNQS”s@ (Dynamism) 

bTWS¬ mLK µLçn bl@§ 

mLk# ²Ê l!¬sB xYCLM  

 

MKNÃèC l!zrz„ YC§l#  

bXn@ xStÃyT XNdêÂ xDRg@ 

yMö_‰cW¿  

 

1¾. yNGD KFl#N XNÄ!m„ 

ytmdb#T ÆlSLÈñC dµ¥ 

mçN! 

2¾. lRtE NGD DRJèC 

ytly xmn@¬ ms-t$Â 

kl@lÖC DRJèC btly mLk# 

XNÄ!Nqúqs# mdrg#! 

3¾. hq¾ NGD HBrtsb#N 

k¥QrBÂ k¥br¬¬T YLQ 

¥‰QÂ ¥È-LN  mMr-#

Xnz!H XWn¬ãC lGL KFl 

x!÷ñ¸W mDkM xStê{å 

xDRgêL ²Ê k10 ›mT b § 

LNmµbT yMNCL wYM 

ytSÍ +§N+L l!ÃúyN  

y¸b” xNDM yx!NÇST¶ 

zRF xLtgnÆM  YQR bzRF 

bÍB¶µ dr© XNµ* qLB 

y¸SB DRJT  tÌq$ä 

xL¬yM

 

Y< XNGÄ!H x-”§Y yxm‰R 

g}¬WN s!ÃmlKT wd ¬C 

wrD SNL y¸¬† WSBSB 

CGéC yNGÇN ytb§¹ g}¬ 

ÃmlK¬l#  lMúl@- nUÁW 

BDR kÆNK l¥GßT mê¹TN! 

Æ ‰+ xM¬è mKbR 

mflGN! ¬KS lmKfL 

xlmzUjTN ÆHL xDR¯ 

XNÄ!YZ YUB²l#  mNG|TM- 

bg#Lbt$ ÃNÇN NBrT s!YZ! 

yl@§WN s!tW! bÑSÂ sbB 

xNÇN lXSR s!ÄRG l@§WN 

XNÄ§y s!ÃLF! §NÇ mÊT 

s!s_ l@§WN s!Ãm§LS lNGD 

XDgT m_æ |M xStê:ò 

xDRÙL   

Æ-”§Y ÃlûT 10 ›m¬T 

yW¢NBR wQèC çnW 

xLfêL h#lt$ KFlÖC ²Ê ²Ê  

QRb¬cWN xNÁ äQ xNÁ 

brD XÃdrg# mÙZN ymr-# 

YmS§l# YH xµÿD :DgTN 

y¥ÃmÈ! xlmt¥mNÂ 

BlÖM tSÍ mq$r_N 

y¸Ã‰MD nW

bRG_ bdfÂý yGL KFl# 

yhg¶a yL¥T ätR nW 

b!ÆLM! bTKKL YH MN ¥lT 

XNdçn! XNÁTS ät„ 

L¥TN l!ÃNqúQS XNd¸CL 

l¥St¥R l¥úwQ ytnú KFL 

ylM yx!T× ÃN Private Sector 

xh#N µlbT dµ¥ dr© wd §Q 

µlW dr© l¥DrS kFt¾ 

yxm‰R DUF ÃSfLgêL

tqÄ¸ ›§¥ãC §Y mGÆÆT 

yGD Y§L -  yx!T× Ã yNGD 

DRJT êÂ ›§¥ãC MN l!çn# 

YgÆL? lÆlNBrèC hBTN 

¥µbT? wYS |‰ :DLN 

bsðW mKfT? HBrtsb#N 

mNkÆkB wYS _‰T ÃlW 

MRTÂ xgLGlÖT ¥QrB? 

Xnz!HÂ Xnz!H ymúsl# 

_Ãq&ãC l!mls# YgÆL

 

 

3. l!kst$ y¸Cl# h#lt$ 

yx!T× Ã g}¬ãC 

(Scenarios)  

 

y Capital Ws#NnTN! y 

Globalization t}:ñN! yx!T×ùÃ 

mLK; MDR xq¥m_ lL¥T 

xScU¶nTN! ywdB xLÆnTN! 

ym¶ãC DKmTN! y-qSk#T 

bq_¬M çn btzêê¶ mLk# 

bGL NGDÂ x!NÇST¶ zRF 

§Y t}:ñ ÃdRUl# l¥lT 

nW  kz!H bmnúT b¸q_lW 

KFL bmNdRd¶Ã mLK 

ÃSqm_µ*cWN QDm ¦úïCN 

kGN²b@ b¥SgÆT y‰s@N R:Y 

2020 XqRÆlh#  YHN R:Y b 2 

mailto:y‰s@N
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kFyêlh#  ymjm¶ÃW xh#N 

ÃlW h#n@¬ XNÄl b!q_L 

yx!T×ùÃ g}¬ MN 

XNd¸mSL l¥úyT 

XäK‰lh#  h#lt¾W kR:ü UR 

btÃÃz mLk# qdM Bü 

ygl}µ*cWN :Y¬ãCN kGN²b@ 

b¥µtT l@§W l!çN y¸CL 

nW Bü y¥SbWN yx!T×ùÃN 

g{¬ xmlK¬lh#   

 

ktlÃ† _ÂèC ytgß#TN 

xhøC b¥sÆsB! b¥U-M 

(Extrapolate)  wYM dGä 

bGRDF y‰s@N Projections 

b¥µtT ytgß# XN©! h#lt$N 

g}¬ãC lmúL yt-qMk#bT 

YH ný y¸ÆL äÁL yl"M 

Æ+„ bXNGl!z¾ s@Â¶× 

(Scenario) b¸lW xStúsB 

l!gl-# mÒ§cWN! úYNúêE 

fR ÆlmÃ²cW b_N”q& 

l!wsÇ y¸gÆ mçn#N ¥úsB 

XfLUlh#

 

YH ymjm¶Ã g}¬ wY 

(Scenario) l¥nÉiR ÃSqm_k#T 

s!çN bxB²¾W m_æW ¯N 

XNÄ!ÃúY tdR¯ ytqm- nW  

 

3.1 ymjm¶ÃW g}¬ 
Business as usual 

assumption  ÆlW h#n@¬ 
kq-LN  

 

b2020 y›lM x-”§Y g}¬ 

YlwÈL  Green House effect 

wYM ywbQ mNs‰ÍT 

LblW y›l¥CNN yÑqT 

Sl@T bÈÑN kF ÃdRgêL  

bx!T×ùÃ br¦¥W SF‰ xh#N 

µlW m-N bÈÑN =Mé 

yhg¶aN 70  Y¹fÂL  yhg¶a 

ÅµãC bÑl# wDmêL  yÇR 

x‰êEèCM b-Q§§W -FtêL  

yHZB q$_R wd 130 ¸l!×N 

YdRúL åé¸Ã BÒWN 33 

¸l!×N HZB s!ñrW  TG‰YÂ 

x¥‰ XÃNÄNÄcW 9 Â 29 

¸l!×N ?ZB Yñ‰cêL  80  

ykt¥ nê¶ Ãlf”D bÃzW 

mÊT §Y yktm YçÂL   

kz!H WS_ b AIDS 15 ¸l!×N 

ÃHL HZB Y-”L  x¥µY 

XD» k43 wd 40 YwRÄL

by›mt$ k200¹!H sW b§Y 

YsdÄL  gbÊW kmÊt$ 

tnQlÖ wd kt¥ mFlS 

YjM‰L  brhB y¸s”yW 

HZB q$_R 50 ¸l!×N 

YdRúL n#é xh#N l!gÆN 

b¥YCL mLk# xs”qE 

YçÂL  y|‰ fT q$_R bxÄ!S 

xbÆ BÒ k50  km=m„M 

b§Y ywNjL fÉ¸ãC q$_R 

Sl¸ÃDG ksð x_R Gb! WS_ 

tkLlW Bz#ãC bzB t-

BqW XNÄ!ñ„ ç„L  xB²¾W 

yxÄ!S xbÆ HZB x@l@KT¶K 

búMNT 3 qN s!Ãg" W¦ 

y¸ÃgßW búMNT 2 l!çN 

YC§L   

 

yGL mk!Â b@Nz!N êU bl!TR 

25 BR dRî yxWèb!S Tk@T 

kBR 5 ÃLÍL  bhgR WS_ 

x!T×ùÃ xyR mNgD yzwTR 

br‰ tÌRõ  wd ÒRtR br‰ 

YlwÈL  yW+ xyR 

T‰NS±RT xgLGlÖT bW+ 

xyR mNgìC BÒ YsÈL  

êUWM xh#N µlW 10 X_F 

ÃšQÆL   

y-@F êU k#N¬l# 1500! ìé 

kmè ¦Mú BR b¬C xYg"M

bG 800 BR YgÆL  NGD 

bxB²¾W xnSt¾Â 

b÷NTéÆND mLK YµÿÄL

Formal Sector xLæ xLæ 

y¸¬Y KFL çñ ÃRÍL  

 

yRtE DRJèC bx!÷ñ¸W 

§Y Ã§cW t}:ñ xh#N µlW 

úYqNS XNÄl Yq_§L  

xB²¾ãc$ yRtE DRJèC 

kSrW s!zg# l@lÖC bMTµcW 

Ykf¬l#   yx§ÑÄ!  DRJèC  

bxB²¾W Y¹Èl# wY YzUl#  

yW+ ÆlhBèC btlYM 

?NìC  yx!T×{Ã NGD KFL 

WS_ y¯§ ¸Â YÅw¬l#  wd 

GL Yø¬ úY²w„ yq„ 

ymNG|T NGD tÌ¥T 

YzUl#   yNGD zRû y|‰ 

:DLN k¥SÍT xNÉR y¯§ ¸Â 

xYñrWM     

 

bktäC Ãl# ym\r¬êE L¥T 

xW¬éÒcW bÑl# s!dQq$

yg-R çSpE¬lÖC /k!MÂ 

mD`n!T ÃÈl#   

 

TMHRT b@èC kxQ¥cW b§Y 

t¥¶ãC s!Yz# yTMHRt$M 

_‰T bÈÑN Ã>ölq$§L  

yxSt¥¶Â yTMHRT mÚhFT 

kFt¾  X_rT Yf-‰L  

bx!T×ùÃ k 4 y¥YbL-# 

TLLQ yW+ yXRš k#ÆNÃãC 

-Q§§ yb#Â mÊèCN YöÈ-

‰l#  xBz¾ãc$ yx!T×ùÃ 

gbÊãC kz!H |‰ w_tW 

Q_R \‰t®C YçÂl#  bx-

”§Y yhg¶a ynFS wkF gb!  

xh#N µlW MNM +¥¶ 

xÃúYM yhg¶a  xlM xqF 

:Ä KFÃ k-Q§§W bjT 70  

ÃHL YdRúL  bxlM 

yx!T× Ã ÑSÂ \N-r™ 

xh#N µlbT 92¾ dr© wd 

120¾ YwRÄL Xz!H §Y 

YB”"

bz!H xh#N ÆSqm_k#T g{¬ 

(Scenario) x!T×ùÃ yxµÆb! 

hgéCN BlÖM y›lMN Tk#rT 

múÆ* xYqRM  YHM 

k_NµÊêÂ khY§* xNÉR úYçN 

kDKma l!kst$ k¸Cl# 

CGéCÂ _ÍèC nW  xh#N 

yÄsSk#TN S:L ÃµttC 

x!T×ùÃ kFt¾ y¥Hb‰êEÂ 

x!÷ñ¸ÃêE qWS WS_ mzfÌ 

yGD nW  xµÆb!WNM xB‰ 

CGR WS_ mKta xYqRM  
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3.2 2¾W yx!T×ùÃ g}¬ 

 

q_ü yMzrZR§Ch# h#l# çn 

B§Ch# WsÇ

ÒYÂ kx»¶µ Xk#L l@§¾ê 

¬§Q yxlM x!÷ñ¸ xNqú”> 

hgR çÂlC \§M bx!T×ùÃ 

sF„L  

x!HxÁG ytqê¸ RtE çñ 

lmÀW MRÅ ZGJt$N 

q_§*L  x@RT‰Â x!T×ùÃ 

lØÁÊ>N T||R WYYT 

jMrêL yB„H tSÍ S»T 

bHZB §Y sF„L  

?G kwrqT wd tGÆR 

t§LÐL½ yhg¶a kFt¾ FRD 

b@T ±l!S ÃlxGÆB l2 wR 

§s‰cý GlsB mNG|T y 

100 ¹!H BR  µú XNÄ!kFL 

XÃdrg nW  

?ZB n#éN l¥¹nF kqDäW 

XJG bbl- bxNDnTÂ 

bHBrT Y¬g§L

 

yx!T×ùÃ ?ZB q$_R 110 

¸l!×N b!dRSM  y?ZB q$_R 

ym=mR  XDgt$ tgaL  

xND b@tsB k 1 LJ b§Y 

XNÄYwLD bHG tgDÆ*L  

HIV/AIDS  y_”T q$_RM 

kHZb# q$_R wd 5 ZQ BlÖ 

7 ¸l!×N HZB BÒ yVirus 

t¹µ¸ çñ Yg¾L x¥µ" 

:D» k43 wd 45 kF B§*L  

 

yx!T×ùÃ nFS wkF gb!  k 

100 ì§R wd 250 =M…L 

y150  XDgT ¥lT nW  

 

yx@l@T¶KÂ yW¦ CGR XNÄl 

b!çNM b‰>N mLK úYçN 

bdMb# lt-”¸ YdRsêL

 

yGL KFl# ¸Â XÃdg m_è 

kmNG|T DRjèC b§Y 

l:DgTÂ L¥T wú" ¸Â 

YÅw¬L   

 

yx!T×ùÃ xyR mNgD yxmt$ 

yxF¶µ xyR mNgD tBlÖ 

t¹LàL  bkt¥W ymjm¶Ã 

y TRAM (Æb#R) mSmR 

ymzRUT S‰ k CMC - §Fè 

kmRµè ë§ tjM…L  

xWèb!îC bXnz!H 20 ›mT 

WS_ q$_‰cW 10 X_F 

=M…L! yGL mk!ÂãC ¬KS 

500  =M…L  yQNõT 

y¸Æl#T mk!ñC wd hgR 

WS_ mGÆ¬cW qRaL  

 

ymÊTÂ l@lÖCM yGL 

Ælb@TnT bHG t-BÌL  

 

hg¶a lx!M±RT 

yMTfQÄcý ¹qõC lL¥T 

l-@ÂÂ lTMHRT l¸Wl# 

YçÂl# l@lÖC X”ãC XNÄYgb# 

tkLKlêL  

 

TMHRT tSÍFè xNd¾ dr© 

BlÖM yt&Kn!K TMHRT l 70  

wÈT t¥¶ãC tÄRú*L  

 

b‰s# y¸t¥mN GL}Â 

lmBt$ yöm yNGD HBrtsB 

q$_R Xy=mr m_aL

xnSt¾Â mlSt¾ 

yx!T×ùÃWÃN DRJèC 

x!NÇST¶ãC bB²T bG²tEt$ 

tSÍFtêL  MR¬cWM 

yxµÆb!W F§¯T §Y Ãt÷r 

s!çN xLæ xLæM hg‰êE x§¥ 

YzW y¸Ùz#M Yñ‰l#  

_qEèC k›lM DRJèC UR 

twÄDrý y‰úcWN gbÃ Ã-

Âk„M YçÂl#  yW+ MRT 

mÂfQ qRè yhgR MRT 

yHZB mk#¶Ã ç„L

lW+ MRT XJ y¥Ys_ 

x!T×ùÃêE ¹¥C tf_…L   

 

ÆN÷C L¥¬êE lçnW lTLq$M 

çn lTN¹# nUÁ XNd xUR 

çný ÃglG§l#  ytlÃ† 

yÍYÂNS zÁãCM gbÃ §Y 

YW§l#   

 

hBT l¥F‰T y¸¬gL 

yt¥r b‰s# y¸t¥mN 

ÃgÆ¾L ÆY x!T×ùÃêE ynUÁ 

KFL NGD |‰WN YöÈ-

‰L bWDDR BÒ úYçN 

bHBrTÂ bmtUgZ y¸s‰ 

yGL KFL Yf-‰L b¹!ãC 

y¸ö-„ yx!T×ùÃ wÈèC 

W+ tMrW Ymlúl#

yx!T×ùÃ nUÁ y‰s# yçn 

µpE¬L y¥sÆsB! yt¥r ysW 

`YL ym-qMÂ xBé XRS 

bRS ymnUgR ÆHL Yf_‰L

YHN y2¾WN yx!T×ùÃ g}¬ 

tGÆ‰êE l¥DrG y¸ÃSCl# 

xQÈÅãC kz!H q_lÖ 

XzrZ‰lh#

 

 

4. ltšl W-@T 

ymFT/@ xQÈÅãC 
 

yzrzRµ*cý b¯ g}¬ãC ?LM 

mSlW k¬†êCh# y›lMN 

¬¶K mlS B§Ch# XNDTÄSs# 

XUB²lh#  ÷RÃN y²Ê 30 

›mT!  ÒYÂN y²Ê 25 ›mT 

wsÇ - yT nb„? ²Ê yT 

drs#? bRG_ ›lM tqY…L 

byqn#M blW_ £dT WS_ 

nW l:DgT xh#NM qÄÄ xl 

ÆY n"  bRG_ lW_ XNÄ!H 

bq§l# xYmÈM - ÒYÂ ²Ê 

kdrsCbT dr© lmDrS 

kFt¾ mSê:TnT kF§lC

y Ã§N t}:ñN tÌq$¥ b-

Nµ‰ m¶ã‟ BR¬T nW ²Ê 

µlCbT dr© ydrsCý

l@lÖCM y S.E Asia hgéC 

bBLH xm‰RÂ TGL nW 

lBL}GÂ ybq$T  bz!H £dT 

WS_ yNGDÂ ymNG|T 

KFlÖC  yy‰úcWN   ¸Â  

-NQqW tkÍFlW 

bmS‰¬cW nW Ã¥r W-@T 

ytgßW  X¾S MN ¥DrG 
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xlBN? btwsn# m\r¬êEÂ 

lW_ xMÀ mFTÿãC §Y 

xtk#‰lh#  

 

4.1 xNd¾-yÆHLÂ yxStúsB 

lW_ ¥MÈT 

 

kh#l# bðT x!T×ùÃêE y¸lW 

m¬wqEÃ bTKKL (Define) 

mlyT YñRb¬L qdM Æl 

wQT kyT xµÆb! mÈH 

y¸lW _Ãq& L¥ÄêE _Ãq& çñ 

b!öYM ²Ê dGä kyT¾W zR 

nH y¸lW Xytlmd m_aL  

qDä ymñ¶Ã xµÆb! 

XNdmLS Ys_ nbR-kmNZ' 

kxÄ!G‰T' kb#¬J‰-²Ê GN 

mLs# yzR GND µLçn 

tqÆYnT ylýM  yGlsB yzR 

¥NnT µL¬wq! X„Q mÿD 

xYÒLM  bz!H g#ÄY 

k¥NwÈbT xzQT gBtÂL 

l¥lT ÆLdFRM  G‰ 

ymUÆT h#n@¬ xl  qdM BlÖ 

XNÄ!H Ãl -Nµ‰ yzR S»T 

l¥SÈL b!äkRM tmLî xh#N 

b¸¬yW xNDnTN b¸ÃÂU 

mLk# mbr¬¬t$$ Bz#ãc$N 

xSdNGÈ*L  çñM YH ¥NnTN 

¥wQ b‰s# KÍT ÆYñrWM 

qrB BlÖ ¥yT bdNB m-

ÂTÂ mmRmR! l!ÃmÈ 

y¸ClWN b¯M çn xl#¬êE 

XNDM¬ m¬wQ xlbT

 

åéä wY TG‰Y çñ 

x!T×ùÃêE ! x¥‰ wY g#‰g@ 

çñ x!T×ùÃêE! s#¥l@ wY 

xÍR çñ x!T×ùÃêE wzt 

KÍT ylWM b!ÆLM bz@GnT 

BÒ úYçN bÆHLM +MR 

y¸NiÆrQÂ kzR bðT 

yx!T×ùÃêEnT mglÅ qDä 

l!msrT YgÆL YH kçn 

bHBrT yiÂ! bHBrT y¸s‰! 

bHBrT kFt¾ yx!÷ñ¸Â 

yt&KñlÖ©! lW_ l¥MÈT 

ytzUj x!T×ùÃêE mF-R 

XNC§lN   

YH xlM yWDDR ›lM nW 

BlÖ bdfÂW mÙZ GBZnT 

YmSl¾L sW btf_é xND 

§Y bHBrT mñRN 

YmRÈLÂ  ²Ê YHN HBrT 

dGä yMNgnÆW HZB btlÃy 

¥Hb‰t$ s!d‰JÂ bGl#M çn 

bxµÆb!W L¥T §Y s!útF 

nW yx!÷ñ¸W XDgTM 

y¸-ÂkrW bzR ÃLtlÃy 

y¥YkÍfL x!T×ùÃêE 

SNmsRT! FTHN lHZB 

SÂrUG_ |LÈN k§Y wd¬C 

wd HZB s!wRD Ä!äK‰s!Â 

t-ÃqEnT ytmsrtÆT 

x!T×ùÃN SNgnÆ nW  

 

YHN xND x!T×ùÃN lmgNÆT 

-Nµ‰ :s@èC (Value) l!ñ„N 

YgÆL h#§CNM yMNqblW 

:s@èC l!ñ„N ÃSfLUL  

Xnß!H :s@èC bb@tsB! 

bT¼b@T¿ bxµÆb! ¥Hb‰T¿ 

bmNG|TÂ bHZÆêE DRJèCN 

l!NiÆrq$ YgÆL   

 

:DgTÂ BlÖM yx!NÇST¶ Æl 

iU lmçN ktnúN YH yÆHL 

lW_ l¸-BqN kFt¾ 

TGLÂ mSê:TnT tqÄ¸Â 

ên¾W mú¶ÃCN mçn# nW 

l!¬lF xYgÆWM

4.2 h#lt¾ - xÄ!S yx!NÇST¶ 

GMÆ¬ xQÈÅ mtlM 

 

lMN xÄ!S xQÈÅ xSflg? 

bmjm¶Ã x!T× ÃN ²Ê 

kMTg"bT yx!÷ñ¸W g}¬ 

l¥WÈT ytlmÇT l!s! 

MRÅãC bqE l!çn# xYCl#M  

LB bl# dµ¥ gÂ 60 ›mT 

ÃLä§ý ÃWM µNDM h#lt& 

käT xÍF ytmls yGL 

KFl x!÷ñ¸ nW ÃlN BlÂL

YH dGä bMNM mLk# 

yx!÷ñ¸ m¶ çñ l!gsGS  

xYCLM xUR çñ y¸ÃGzW 

mNG|T XNµ* btlÃ† CGéC 

mtBtb#NM xStWlÂL

yhg¶a y‰ú* ytf_é CGéCM 

Bz#M l!ÃGz# XNd¥ÃSCl# 

trDtÂL ¬DÃ MN x¥‰+ 

xlN - xÄ!S  xQÈÅ kmtlM 

l@§! 

 

²Ê ¥¬ xQÈÅW YH l!çN 

YgÆL l¥lT xLtzUjh#M

ngR GN ktdqn#T CGéC 

xNÉR 130 ¸l!×N HZB b2020 

yMT¹kM x!T× Ã yMT-

Y”cW yL¥T xW¬éC 

kGN²b@ b¥µtT CGéC bxND 

ADLI GBRÂ mR 

x!NÇST¶Ã§Yz>N xYft$M! 

bÃmt$ k16 ¸l!×N XSk 30 

¸l!×N br¦B  y¸-” HZB 

y¸ñ‰TN x!T× Ã Æl 

x!NÇST¶ l¥DrG XSk²Ê 

k¬lmW b§Y mÿD 

ÃSfLgÂL Xz!H §Y bQD¸Ã 

MN XNdMNfLG bGL} 

¥Sqm_M YñRBÂL yHZB 

x¥µY gb!N 24 / 10 / 20  X_F 

XNÄ!=MR nW ›§¥CN?  bSNT 

›mT WS_? §B²¾W HZÆCN 

y|‰ :DL XNÄ!s-W nW 

yMNlW?  btwsn# yNGD zRæC 

twÄÄ¶ çnN XNQrB nW?   

l¥N¾WM bR:ü 

XNÄSqm_k#T XStE ynFS 

wkF gb!WN bmjm¶Ã bX_F 

XÂúDgW b¸lW XN£D  

lz!HM yGBRÂ mR x!NÇST¶ 

GMÆ¬ bmRçM çn 

bST‰t&©! mLk# Tk#rT 

ts_èT b!q_L XNµ* kh#l# 

bðT xh#N b|‰ §Y Ãl#TN 

yx!NÇST¶ tÌ¥T QD¸Ã 

s_è ¥ššL ¥SÍÍTÂ ¥-

ÂkR ÃSfLUL  YB²M YnSM 

xh#N Ãl#T yx!NÇST¶ 

DRJèC zmÂêE XNÄ!çn# 

bzmn# t&KñlÖ©! XNÄ!gnb# 

QD¸Ã l!sÈcW YgÆL  

 

y¬wq$ nUÁãCÂ Æl 

x!NÇST¶ãC bzRÍcW 

tlYtW y|‰ :QD 

w_è§cW tÌäÒcW xh#N 
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µl#bT Dr© XNÄ!ššl#Â 

XNÄ!SÍû D¯¥Â xQM GMÆ¬ 

l!drG§cW YgÆL  yx!NÇST¶ 

zRûM xh#N kÃzW yx!÷ñ¸ 

DRš b2020 bX_F XNÄ!ÃDG 

:QD tYø ¥NqúqS  ÃSfLG 

YçÂL  b!ÃNS lmjm¶Ã 10 

›m¬T xh#N kG¥> xQM 

b¬C XytNqúqs# Ãl# 

yx!NÇST¶ tÌ¥T bÑl# 

g#LbT XNÄ!Nqúqs# mÈR 

ÃSfLUL  lz!H y¸ÃSfLgW 

xm‰RÂ yxQM GMÆ¬ 

PéG‰M l!zUJlT bqE 

y¥Sfi¸Ã gNzB l!mdBlT 

ÃSfLUL  YH XNd Strategy 

y¸wSdW êÂW MKNÃt$ 

yXRš mR x!NÇST¶ GMÆ¬ 

g!z@ fJ bmçn# nW  yXRš 

W-@T tStµKlÖÂ =Mé 

lx!NÇST¶ GB;TnT 

XSk¸dRS ÆlW mNqúqS 

yGD nWÂ  

 

bl@§ bk#L xÄÄ!S l 21¾ý 

KFl zmN y¸çn# yx!NÇST¶ 

zRæCNS ¥-@N xYgÆNM wY?  

High t&K? wYS ¥n#ÍKc¶NG? 

y¸L _Ãq& ¥NúT tgb! 

YmSl¾L  g#Ä†N qrB BlÖ 

mmRmR ÃSfLUL bn@ 

xStÃyT lwdðT q$LF l!çn# 

YC§l# y¸Æl#T yx!NÇST¶ 

zRæC 3 msr¬êE mSfRèC 

l!Ãàl# kFt¾ Tk#rT 

l!sÈcW YgÆL ¾ bxlM 

xqF gbÃ tf§g!$ kçnÂ 2¾ 

kFt¾ gb! bKFÃM çn 

bTRFnt$ y¸ÃSmzGb# kçn 

xÄ!s# zRF Tk#rT l!s-W 

YgÆL ÆY n" bDU¸ YH 

mSfRT b_N”q& m¬yT 

YñRb¬L X§lh#  

  

4.3 îSt¾ - :WqTN Ãµtt 

MRT ¥MrT 

 

mÊTÂ ysW g#LbT btšl 

mLk# s§lN kz!H §Y  Tk#rT 

mS-T yGD nW  yx!HxÁG 

mNG|T btdUU¸ YHNN 

gLò¬L  Xn@M bz!H ¦úB 

XS¥¥lh#  kh#l# bðT ‰úCNN 

bMGB mÒL xlBN  YHN 

dGä l¥DrG ymÊT 

Ælb@TnT lgbÊW ¥rUg_ 

yGD nW  ygbÊW `YL 

y¸fr_mý yNBrT Ælb@Tnt$ 

s!rUg_ BÒ ný  mÊt$N 

b¥SÃÏnT lmS-T s!CL 

ný µpE¬L mf-R y¸ClW  

 

XDg¬CN y¸-ÂkrW ytf_é 

hB¬CN yXRš W-@èCN 

ÃµT¬L  byg!z@W s!ÃDGÂ 

s!=MR mçn# GL} nW  

ÍB¶µW MRT y¸ÃmRtW 

ytf_é hBT s!qRBlTÂ 

ysW `YL s!=MRbT nW  

YH ytf_é hBT Xs@T 

(Value)   y¸ÃDgW GBxt$ 

btšl h#n@¬ s!qnÆbRÂ 

btStµkl mNgD _QM §Y 

s!WL nW YH s!çN y|‰ 

:DL YSÍÍL y\‰t¾W KFÃ 

ÃDUL YHM XNGÄ!H 

k\‰t¾W XJ gNzB 

XNÄ!ñRÂ BlÖM Fí¬WN 

XNÄ!=MR YrÄLÝÝ bz!HM 

m\rT yhgR ¦BTÂ yHZB 

hBTM ÃDUL 

 

YHN ytf_é ¦B¬CN 

bydr©ý lmlw_ mNG|T 

Tk#rt$N k Macro Policy wd 

Micro Policy XÂ xScU¶Â kÆD 

wd çný (k#ÆNÃ dr©) Firm 

level ST‰t&©!Â MRÅ ¥t÷R 

ÃSfLgêL btlYM MN 

XÂMRT? XÂ XNÁT 

XÂMRT ?  Xnz!HN 2 _Ãq&ãCN 

bTKKL lmmlS mNG|T 

kNGD HBrtsb# UR tö‰"è 

mS‰T YñRb¬L   

 

MN XÂMRT? 

 

xSqDmN bMRT £dT ýS_ 

bydr©ý ¦BT l!f-R 

y¸ÒLbTN zÁ LÂWQ 

YgÆÂL  MN ¥MrT 

XNDMNCL SNgnzB nW 

yhg‰CNN x!÷ņ̃  yMNlW-W  

›§¥Â :QD l!ñ„N YgÆL  

xµÆb!ÃCNÂ ›lMN ¥wQ 

ÃSfLgÂL  21¾W KFl zmN 

y¸šWN qDmN mrÄT 

YñRBÂL  xÄ!S ngéCN §Y 

Tk#rT mS-T xlBN  YHN 

y¸rÄ XNÄ!H y¸ÃSB nUÁ 

µLf-RN l¾ 21¾ý KFl 

zmN ysö” XN©! yBL}GÂ 

xYçNM  ÆlûT w‰T Slz!H 

g#ÄY yts-# _ö¥ãC GBRÂ 

mR! fÈN :DgT y¸ÃSmÈ! 

\ð ysW `YL y¸-YQ 

x!NÇST¶ - BlÖ bdfÂW 

mtW XNd Xn@ bqE xYdlM  

kmNG|T UR xBé 

mnUgRNÂ mdUgFN Y-

Y”L  bÍB¶µ dr© ¥sBÂ 

MRÅ ¥DrG ÃSfLUL   

 

bxND bk#L yGBRÂ mR 

x!NÇST¶ XNgnÆlN bRt$ 

XytÆl bl@§ bk#L ¥StEµ 

l¸ÃSmÈý Y,WLH t=¥¶ 

yW+ MN²¶! ¬¶FM 

tnSèL¦LÂ GûbT ¥lt$ 

l!ÃmÈ y¸Clý W-@T 

ytflgý XNd¥YçN m¬wQ 

YñRb¬L  btwsn dr©M 

b!çN ²Ê gbÃ §Y y¸wÄd„T 

yNGD DRJèC XN©! 

mNG|¬T XNÄLçn# 

bmgNzB! yL¥T xMÀ NGD 

tÌ¥TN mNkÆkBÂ mM‰T 

yGD nW  bXz!H £dT WS_ 

mNG|T y¸s-W q_¬M 

çn tzêê¶ DUF wú"nT 

xlW  

 

qdM Bü XNdgl}k#T yNGD 

WDDR y¸µÿdý b›lM xqF 

dr© bmçn# kl@lÖC tmúúY 

hgéC UR yMÂnÉ}rW ysW 

YL hBTM çn ytf_é 

hB¬CN kl@lÖC twÄÄ¶ãC 

y¾ L† çñ l!bL_ wY l!šL 
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XNd¥YCL mgNzB xlBN  

ysW YL `B¬CNN BNwSD 

kMR¬¥nT xNÉR k¾ Æns 

däZ l!ÃmRt$ ytzU° 

\‰t®C b›lM z#¶Ã MN 

Gz@M  XNÄl# mzNUT ylBNM 

yx!T×ùÃ \‰t¾ kÒYÂÂ 

kHND tmúúY \‰t¾ UR 

s!nÉiR bêU xnSt¾ nW 

l¥lT ÃScG‰L  btf_é 

hBT NGDM Bz# x¥‰ôC 

b›lM z#¶Ã mñ‰cW ¬Wö 

xh#N k¸mrtW yXRš W-@T 

ÆšgR :WqTN ÃµttÂ 

bq_¬ yt-”¸WN F§¯T 

y¸Ãà§ MRT xM‰C `YL 

mF-R XNÄlBN mrÄT 

YñRBÂL YHM y¸çný k 

Productivty (MR¬¥nT) UR

xSbN bdNB tm‰MrN SN\‰ 

BÒ nW  

 

XNÁT XÂMRT?  

 

bQRb# b|‰ §Y yêlW 

yTMHRT SR;T yXJ _bB 

§Y Ãt÷r XNdmçn# Æ+R 

g!z@ WS_ NGD |‰ §Y 

btlY XRšÂ XNÇST¶ §Y 

kFt¾ lW_ ÃmÈL Bü 

xMÂlh#!  çñM YH bqE 

xYçNM HZB bx!÷ñ¸WM 

çn bl@lÖC zRæC kFt¾ 

_QM l!ÃmÈ y¸ClW kFt¾ 

_‰T ÃlW TMHRT s!Ãgß! 

Ñk‰ãCN s!ÃµÿDÂ! |‰ 

f-‰N wY Intreprenurship N 

s!Ã‰MD bmçn# ¯bZÂ ClÖ¬ 

Ã§cW \‰t®C! mhNÄ!îC! 

úYNtESèC! t&KñlÖ©!SèCÂ 

Ä!²YnéCN ¥St¥R ÃSfLUL  

 

b2020 xh#N µl#T yTMHRT 

¥:klÖC ytwsn# kFt¾ _‰T 

Ã§cW ¥:klÖC tgNBtW 

bClÖ¬ twÄDrW yhgR m¶ 

l!çn# y¸Cl# wÈèCN 

¥SmrQ YgÆcêL  kz!HM 

b§Y bÃmt$ bXWq¬cW 

b|‰cWÂ bClÖ¬cW 

ytmr-# k 3-5 ¹!H wÈT 

x!T× ÃWÃN W+ lSL-Â 

y¸§k#bTN h#n@¬ ¥mÒcT 

ÃSfLUL  

 

bhgR WS_M ytlÃ† 

yTMHRT |R;èCM çn 

PéG‰äC mzRUT yGD nW  

l@§ x¥‰+ ylM  yGL 

tÌ¥TÂ ymNG|T tÌ¥T 

DRJèCM +MR  §ðnTÂ 

DRš tkÍFlW |L-ÂN  

y¸ÃSÍÍbT Ñk‰ãCN 

l!Ãµ£Ç y¸Cl#bTN zÁ 

mšT Y-bQÆcêL

 

kTMHRT bt=¥¶ l@lÖC 

h#lT q$M ngéCN ¥kL 

XfLUlh#   

1¾¼ bNGD tÌ¥T m¦L 

ymt¥mNÂ xBé ym|‰T 

ÆHL mÄbR xSf§g!nT!   

2¾¼ ytmúúY x!NÇST¶ãC 

msÆsB lMÂLmW yXNÇST¶ 

GMÆ¬ xSf§g! mçn#N    

 

4.4 x‰t¾ Financial Capital) 

µpE¬L mF-RÂ 
¥StÄdR mÒL 

 

µpE¬L lhgR XDgT xSf§g! 

k¸Æl# GBxèC xNÇ nW  

GNÆ¬ l!Ãs‰N y¸CL ygNzB 

xQM nW  qdM Bü 

XNdgl}k#T bs»n# KFL ›lM 

bgF b!ñRM! bgF GN 

xYg"M  

yNGD tÌ¥T Ãl ÍYÂNS 

l!ÃDg# xYCl#M  ²Ê xB²¾W 

99  yx!T×ùÃ NGD tÌ¥T 

lMSr¬M çn lXDg¬cW 

ÍYÂNS y¸Ãgß#T kÆN÷C 

W+ b¸gß# yb@tsBM çn 

y¥HbrsB tÌ¥T nW l¥lT 

YÒ§L YH yÍYÂNS xQM 

Ws#N XNdmçn# Bz#ãc$N yGL 

DRJèC xQ+ô YtêcêL  

Slz!H ÍYÂNSN b¸mlkT 

ytly Tk#rT ts_è DRJèC 

l!msrt$ wY l!SÍû 

y¸Cl#bT h#n@¬ mf-R 

xlbT  xÄÄ!S yÍYÂNS 

zÁãC Schemes mflGÂ |‰ 

§Y ¥êLM ÃSfLUL

 

kz!H btly yGL KFl 

x!÷ñ¸WN bWÀ µpE¬L 

bFDI mLK b¸g" XNgnÆlN 

¥lT zbT YmSl¾L     

 

y¹@K x§ÑÄ! x!NvSTmNT 

XNd L† £dT tö_é!  FDI 

wd x!T×ùÃ l!úB y¸CLbT 

h#n@¬ lg!z@W ylM BlN XNnú  

MKNÃt$M FDI bm\rt$  gNzB 

l!g" wd ¸CLbT XN©! 

DHnT btNs‰ÍbT ZR 

xYLM FDI tmRõ úYçN 

mRõ nW y¸gÆW  Slz!H 

bz!H bk#L b¸q_l#T 20 

›m¬T nÄJ bx!T×ùÃ 

µLflq wYM btf_é KStT 

xND L† ngR µLtgß - yFDI 

wd hg‰CN l!mÈ y¸CLbT 

xUÈ¸ XNd¥YñR GL} nW ! 

l@lÖC hgR bqL Capital mF-

¶Ã zÁãC ¥f§lG yGD nW

YHN b¸mlkT! 

 

Hernaudo de soto bQRb# bÉfý 

The Mystery of Capital  }h#û 

XNd x!T×ùÃ Æl# hgéC bXJ 

ÃlN hBT wd Capital mlw_ 

xlmÒL DHnTN XNÄÆÆs 

ÃMÂL  bs# xq‰rB sãC 

mÊT  ñécW yÆlb@TnT 

¥Sr© ÆlmÃ²cW! XNdz!h# 

yb@T Ælb@T çnW yÆlb@TnT 

µR¬ Æl¥Gß¬cW! wd 

µpE¬L l!lw_ y¸CL hBT 

XNÄ!h# bkNt$ ÆKñ mQrt$N 

ÃwúL  YH xStúsB xú¥"Â 

tqÆYnT ÃlW nW  

bx!T×ùÃ ÆlW h#n@¬ btlY 

ÆlûT 30 ›m¬T btqm-W 

SR;T MKNÃT yÆlb@TnT 

Yø¬N mBT (Property Right) 

xl mqbL lDHnT mSÍÍT 

ên¾ý MKNÃT mçN 

mailto:bl@lÖC
mailto:tÆlb@TnT
mailto:Ælb@T
mailto:yÆb@TnT
mailto:h#n@¬
mailto:Ælb@TnT
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Y¬w”L  lXn@ 2020 YH 

h#n@¬ tstµKlÖ yÆlb@TnT 

:WQÂ bh#l# mLk# s!rUg_ 

Y¬Ã¾L kz!HM xLæ Capital 

y¸f-RbTN QDm h#n@¬ãC 

SÂStµKL Y¬y¾L  îì ÃlW 

gbÊ k¸St$ yts-ýN yxs§ 

b@T bmÃÏnT lxêú ÆNK 

¥QrB y¸CLbTÂ bz!H 

xµÿD hBT l!f_R y¸CLbT 

xs‰R s!zwtR Y¬y¾L

l¥N¾WM b¸q_l#T 20 

›m¬T YH t:M‰êE YzT 

ÃlW mœ¶Ã µpE¬L bhgR 

WS_ XNÁT XNd¸f-R 

XNÁTS lL¥T LÂWlW 

XNdMNCL Ñl# XWqt$ 

YñrÂL Bü xMÂlh#  

 

4.5 ymNG|TÂ mNG|¬êE 
ÃLçn# yNGD xU™ 
tÌ¥T y|‰ KFFL 

 

qdM Bü XNdgl}k#T 

mNG|T Ãl GL KFl 

x!÷ñ¸W lBÒW :DgT 

l¥MÈT  XNd¸ÃÄtGW h#l# 

yGL KFl#M XNÄ!h# Ãl 

mNG|T DUF b‰s# l!öM 

xYCLM   

 

YHN bmrÄT mNG|T 

BL}GÂN l¥SÍÍT l!wSÄcW 

y¸gÆcWN  êÂ êÂ 

xQÈÅãC MN l!çn# YgÆL? 

bmjm¶Ã BL}GÂ mlµT 

ÃScG‰L çñM l²Ê 

WYY¬CN yGDP -Q§§ 

B/@‰êE MRT? bnFS wkF 

bX_F ¥údG b¸L LÂSB 

XNC§lN xh#N ÃlWN 

MR¬¥nT ¥lTM yµpE¬LÂ 

ysW `YL MR¬¥nTN bX_F 

¥údG b¸L BNÿD Yš§L   

  

1¾¼ yGL KFl å÷ñ¸W b‰s# 

XNÄ!t¥mNÂ ymNG|T xUR 

çñ XNÄ!q_L bzmÂêE mLK 

xQÑN bF_nT mgNÆT 

ÃSfLUL  YHM y¸çnW k§Y 

wd¬C bT:²Z mLK úYçN 

k¬C wd §Y bmGÆÆTÂ 

bmdUgF l!çN YgÆL

XNdwTéW Xn@ BÒ 

xWQL¦lh#½ T:²z@N BÒ f{M 

xlblz!Ã BlÖ ¥Ng‰gR 

xYs‰M XNdz!h#M XNÄšH 

»ÄWM frs#M ÃWLH 

xYs‰M  lW_ l¥MÈT ²Ê 

bxURnT mS‰TN yGD Y§L  

 

2¾¼ kmacro x!÷ñ¸ ¥StÆbR 

ÆšgR ytStµkl ynÉ gbÃ 

mDrK y¸f-RbTN mLµM 

xStÄdRN mtlMÂ b|‰ §Y 

¥êL l@§W ymNG|T |‰ 

YçÂL  ÑSÂN mêUT! 

GL}nTN bmRH XÂ btGÆR 

mLK ¥‰mD! b!éK‰s!WN 

¥StµkL yFTHNÂ ySMMnT 

WLN ¥SkbR k|‰ãc$ êÂãc$ 

YçÂl# btlY yNBrTN 

êSTÂN property right  

b¸mlkT HGUt$Â dMïc$ 

iDqW b|‰ §Y µLêl#Â 

mNG|T mkb‰cWN 

µ§rUg- yGL kFl# y¥dG 

:Dl# Yq+ÅL   

 

3¾¼ yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸WN 

mM‰T mÒL xlbT! xQÈÅ 

bmtlM BlÖM y¬lmWN GB 

XNÄ!m¬ ngéCN ¥mÒcT  

kCGéC ¥§qQ  ktÍ§¸ãc$ 

mk§kL Y-bQb¬L  XNÁT? 

l¸lW _Ãq& Bz# WYYT 

l!ÃSfLG YC§L  çñM 

ktlmÇT ymNG|T 

±l!s!ãC ÆšgR ?G ymdNgG  

GBR ymÈL  m\r¬êE 

L¥èCN mtGbR ymúsl#T  

yhgR bqL yNGD tÌ¥TN 

ymdgF  BlÖM q$LF  l¸Æl# 

yXNDST¶ zRæC ytly 

XNKBµb@ XSk¥DrG Y-

bQb¬L mNG|T yhg¶t$ 

TLq$ ¹¥C XNdmçn# bz!H 

bk#L yNGD tÌ¥TN l!rÄ 

y¸CLbT Bz# mNgD 

mñ„NM mgNzB ÃšL 

YHM b‰s# _„ W-@T 

y¸ÃmÈW yGL tÌ¥T 

bWDDR s!s„ nW    

 

yDUF sÀ DRJèC btlY 

b3¾ zRF §Sqm_k#T \ðW  

nUÁ  kFt¾ XRÄ¬ ¥QrB 

YC§l#  btlY yNGD KFl# 

‰s#N b‰s# y¸lW_bT  XRS 

bRs# tgÂ"èÂ twÃYè HBrT 

y¸f-RbT h#n@¬ãCN 

¥mÒcT tqÄ¸ S‰cW 

s!çN yNGÇN HBrtsB 

ts¸nTN b¥g#§T! bxQM 

GNÆ¬WÂ b¯ tlMì b¥µfL 

kFt¾ lW_ l!Ãm-# YC§l#  

lz!H dGä bÌ¸nT ygNzB 

DUF l!Ãgß# y¸Cl#bTN 

mF-R yGD nW   

 

bt=¥¶ BL}GÂ lx!T×eÃ 

HZB XNÄ!ÄrS ktflg MN 

›YnT x!T× ÃêE fR yÃz 

yNGD tÌM XNgNÆ½ XÂSÍÍ  

XÂbr¬¬? y¸l#TN _Ãq&ãC 

mmlS YñRBÂL xh#N 

yMÂyý x+bRÆ¶ (kz!HM 

ytšl ”L x§gßh#lTM) nUÁ 

m_ÍT xlbT  zRæ y¬KS 

GÁ¬WN úYwÈ½ TLQ sW 

n" xTNk#" Æ†N xúÍ¶ nUÁ 

kNGD =ê¬ »ÄW XNÄ!wÈ 

¥DrG yh#§CNM `§ðnT nW

Æ§NS >T MN XNdçn 

y¸ÃWQ y£úB dBtR 

bTKKL mÃZ GÁ¬ü nW 

BlÖ b‰S y¸t¥mN ¦q¾ 

nUÁ BÒ »Ä ýS_ gBè 

XNÄ!ÅwT ¥DrG yh#§CNM 

GÁ¬ nW  

yWÀ investor  wd x!T× Ã 

mMÈT b‰s# KÍT ÆYñrWM 

QD¸Ã LNs_ y¸gÆN GN 

lhgR bl¦Bt$ mçn#N 

mt¥mN xlBN  Xz!H §Y 

múúT xYgÆNM

    

XGz@R ÃúÃCh# bx!T×{Ã 

lxm¬T s!mrT yöy b!‰ 
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bÑl# bWÀ hgR DRJèC 

XJ b!wDQ kb!‰ xQM XNµ*  

y¥NN b!‰ -ÈN LNL?  

ymNG|T tÌ¥T yNGD 

HBrtsb# bhg„ ybY tmLµC 

XNÄYçN xQÑN l¥¯LbT 

¬_qW mnúT YñRÆcêL  

      

 bng‰CN §Y tÌ¥T SNL 

bsðW xg§l} ymNG|T 

b!éK‰s!! yTMHRTÂ y-@Â 

¥:klÖC System yÍYÂNS 

DRJèC yFTH tÌ¥TN! 

ÃµT¬L   

 

tÌ¥T bh#l# mLk# yxNDN 

hgR x!÷ñ¸ ymlw_Â y¥ššL 

¸Â mÅwT YC§l#  

yt&KñlÖ©! x-”qM yx!÷ñ¸ 

:DgTN XNd¸ÃmÈ h#l# 

ytÌ¥T m-ÂkR yxNDN hgR 

x!÷ñ¸ bTN> GB;T kF Ãl 

MRT XNÄ!ÃmRT YrÄl#  

dµ¥ tÌ¥T ÆNÚ„ 

x!NvSTmNTN Ã¹šl#! |‰ 

ÃdÂQÍl# tSÍNM ÃSöRÈl#

  

Slz!H ¥sB  y¸Cl# tÌ¥T 

mF-R yGD YçÂL  bGL 

KFl x!÷ñ¸W bk#L ²Ê 

y¸¬†TN ZRKRKÂ dµ¥ 

yNGD DRJèCN! snFÂ xQm 

b!S \‰t®CNÂ m¶ãCN 

mLî ¥n} Y-b”L  XRS 

bRs# y¸æµkR BÒ úYçN 

y¸tÆbRÂ y¸rÄÄ yNGD 

HBrtsB mgNÆT ÃSfLUL  

yGL KFl x!÷ñ¸ kNGÇM 

ÆšgR yGlsBN sB›êE mBT 

y¥S-bQ! xµÆb!N ymNkÆkB  

XRÄ¬ sÀ DRJèCNÂ 

GlsïCN ymRÄT! ÑSÂN 

ymêUT! DHnTN y¥_ÍT 

ZNÆl@M q$R-"nTM ÃlW 

NGD l!çN YgÆL  nUÁW 

b+FN wYM bS»T ÍB¶µ 

tnSè mgNÆTN  mtW 

YñRb¬L  y‰s#NÂ BlÖM 

yhgRN Ws#N ¦BT ÆLçn ï¬ 

Ãêl +‰¹#N mKsR BÒ 

úYçN mLî lmÌÌM 

ÃlWNM :DL xBé Ã”WúL  

bNGD ²Ê  ktúút$ ät$ ¥lT 

nW mLî mäkR y¸L 

xµÿD Dé qRaL YHN k§Y 

y-qSµ*cWN x§¥ãC 

l¥à§T y¸Ãê-# tÌ¥T 

ÃSfLg#ÂL 

 

bDU¸ §SMRbT¿ bmNG|T 

tÌ¥TM bk#LM qRï 

ymnUgRÂ bxURnT ym|‰T 

Æhl# mššL YñRb¬L

h#lt$M KFlÖC DKm¬cW 

bGL} lYtW mFTÿWNM 

xBrW xSqM-W t¥MnW 

wdðT mÿD xlÆcW  

x+bRÆ¶ nUÁ kNGÇ YWÈ¿ 

bmNG|TM xDLãWN Tè 

lh#l#M bXk#LnT ÃgLGL  

btlY mNG|T yGL KFl 

x÷ñ¸  xQÑN XNÄ!gÆ 

yrJM g!z@ XQD zRGè 

xNÉ‰êE ytšl XDL 

(Comparative advantage ) bmS-

TÂ Mc$ h#n@¬ bmF-R 

lx!NÄ!ST¶ GNÆ¬ xU™ `YL 

çñ l!g" YgÆL  

 

bt=¥¶ mNG|T X‰s#M 

ÃlWN ysW `YLÂ ygNzB 

xQM lz!h# zRF L¥T ¥êL 

XNÄlbT m¬mN YñRb¬L:: 

bh#l#M yNGD zRF lms¥‰T 

QD¸Ã lx!T×eÃêEÃN kmS-

T xLæ q$R-¾ DUûN 

¥rUg_ YñRb¬L:: kl@lÖC 

+LðèC Ælm-n¾ `BT 

Ælb@èC ÂcW tBlW 

k¸fr°T XNµ*N úYqR 

(ÒYÂ¿ ?ND¿ GB}¿  db#B 

xF¶µ) x!T×ùÃêEÃN L¥¬êE 

Æl/BT l!-BqW YgÆL:: 

 

nUÁWM ¹q_ m¹q_ y¸CL 

BÒ úYçN ngR ygÆW l!çN 

YgÆL  yxlMN   xQÈÅ  

y̧ Ã-@N! xµÆb! h#n@¬ãCN 

y¸ÃgÂZB! y²ÊN úYçN yngN 

+MR y¸mrMR nUÁ 

¥F‰T YñRBÂL úYñrW 

kxQM b§Y y¸¹MT ! úÃ-

ÂÂ úYmKR xêqE mSlÖ 

y¸lflF! zRæÂ xM¬è 

TLQ sW n" Æ†N kï¬W 

mmlS y¸CL HZB mF-R 

xlBN  dÍR ö‰_Â ¦q¾ 

HZB XL<¾ BLHÂ XWnt¾ 

nUÁ lhgR BL}GÂ ên¾ 

têÂ×C mçÂcW LNqbL 

YgÆL  

qdM BlÖ b2¾ý yx!T× Ã 

g}¬ yzrzRµ*cý R:Y :WN 

y¸çn#T b² b!L b¸q_l#T 

h#lTÂ ƒST ›m¬T WS_ 

|‰ãC ktjm„ BÒ nW

Slz!H y¸q_lW mNG|T 

|LÈN s!=B_ ²Ê ¥¬ 

ygl}µ*cWN y±l!s!ãCM çn# 

yPéG‰äC :QD |‰ §Y 

µêl qdM Bü bg}¬ 2 

Scenarios 2  yúLk#TN g}¬ 

LÂg" XNC§lN y¸L XMnT 

xl"    

 

l¥N¾WM xh#N µlNbT 

ydkmÂ xZU¸ yx!÷ñ¸Â 

yNGD |R;T wd tšl 

|R;T lm¹UgR L† L† 

Ñk‰ãCN ¥DrG BÒ 

xYb”M  XNÁT tdR¯ 

bTÂN> PéG‰äCÂ :QìC 

y²ÊYt$ dµ¥ x!T×ùÃ wd 

x!NÇST¶W ›lM T¹Ug‰lC? 

YH y¥YçN HLM nW

yMÂLmWN lW_ lm=b_ 

xh#N yzrzRµ*cW ymFTÿ 

húïC xNÄl# çnW bt=¥¶ 

yx!÷ñ¸ xB×T ¥µÿD 

ÃSfLUL  XNd ÒYÂ wYM 

÷¶Ã lmbLiG kÃNÄNÄCN 

l50 Â 100 ›mT xScU¶  

xDµ¸Â y¥ÃÌR_ mSêXTnT 

Y-b”L  l@§ xÌ‰+ mNgD 

ylM   bîW YsnQ  
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I. Introduction 

 

When we agreed to gather here this 

evening trying to figure out what 

Ethiopia's future would be some 

years down the line, could it 

possibly be that it has dawned on us 

all that the country has launched 

itself into a new chapter in its 

history? Or, could it also be that it 

has finally sunk into our head that 

the moment in which we find 

ourselves is one that is still murky 

and unsteady? It appears clear to 

many that the replacement by a new 

system of the trend of economic 

growth and prosperity, which we 

once knew and presently long for, 

and the substance and form, as well 

as the process, of which is alien and 

worrisome to most of us is, far from 

being unique to Ethiopia; it is a 

phenomenon that has pervaded the 

globe. 

 

Even words and concepts have not 

been spared this change. The 

countries that were once 

collectively known as 'The Third 

World' have today (perhaps after the 

demolition of the Berlin Wall) lost 

their identity--and, with it, the 

nomenclature. The term 'the 

Western Countries' (though the 

inclusion of Japan in that category 

had always confused us), by which 

we used to identify the prosperous 

countries, has progressively lost its 

lustre.  This sense of change has 

become integral to the thinking of 

many people, so much so that it has 

a palpability all its own. In Ethiopia, 

as well as in other countries, 

governments as well as the private 

sectors have found it difficult to 

come up with inspiring and 

promising ideas.  What the future 

holds for the globe appears scary 

and dismal, even to those countries 

considered civilized and powerful. 

The world has come to realize that 

there is no such thing as eternal 

progress.  

 

It shouldn't come as a surprise that 

the increasing poverty, the 

proliferation of unemployment, the 

pervasion of discord among 

peoples, the increase in crime and 

violence, and the aggravation of 

environmental pollution have all 

become a source of anxiety for 

people around the globe. Beside the 

fact that the solutions they try to 

seek and implement with regard to 

these problems are the same old 

ones, including the use of force and 

political clout (such as 

consolidating their police forces), 

their inability to bring about 

economic growth and vitality has 

been clearly demonstrated. They 

have lost the capacity to generate 

new ideas, and their attempts have 

been limited to repeatedly 

implementing outmoded policies. 

 

While it has been proven time and 

again that the trends so far followed 

have not been able to bring about 

any improvement in the area of 

economic growth and development, 

what really worries me, you know, 

is that the same policies and 

practices still persist. Those who 

have understood the situation have, 

by and large, chosen to remain 

silent and continue with their daily 

routine, pretending that they know 

nothing about it all. There are 

moments when I ask myself the 

following questions: "Why are 

people so silent, knowing fully well 

that things have really gone awry? 

Am I the only one who feels this 

way about the situation? Is the 

silence I sense around me 

tantamount to really believing that 

there is nothing wrong with the 

situation and, therefore, no need to 

raise such questions?"  

 

I am raising these questions because 

I believe that, unless we clearly 

spell out such difficult-to-answer 

and controversial questions, we will 

not be able to find the correct 

solutions to our problems. I also 

believe, however, that tonight's 

forum will provide us with the 

occasion to deliberate upon such 

difficult or critical questions and 

issues as I have in mind.  

 

I understand that, when we think of 

and deliberate upon the issue of 

what our future would be like, we 

should start out on the basis of our 

own values. The values I am 
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thinking of shall be reflected in the 

ideas and opinions I am here to 

present tonight. I would, therefore, 

like to say a few words about my 

beliefs and convictions. In the realm 

of politics, any government power 

and authority that is too strong does 

not sit well with me; I support 

private property; I believe that a 

free-market economy helps the 

growth and proliferation of a better 

system of commercial enterprise or 

commodity exchange. When I say 

that I support private property, I am 

fully aware of and convinced that it 

should come with conditions 

attached to it.  I am, moreover, of 

the conviction that the right to 

private property should not open the 

door to special, political privileges. 

On the other hand, I also believe in 

the equitable distribution of wealth 

and the idea of giving priority to 

environmental protection. It is my 

belief that people should strive 

together to achieve that which they 

cannot individually or single-

handedly. I am fully aware of the 

principle that people should, over 

and above benefiting themselves, 

contribute toward the overall 

growth and development of the 

society. I also understand that the 

majority of the country's population 

should be the proprietors of the 

country's resources.  

 

With regard to the business sector, I 

opt for a policy that encourages the 

expansion of small- or medium-

scale market system based on the 

interests of the nation and the 

region. Incidentally, I use the term 

'business' broadly, so as to include 

'industry' or 'the 'private sector'.  

 

Generally, I am not of the type that 

is tied down by allegiance to any 

particular ideology; rather, I 

consider myself as one of those who 

always seek and explore new ways.  

I am goaded more by pragmatism 

than by [political] ideology. 

 

All the issues and points I raised so 

far will, I believe, give you some 

indication both of the content and 

direction of my presentation. 

 

Now, can we envision an Ethiopia 

ten to twenty years down the line? It 

is, of course, obvious that it would 

be difficult to spell out what in fact 

Ethiopia would look like in those 

years to come. Chances are that 

such an attempt on our part would 

amount to nothing more than mere 

wish. Since, however, wishes are 

not beyond the reach of any 

wayfarer, you should not be 

surprised if what I have to say by 

way of expressing my vision of 

Ethiopia twenty years from now 

somehow tends toward wishful 

thinking, even fantasy. Still, it is my 

hope that I won't find it difficult to 

give some pointers, taking into 

account what has been 

accomplished so far and what our 

current situation is, as to what 

results our efforts, our knowledge 

and our financial resources would 

achieve ten or twenty years from 

now. Since the faculty of 

perception, cognition and awareness 

is an attribute solely given to 

humanity, given such a chance as I 

have now, I, too, am ready to dare 

to share in public my vision of 

Ethiopia in the ten or twenty years 

to come.  

 

I would kike to use this opportunity 

to respectfully express my 

appreciation to the Ethiopian 

Economic Association for its 

pioneering undertaking of inviting 

people to publicly express their 

visions of a future Ethiopia and for 

including me among such visionaries 

as have spoken before me.  

 

The mere fact that the Ethiopian 

Economics Association has come 

up with this theme of  "Vision 

2020" and has inaugurated a new 

trend in recognizing the problems 

and challenges Ethiopia is currently 

facing and, accordingly, seeking 

solutions or answers to those 

problems and challenges, is one 

good step to be encouraged and 

sustained. Accordingly, in line with 

the appreciation to the Association 

of those who spoke before me for 

the organization of this forum, I, 

too, would like you to allow me to 

thank the Association for providing 

me with the opportunity to speak 

here tonight.  

 

Incidentally, at the time Dr. 

Berhanu extended his invitation to 

me to speak here tonight, he had 

given me no specific topic. If I am 

not mistaken, at that time I 

remember him mentioning that I 

was to speak about the private 

sector, but nothing particularly 

specific about the sector was 

mentioned or suggested. I also have 

the feeling that he sought my 

presence here tonight due to the fact 

that I once served as the 

Chairperson of the Addis Ababa 

Chamber of Commerce. But neither 

did I ask why I was chosen over 

others. On second thought, 

however, I had felt a pinch of 

regret, however small, for 

accepting.  I was confused as to 

where to start, what direction to 

follow, and where and how to 

conclude whatever it was that I was 

expected to say.  As the deadline 

approached, however, I settled for 

the topic "Enhancing Prosperity: 

Ethiopia After Twenty Years" and 

for speaking about the positive role 
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the private sector would play in 

Ethiopia's economy twenty years 

from now. So here I am to share 

with you my ideas on this topic. To 

make things manageable and more 

understandable, I have divided my 

presentation into three major parts.  

 

When we talk about business 

enterprises, we need to know and 

thoroughly understand about our 

global situation.  

 

I shall first describe the general 

situation of the private sector in 

Ethiopia. In an era when global 

relations have become ever more 

tight and business has become a 

transnational venture, we are 

inevitably pressured by phenomena 

that have proved to be beyond our 

understanding and control. 

Accordingly, our attempt to address 

the business sector should take into 

consideration its international or 

global dimension. In this first part 

of my presentation, therefore, I shall 

attempt to broach the subject from a 

global perspective. 

 

In part two of my presentation, 

using what I have said in the first 

part as a launching pad, I shall 

attempt to jot down my visions of 

the private sector in Ethiopia around 

the year 2020. In part three, I shall 

attempt to point out some 

possibilities of realizing the visions 

I have with regard to the Ethiopian 

scenario.  

 

For the purpose of our discussion 

and debate tonight, my talk about 

the private sector shall focus on 

small- and medium-scale business 

enterprises. 

 

Moreover, I would like to inform 

my audience that I am addressing 

the topic in general terms and that I 

will refrain from going into the 

details of those issues related to the 

private sector. I shall, consequently, 

focus on those points that I deem 

relevant to highlighting the main 

themes of the topic. I would also 

like to point out that the reason for 

this approach has in the main to do 

with two things: the first is time 

restriction, while the second has to 

do with my own limited knowledge 

and the means available to me. 

 

You all know that there is a 

problem of accessing adequate data 

on this sector. It is difficult to get 

data, say, on the number of 

enterprises, sector-disaggregated 

(agriculture, industry, service) data, 

data on their capacity, and the 

number of employees, both current 

and those they hire annually, etc. 

This problem has, therefore, made 

my undertaking even more difficult.  

 

2. The Private Sector: A 

General Profile 

 

2.1  Whither the Private Sector 

 

It has been repeatedly confirmed 

that the private sector plays an 

important role in a country's 

economy. If we simply look at our 

everyday life, we can see that we 

are routinely involved in buying or 

selling some commodity or form of 

services. It, therefore, means that 

the business sector directly or 

indirectly has a big share in our life. 

We assess our life as generally good 

or bad on the basis of our 

relationship and interaction with 

this sector (next to that with the 

government). Moreover, the 

business sector figures in our 

economy as one of the many 

income-generating sources. Within 

the past few centuries, the business 

sector has changed the lives of 

many people around the globe. 

 

Compared to the business sectors in 

other countries, that of Ethiopia is 

glaringly weak. The fact that 

countries in a similar economic 

position some thirty or forty years 

ago have managed to make progress 

in their economic development 

attests to this grim Ethiopian reality. 

But this is not to deny that Ethiopia, 

as a nation, has witnessed 

tremendous changes and a modicum 

of prosperity during the said years. I 

should not fail to mention that the 

changes so brought about were 

sadly inequitable and lacked 

sustainability. But I still believe that 

we can make our country and our 

people prosperous provided that we 

seriously apply ourselves to the 

task.  

 

The idea of modern business 

enterprise is new and unfamiliar to 

the people of Ethiopia. The people 

have not been able to lay the 

foundation of a sustainable business 

culture in the course of their long 

history. It can, in fact, be said that 

the idea of modern business 

enterprises is something that made 

as sudden an appearance on the 

Ethiopian scene as if from nowhere. 

And modernization requires the 

existence of knowledge, which goes 

beyond the acquisition of basic 

literacy skills to include proficiency 

in modern accounting systems, 

English and using existing 

information technologies.  

 

In its long history Ethiopia has not 

been known either for its 

engagement in industrial production 

or commercial enterprises worth the 

name. Any knowledge the outside 

world has of Ethiopia is limited to 

its centuries-old agriculture and the 
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production of commodities to 

sustain its people's hand-to-mouth 

livelihood. As far back as the 

country's history goes, engaging in 

commercial enterprises has been 

held in low esteem, just as with 

other occupational sectors. It 

suffices to look into a few Amharic 

sayings to illustrate the very low 

esteem with which merchants and 

their occupation were regarded in 

Ethiopian society. To wit: "Woe is 

me! And now it is a merchant 

proposing to me!" Or, "How is it 

that a merchant is found in the 

company of a soldier!" Worse still, 

"Finding the market profitable, she 

sold her own daughter!" For this 

and similar other reasons, years and 

years have passed in which the 

contribution of the business sector 

to the economy and the benefits 

thereof were denied the appreciation 

they otherwise should have 

deserved. For a long time now the 

productivity of Ethiopia's 

agricultural sector has been known 

for the hand-to-mouth livelihood it 

provided to the population, never 

for its profitability or accumulation 

of wealth. While it is true that there 

are small market outlets, operating 

on certain specified days, in the 

different parts of the country (it is 

estimated that there are no more 

than 20-25 such outlets in any given 

woreda [district]), they still conduct 

their businesses as of the days of 

old. And the main actors in these 

market outlets happen to be women. 

Even then, their efforts do not aim 

beyond making just enough income 

to meet their daily livelihood needs. 

In short, today's Ethiopia still is the 

agricultural country that it had been 

in days gone by. To put it 

succinctly, it still is a country 

sustained by what is known as 

primitive economy. 

 

As economists tell us, agriculture is 

essentially a demanding 

engagement, the results obtaining 

thereof being uncertain at that. The 

profit accruing from the sector has 

been plummeting from year to year 

in the past few years. Consequently, 

farmers in search of bigger profit 

have been switching to the small 

business sector and migrating from 

rural areas to urban centers, the 

result being the small business 

setups that we are witnessing today. 

In terms of its historical 

development, it can be safely 

asserted that this small business 

sector started making a gradual 

progress in the wake of the Italian 

invasion of Ethiopia in 1935. One 

can speak of the business sector as 

having started to assume its modern 

form probably toward the last days 

of Emperor Haile Selassie's reign. 

And when the land the farmers 

tilled was gradually appropriated by 

peasants' association, all in the 

name of the revolution ushered in  

1974, and when, as a result of this, 

the size of the landholding of the 

farmers progressively diminished, 

they had no better alternative than 

trying their hands in the business 

sector. We can consequently say 

that the business sector is, at the 

most, a 60-year old fledgling in 

Ethiopia's economy. 

 

Be that as it may, I would still like 

to underscore the point that 

Ethiopia's private sector still has a 

promising aspect to it. Although the 

capacity of Ethiopia's private sector 

is still weak, it has managed to 

provide employment opportunities, 

both quantitatively and 

qualitatively, to the Ethiopian 

people.  The changes that had taken 

place in the past sixty years are not 

to be underestimated. Those of us of 

my generation cannot fail to recall 

how much more limited, both in 

volume and extent, the activities of 

the private sector of the 1960s were 

than what we are witnessing today. 

It is this private sector of the 

Ethiopian economy, which is more 

often than not considered a low-

capacity sector, currently providing 

better job opportunities than the 

public sector. The private sector 

either starts new enterprises or 

expands the already existing ones. 

The private sector operates in co-

operation with foreign businesses. 

The private sector has at its service 

the benefits of modern technologies. 

The private sector attempts, to 

however small an extent, to respond 

to the needs and demands of the 

global market. The private sector 

participates in business fairs. That is 

why we have been hearing of late 

about the private sector being 

referred to as the driving force 

behind the development efforts of 

the country. 

 

The private sector today has 

managed to attract the youth as 

never before. There are no young 

people who today have no desire to 

become (prosperous) business 

people. New business enterprises 

are being set up on a daily basis. 

New projects are either in the 

making or in the planning stage. I 

do not think there is a corner of the 

globe that young Ethiopian business 

people do not know and have not 

tried to explore. Both young men 

and women are seen equally making 

efforts to make profits. Constant 

progress is being registered in the 

business sector with such a fast pace 

as has never been witnessed in the 

past. However, one cannot assert 

with any confidence that all the 

support the private sector needs and 

deserves to get has been provided to 

it. It still finds itself in need of 
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much support in order for it to be 

able to develop the capacity that 

would eventually enable it to 

compete with similar, foreign 

sectors and come out a winner. 

 

When we compare the Ethiopian 

business sector with those of other 

countries around the world, we can 

observe that it finds itself in a rather 

critical situation. We do not find 

private business enterprises that are 

worthy of the name or capable of 

attracting the attention of outsiders 

or those locally capable of investing 

in the sector.  There are no business 

enterprises standing on a 

comparable level as those we see 

around the globe. While one reason 

for this could be that the Ethiopian 

private has a short history of 

development and, therefore, very 

little experience behind it, the 

existing enterprises are by their 

nature of the type that operate on a 

day-by-day basis, coming into being 

now and going out of commission 

the next thing we know, with no 

long-term planning as part of their 

agenda. Coming to the Government, 

while having set out with a 

programme and strategy of building 

the country's development capacity, 

the efforts it has made so far by way 

of rehabilitating and developing the 

private sector have been weak and 

inadequate. When this Government 

set out on a mission of capacity 

building, what one observes is that 

all the steps it has taken were biased 

in favor of its own welfare at the 

total expense of the private sector, 

in the area of which we see nothing 

to speak of that it has done. Okay, 

let us say the capacity building 

needs of the public sector have been 

met. Then what? Who is going to 

build the engine that moves the 

economy in the private sector? If 

the foreign aid the country gets is 

allocated for the training and 

capacity building only of those 

staffing regional bureaucracies, if 

loans made available by 

international financial institutions 

are used to increase the knowledge 

and capacity of public servants 

alone, it should not then come as a 

surprise to anyone if the private 

sector is indeed labelled 'weak'! 

 

I sometimes feel that it may be in 

the nature of the times we currently 

live in today in Ethiopia why there 

are three types of business people. 

The first type or group can be 

characterized as follows: the people 

in this group believe in the 

importance of knowledge and 

experience; are honest and 

hardworking and are into the 

businesses they are in to benefit 

themselves and their families and 

work for the development of their 

localities as well as the country at 

large; they are of the type who 

started from scratch and made 

wealth through hard work and 

enterprising effort; they are people 

who believe, as a matter of 

principle, that they should have 

clean books on the ready; such 

people are development investors. 

Sadly, however, such type of 

entrepreneurs appears to be on the 

decline, on the verge of extinction, 

one might even say. The second 

type consists of people whose motto 

is getting-rich-quick, who engage in 

coffee peddling one day and turn 

into importers and distributors of 

chewing gum the next, and who run 

their 'businesses' through bribery 

and deceit--who, in short, have 

embraced all these as their culture 

by which to live. The people in this 

group enrich themselves through 

monopolistic schemes. Thinking or 

planning ahead on a sustainable 

basis is alien to those in this group; 

on the contrary they consider 

running after immediate gains and 

satisfying their daily urges (even if 

that meant trampling upon kin and 

country alike) to be without any 

alternative; the mere idea of 

developing their country never 

occurs to them; such people have 

opted, instead, for running around 

any which direction--like a chicken 

with its head cut off--spiriting away 

their money and their children to 

foreign lands, including themselves 

into the bargain, to boot!  

 

In this scenario, those who work 

hard both to benefit themselves and 

to develop the capacity of their 

fellow citizens are looked upon as 

foolish and ignorant, while those 

who, through deceit and plundering, 

otherwise through bank loans, drive 

about in expensive, oversize cars 

are given the regard due to someone 

important. Such people are 

considered as achievers for merely 

hanging around at the Sheraton, 

while nothing has even started 

going for them. Not only this, 

however. What I find really 

frightening is the fact that there has 

developed a section of our society 

that admires and looks up to this 

kind of behavior. Such is the 

moment we live in today. 

 

The private/business sector is 

gradually being dominated and 

controlled by the type of people 

who have the capacity and the 

know-how to run legitimate 

businesses and yet, who, instead of 

convincing the Government and 

getting its support, have opted for 

somehow saving their 

individualistic skins. Such 'business 

people' have no desire or intention 

whatsoever to stop and think twice 

to consider their problems and 

challenges from different angles and 
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come up with a sensible operational 

agenda. They make no attempt at all 

to come up with any feasibility 

study or ideas that are capable of 

pointing to new directions. Such 

people are heard condemning and 

disparaging the Government, come 

sunrise or dusk. They seriously 

consider their plundering, their act 

of deceiving customs offices and 

their attempt to hoodwink internal 

revenue agencies as the proper way 

to run business. They don't look far 

ahead. Their only wish and desire is 

to get rich through cheating and 

plundering, 

 

The third type consists of people 

never ever known and seen to many 

of us heretofore. Those in this group 

are like an unexpected and 

uninvited guest, like someone who 

suddenly parachuted down out of 

the blue and landed in our midst. 

Where the money these people 

command came, nobody knows or it 

is not clear. But they are as wealthy 

as one cannot imagine or expect. 

Nobody knows what these people 

traded in before their appearance on 

the scene; yet they are owners of 

huge industrial and business 

enterprises. Such people also came 

into the game with a generous loan 

from banks (government banks at 

that) behind them. Because the 

money so procured is not a result of 

their own persisting effort and 

perseverance, most of them don't 

even understand what running 

businesses is all about. Such 

'business people' need to be given a 

totally different appellation. Should 

I perhaps call them the 'James 

Bonds' of our private sector!  

 

While, generally speaking, the 

private sector and those engage in it 

have made strides that one cannot 

underestimate, I nevertheless have 

an apprehension that, if the current, 

misguided trend continues, the last 

two types of 'entrepreneurs', instead 

of proving themselves as trail 

blazers and nation builders, would 

have a short-lived and prematurely 

snuffed existence. Because there is 

a tendency to drive the private 

sector to destruction before it has 

even been able to stand on its own 

feet, I say it is high time that we 

spoke our minds and put our heads 

together before this dangerous 

tendency suddenly goes out hand. 

As far as I am concerned, it is our 

national duty and obligation to 

express our concern and act 

accordingly in this regard. 

 

2.2. A Profile of the Sub-

Sectors in Which the 

Country's Private Sector 

is Engaged 

 

What do the industrial, agricultural 

and service sectors look like in 

Ethiopia today? Let us make a brief 

exploration of each of them. 

 

Ethiopia's industrial sector is both 

small and weak, with a production 

volume that brings in no more than 

$600 million annually. Compare 

this, for example, with the 

American company Mobil, which 

amasses an annual income of $55 

billion. That is why one can say that 

the forces engaged in productive 

activities in both the private and 

public sectors in Ethiopia are small 

and weak. The share of the 

industrial sector in Ethiopia's GDP 

is only 11%, which makes the 

country's share in the global 

economy one of the lowest. 

 

When we leave aside the 

agricultural sector and consider the 

business and industrial sectors, we 

see that the minimal role they play 

in the country's economy manifests 

itself in all aspects. The manpower 

both sectors employ is small. While 

the industrial sector has under its 

command less than 100,000 

employees, in terms of productive 

capacity, it operates at a level less 

than 50% (i.e. less than half its 

capacity). The other worrisome 

aspect is that the sector's 

productivity has been declining over 

the past few years. 

 

When we take a close look at the 

country's industrial sector, we find 

that 51% of the share is constituted 

by food and beverage producing 

enterprises. Even then, 50% of the 

input used by these sub-sectors is 

imported even though the cost 

incurred in this respect does not 

exceed $200 million. The sector's 

contribution to the country's export 

trade is minimal, standing at no 

more than 10% of its GDP.  

 

When we look at the sector 

providing the different services, we 

find that its growth rate was high in 

the past few years. In those years 

the sector took over the agricultural 

sector, taking its position as the 

leading sector, with a 45% 

contribution to the country's 

economy, while that of the 

agricultural sector was estimated at 

43%. 

 

For anyone who looks closely at 

this distribution of share among the 

different sectors, the fact that the 

contribution of the industrial and 

agricultural sectors was 

diminishing, while that of the 

service sector increased, is an 

indication of the unhealthy trend in 

the country's economic 

development. Especially because 

the changes in the agricultural 

sector have not in any way 
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positively influenced the industrial 

sector's development, one should 

stop and ponder at what critical 

stage Ethiopia's economic growth 

finds itself. 

 

All in all, when we look at the 

different production sectors, i.e. 

industry, agriculture and services, 

one cannot in any sense say they 

have registered progress. They do 

not follow trends or have the 

capacity that can in any way help in 

the country's poverty reduction 

efforts.  

 

Even with all these problems and 

shortcomings, I still think there is a 

good opportunity for the private 

sector to grow and prosper. Yet, I 

say that we haven't even tried and, 

therefore, there are many 

development opportunities still 

awaiting the private sector's active 

involvement in the economy. 

Without disparaging optimists 

speaking from different quarters 

about our ability to register 'a 

speedy development', I still insist 

that the constraints that we have 

ahead of us should be carefully and 

wisely considered and weighed. 

 

In my opinion, the general problem 

the country is facing today has its 

source in our failure to make a 

thorough investigation into the 

issues and grasp their magnitude 

with all the implications they have. 

Opinions and ideas gathered in 

fragments from different corners 

and disseminated on news media 

cannot measure up to being the 

solutions to our problems. 

 

In the past ten years alone, looking 

at difficult and complex problems in 

a fragmented manner has become 

the fashionable thing to do. If such 

convention persists, I am afraid we 

will never be able to arrive at the 

solutions we need for our problems. 

Consequently, we need to look into 

our situation and make a broad and 

thorough investigation of the 

problems we face.  

 

2.3 The Actors in Ethiopia's 

Private Sector 

 

A close look at Ethiopia's private 

sector reveals that there are three 

types of major actors involved. 

They are: 1) Enterprises 

owned/operated by parties or groups 

with some kind of affiliation with 

the parties; 2) Enterprises 

owned/operated by Alamudi or 

groups with some affiliation with 

him; 3) The loosely organized or 

unincorporated section that can, for 

convenience, be categorized as the 

broad private sector. 

 

These three groups of actors are 

involved in the agricultural, 

industrial and service sectors, 

including financial services. Of 

these, the aims/objectives of the 

party enterprises are characterized 

by principles that are not clearly 

articulated. As for the enterprises 

operated by the Alamudi group, the 

fact that the investment decisions 

they make mostly are driven by 

profit amassing motives has become 

a matter of controversy.  

 

The sole objective of the third group 

of 'entrepreneurs', "the markato 

investors," as they are diminutively 

referred to, could be said to be 

making profit and accumulating 

property.  The moving force of the 

business sector is this group. 

Although the group lacks a strong 

leadership capable of mobilizing its 

members in an organized manner, it 

makes attempts to voice its 

concerns at meetings of the 

Chamber of Commerce and other 

associations. However, precisely 

because it is a fragmented group, it 

has not been able to get as much of 

the Government's recognition as it 

would have liked. 

 

This group of business people has 

of late been able to attract members 

from among the youth, while its 

business operations have begun to 

assume international dimension. It 

is a force capable of emerging 

strong if it could only better 

organize itself.  

 

It is this group that appears to bear 

the brunt of the Government's 

attacks. It is this group whose 

property is auctioned off on 

account/pretext of not having paid 

back bank loans or not having paid 

its taxes due to the Internal Revenue 

Agency. It is this group that has to 

go through bureaucratic mazes to 

lease land for its projects. It is in the 

main this same group that finds 

itself the target of the Government's 

restrictive regulations and 

directives. On the other hand, 

however, it is this same group 

whose members resort to using 

illegal means, shortcuts and 

deceitful schemes to stay active and 

to survive in the market. In short, 

this group has become, whether 

willingly or due to pressure, a 

denizen of two worlds. 

 

The sustainability of the first two 

groups (the party and Alamudi 

enterprises) is not certain. The 

situation in which the party 

enterprises find themselves is not as 

secure as it appears. They are neck-

deep in debts, and the continuity of 

their progress does not appear to be 

as certain as it had been in the past. 

On the other hand, however, as long 

as they continue to be beneficiaries 
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of government support, they could 

be rehabilitated and continue to 

sustain their operations, for it was 

through the support they got from 

the government that they came into 

existence and had been operating in 

the past. The fact that these 

enterprises have not been able to 

pay back the loans they took from 

government banks has put those 

banks in a financial strait is public 

knowledge.  

 

With regard to Alamudi's 

enterprises, it appears that their 

survival is determined solely by the 

proprietor's wishes and interests.  

God forbid, but if the gentleman 

passes away, there is no doubt that 

the enterprises will be seriously 

affected. I doubt that Alamudi's 

enterprises alone will be able to 

sustain Ethiopia's development 

efforts.  

 

Another issue that needs serious 

consideration is the private sector's 

work ethic. While the main 

objective of running a business 

obviously is to make profit, what 

we currently witness, however, is 

that enterprises whose size and 

volume of operation can in no way 

be underestimated do not run their 

operations along the line of this 

principle. What I witness is not 

Ethiopian entrepreneurs making the 

best of the available opportunities to 

strive toward properly running their 

businesses to make profit and 

accumulate wealth. What we 

currently see is that, no sooner do 

those who start some business or 

another make their firs money than 

they while away their time 

dreaming about a life of luxury or 

buying luxury cars or replacing 

their old ones with same. If the first 

business runs into some success, the 

proprietor's priority is the 

construction of a villa. When the 

investment leads to making more 

and more profits, however, that 

'investors' are hardly seen, if ever, 

reinvesting the profit so obtained 

and making even more money and 

creating wealth.  

 

Incidentally, it appears to me that, 

even for such internationally 

renowned, wealth investors, such as 

Henry Ford, David Rockefeller, 

Andrew Carnegie, or James Melon, 

the time has come to an end when 

they were able to start from scratch 

and create all that huge wealth 

responsible for the international 

fame they enjoyed. At one time in 

our country, Mammo Katcha, 

Bekele Molla, and Mekonnen 

Negash were famous entrepreneurs 

of their own generation. 

 

While most enterprises were 

managed and run under the sole 

ownership of individuals or 

families, they are now seen 

transformed into private limited 

companies. In contrast with this, the 

enterprises owned and operated by 

political parties and Alamudi are 

run on the basis of a share-holding 

or limited partnership scheme. But 

the buying and selling of shares are 

never open to the general public.  In 

spite of the obvious fact that one 

can increase one's productive 

capacity through the appropriate use 

of technology, those who have the 

wherewithal, but also the 

willingness, to exploit the 

availability of technological input to 

increase their productivity are few 

and far between. Banks are in the 

forefront when it comes to this.  

 

In general, the Ethiopian private 

sector is built on the foundation of 

small- and medium-scale business 

enterprises, but it is still not strong 

enough to sustain itself. As I had 

tried to point out earlier, 

international entrepreneurial 

experience has not been developed 

enough for the Ethiopian private 

sector to flourish. Although the 

Government realizes that it should 

support and sustain the private 

sector, because it has not been able 

to figure out how to go about it all, 

it is seen attempting to impose order 

on the state of affairs in the business 

sector through sheer force of power. 

But all this has managed to do is 

aggravate the situation.  

 

So far, we have looked into the 

profiles of the business sector and 

the main actors in that sector. We 

shall now review the problems that 

pose a constraint to the sector's 

growth or Ethiopia's overall 

development. Let me start with 

those within Ethiopia. 

 

2.4   Constraints to the Growth 

of the Private Sector 
 

2.4.1 Our Extreme Poverty and 

the Burden of International 

Debt 

 

First of all, our mortifying poverty 

gravely affects the private sector. 

As is well known, the lifeblood of 

the private sector is capital, as it is 

the one input that increases 

productivity and creates wealth.  

 

Unless there is sufficient capital, 

there will be no growth. And 

capital, it shouldn't be overstated, is 

not something that we scoop off 

from the land like sand. It is 

because they lack capital that 

Ethiopia's productive forces are 

categorized as the least developed 

in the world. Moreover, although 

different reasons are given for the 

degeneration of our economic 

growth to its current level, it is 

believed that one of the reasons is 

the ever-increasing rate of the 

country's poverty. 
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By way of illustrating our 

predicament, let me give some 

examples of the country' financial 

situation. 

 

Of the total annual revenue of the 

country, about 70% is obtained 

from tax-related payments. Of this 

amount, about 40% is obtained from 

tariffs/duties imposed on exports 

and imports. The income obtained 

from the country's export trade is 

regularly diminishing. The role of 

the income obtained from other 

business operations plays a very 

minimal role in the expansion and 

improvement of the country's 

development. Because the volume 

of commodities imported by the 

country very much depends on the 

volume of its foreign exchange 

reserve, the income obtaining from 

this sector has little to offer by way 

of contributing to the economy.  

 

The revenue collected from those 

who pay their taxes on a regular 

basis, both in the public and private 

sectors, amounts to nothing more 

than 30% of the expected total, 

which is simply too small to make 

any significant contribution. The 

share in this regard of the sectors 

from which revenue can be 

collected on a constant basis is so 

small that it renders the revenue 

thus obtained unreliable. And of the 

30% regular income obtained 

through tax, about 80% comes from 

government development 

enterprises. 

 

The data roughly outlined above is 

sufficient to lead us to the 

following, inevitable conclusion: 

namely, given the current capacity 

of the Government in the area of 

ensuring the collection of revenues, 

we will not be able to meet our 

basic needs, let alone register a 

significant economic growth.  

The other burden that adversely 

affects the country's development is 

the high international debt that the 

country has incurred over the years. 

Unless this problem is somehow 

solved, the promising future that we 

envision for our country will 

gradually but inevitably be hurled 

into darkness. It has been singularly 

impossible to extricate the country 

from the poverty it wallows in only 

using the loans obtained at different 

times in its recent history. Unless 

Ethiopia's income today is 

augmented by foreign aid, let alone 

paying its loans, whatever it gets 

may not even be enough for it to 

survive as a state and, worse, even 

as a country.  One may argue that, 

after all, one-fourth of the 

Government's major programmes 

are financed with the money the 

country obtains through loans or 

aid. But that does not mean there is 

no problem, or that new problems 

will not arise in the times to come, 

and that we should sit back 

comfortably and wait for 'Happy 

Days" to come our way. The 2001-

2002 Annual Report of the 

Ethiopian Economic Association 

has revealed that the country's debt, 

as it stood then, was beyond the 

country's capacity to pay back and 

that it has a backlog of debts that it 

couldn't pay back precisely because 

of this lack of capacity. And that is 

why comments were made to the 

effect that, if the country were to be 

evaluated as one would a company, 

it would have by now declared 

bankruptcy and shut down business. 

Given this scenario, forcing 

Ethiopia to pay its debt, aside from 

the injustice inherent in such a 

measure, I believe, is something 

that cannot be sustained. 
 

Especially in the past few years, 

efforts were being made to increase 

Ethiopia's revenue using the aid 

obtained from international 

financial agencies. However, unless 

Ethiopia's debt is completely 

written off, or most of it is remitted, 

it must be realized that the revenue-

increasing mechanism so designed 

by the Government serves no other 

purpose than, in fact, paying for the 

debt owed to those same financial 

institutions. Unless this reality is 

taken into consideration and 

resolute steps taken to change the 

situation, the country cannot 

maintain even the current, weak 

economic growth rate, let alone 

build a strong industrial sector. 

 

How is it possible for a country so 

deeply mired in debt to create 

wealth? This is the first and major 

problem that countries such as 

Ethiopia face. What is surprising 

about this problem is that, not only 

is the debt of such countries 

continuously growing from year to 

year, but the debt is paid for by a 

paper currency minted by the same 

creditors according to the 

requirements of their interests and 

on the basis of estimates not of the 

debtor's own making. If the lenders 

so desire, they can increase or lower 

the buying power of the currency. 

And the burden of our debt changes 

accordingly. How, then, is it 

possible for a country like Ethiopia 

to register a sustainable economic 

growth and development rate in all 

this muddled up situation? What, 

therefore, is the solution? This is 

everybody's question today, a 

question I shall not even try or dare 

to address tonight. 

 

2.4.2 Depletion of Our Country's 

Natural Resources and its 

Rugged Topography 

 

The diversity and richness of 

Ethiopia's natural resources have 

been written about in many 

historical works and other literature 

with quite a dose of adulation. The 
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practice still continues. The 

perception most of us have of our 

country's natural resources, 

including its climate, can be 

summarized as follows: our country 

is fertile; it has big rivers and 

streams, lakes, forests and jungles, 

plots and plots of farmland, as well 

as plains. We proudly speak of its 

three climatic zones, known as 

dega, woinadega, and qolla (the 

cold highlands, the moderately 

warm highlands, and the warm-hot 

lowlands, respectively). We speak 

of it as a wonder with its varieties of 

minerals, plant life, livestock and 

wild animals and birds. In general, 

the literature so far produced on the 

subject speaks of the country as 

being beautiful, and, for that reason, 

comfortable to live in. But today 

what we hear and read contradicts 

this portrayal of our country, that 

the above depictions are contrary to 

the reality on the ground. I can only 

recall too readily how clearly and 

succinctly Professor Shibru Tedla 

recently described the hard facts 

about our natural resources and 

environment.  

 

The water running in our rivers 

could not be translated into living 

energy, nor could we build dams in 

the rivers' lower courses in the 

lowlands due to the prevalence of 

malaria and other diseases. The 

topography of the highland regions 

is so rugged that investment in the 

areas requires tremendous capital. 

Our forests are being destroyed by 

fire and human beings alike; our 

plant life is depleted, our soil 

eroded, and our wild life running 

into exile to neighboring countries 

just to escape the barren lowland 

deserts, as a result of which quite a 

few are threatened with extinction.  

Because of all these problems, the 

situation has gone so bad as to be 

out of control, and any attempt to 

turn this situation around certainly 

is beyond our capacity. This is the 

stark reality. 

 

With regard to agricultural 

production, we have as yet not 

equipped ourselves with the 

capacity to use modern technology. 

Our use of irrigation systems is as 

limited now as it has always been, 

or we have not been able to expand 

it. When it comes to production of 

grains and other food plants, soil 

erosion, shortage of rain, increase in 

population, with the attending 

shortage and barrenness of 

cultivable land, all have subjected 

the farmers to a hand-to-mouth 

mode of livelihood, on the one 

hand, and to drought, famine and 

migration to other areas on the 

other.   

 

What needs to be looked into 

alongside the problems so far cited 

is the adverse effect on the country's 

economy of the fact that it is 

landlocked. On this score, I would 

like to quote from the 1949 (E.C.) 

edition of Kebede Mika'el's 

Ethiopia and Western 

Civilization*[written in Amharic]: 

There are two major constraints 

hampering Ethiopia's progress on 

the road to modernization. These 

are, first, the fact that Ethiopia had 

no neighbors who could share 

provide models of progress to her. 

[The second is] that she currently 

lacks a seaport that would enable 

                                                
* The Amahric word for civilization 

(silit't'ané) also translates the English word 

'progress'. It is almost certain that Kebede 

Mika'el's use of the Amharic word in the title 

of his book is in this second sense of 

'progress', for the simple reason that he was 

aware, at least, of the many civilizations 

around the world before the modern era, 

including Axumite civilization. This opinion 

is warranted by the distinction contemporary 

English makes between 'civilization' and 

'progress', the latter of which is normally 

associated with technological advancement 

(trans.). 

her to easily create contact with the 

outside world. It is public 

knowledge that, unless a people 

adopts models of progress from its 

neighbors, it cannot make advances 

on the road to modernization all by 

itself. 

 

Kebede Mika'el's position on this 

issue is at variance with that of our 

present government officials, 

particularly from Ato Seyoum 

Mesfin's view. As far as Ato 

Seyoum Mesfin is concerned, 

seaports can be bought or sold, just 

like any other commodity, in which 

case the fact that Ethiopia is 

landlocked does not affect the 

situation. I would like to point out, 

in passing perhaps, that Kebede 

Mika'el's view on this issue, which 

he expressed almost fifty years ago, 

is similar to the view held by 

Jeffrey Sachs, a renowned 

economist who conducts research 

on Africa. Jeffrey Sachs' view runs 

to the effect that countries without 

sea outlets are liable to being 

impoverished. 

 

It is estimated that, because 

Ethiopia is landlocked, it annually 

incurs, directly or indirectly, 

expenses amounting to billions of 

Birr. A recent study by the United 

Nations states that half of the 

income landlocked countries obtain 

through export tariff is used to pay 

for the seaport services they get. 

And I do not think this situation 

would get any better in the future. It 

is clear that the change in the 

growth rate of Ethiopia's economy 

that its export industry would bring 

about would, perforce, be limited.  

 

From what we learn from the 

literature on the subject, aside from 

the problem of price inflation that 

lack of sea outlet brings with it, it 
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adversely affects business activities, 

but particularly in the area of 

attracting investment [local or 

foreign]. It takes no prophet to 

predict that this situation will hurt 

Ethiopia's economy. 

 

2.4.3 The Implications of 

Globalization 

 

Globalization is not a new 

phenomenon. It has at least been 

around for the last five centuries. 

International trade has been 

expanding around the globe, 

especially since the 18th century. 

But it is especially in the last 40 

years that economic globalization 

has grown in scope. The leaps made 

in the area of modern technology 

and the adoption by governments of 

the principles of free-market 

economic policies have served as 

the basis for the proliferation of 

globalization to the current level.  

 

Globalization is a system that 

encourages competition among 

business enterprises and decrees 

that there be a free-market exchange 

system. Competition in business 

requires that businesses offer 

competitive prices and excel in the 

area of providing to the market 

quality products. The periodic rise 

or decline in commodity prices 

comes with its own problems. The 

system requires that businesses 

accept obligations detrimental to 

individual their survival and 

operation. In other words, the 

system entails a state of modern 

slavery. This kind of competition is 

known in English as the "Race to 

the Bottom." 

 

That countries should operate 

according to the rules and 

regulations of globalization is 

progressively becoming an 

unavoidable proviso or condition. 

Let us take Ethiopia as an example. 

The role Ethiopia plays in the global 

market is virtually nil. And what 

little role it plays largely has to do 

with its coffee export. But when the 

world's coffee market runs into 

crisis, whether in terms of selling or 

buying prices, the damage it does to 

the country's economy is 

tremendous. Mind you, in the past 

few years alone, the income from 

our coffee trade has plummeted 

from USD 257 million to USD 179 

million, and it is expected to go 

even lower. The coffee farmers who 

had always relied on the global 

market for their income and 

livelihood have, today, succumbed 

to the kind of poverty hitherto 

unknown, whereby they have 

virtually nothing or little to feed 

themselves with, precisely because 

of the decline in coffee prices on the 

global market. When this backbone 

of Ethiopia's economy breaks to 

such an extent that it cannot be 

fixed, the adverse effect it has on 

the country's economy will include 

the other business sectors as well as 

the industrial sector. 

 

When we look outside of Ethiopia 

into situations in the rest of the 

world, the threat globalization poses 

spares no one, big or small. As an 

illustration of this threat, let me 

share with you what I recently 

gleaned from an article I read. 

 

Her name is Dorka Diaz. She works 

for an American garment industry 

called Leslie Fay, located in 

Honduras. At a hearing in the US 

Congress, this lady has testified that 

she works with 12-13-year old 

children. In her testimony she 

reported that the temperature in her 

work place was as high as 100 

Degrees Fahrenheit and that they 

had no access to potable water. Her 

wage for a 54-hour week is a little 

over $20. Dorka lives with her 

three-year old child in a state of 

poverty. Worse yet, she was 

dismissed from her job allegedly for 

attempting to organize her fellow 

workers into a union.  

 

There are more of such examples 

that we can cite. The important 

thing, however, is the inhumanity to 

which the Dorkas of the world are 

exposed by companies that are only 

after profits and that do not have the 

least bit of compunction to their 

fellow humans or the countries 

where they make all the money that 

they pocket.  

 

Similarly in our own country, we 

are witnessing how our shoe 

factories are gradually going 

bankrupt because of the lifting of 

the tariffs imposed on imported 

shoes. Although, as already 

mentioned, Ethiopia's role in the 

global market is insignificant, it is 

not difficult to see how much the 

capricious nature of the market 

could put the country's very survival 

in danger. I will not go so far as to 

claim that the world's prosperous 

countries are not vulnerable to this 

kind of problem, but the magnitude 

of the problems in such countries is 

not as critical as to call their 

survival into question. If such a 

moment comes as would put their 

survival into question, then they 

will change the rules of the 

globalization game. In this regard it 

suffices to mention the subsidy the 

American government provides to 

its steel industry. 

 

Today's globalization is gradually 

replacing the national laws of 

countries with international laws 

and regulations. As a consequence 
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of this, policies that were once 

designed and implemented by 

countries around the world are 

being replaced by policies designed 

by the World Bank (WB), the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and by the World Trade 

Organization (WTO). And it should 

not be forgotten that these policies 

are based on the objectives and 

interests of multi-national 

corporations.  

 

What I have said so far, over and 

above indicating the role 

globalization plays in countries 

around the world, but particularly in 

the smaller nations, illustrates how 

much it interferes in the economic, 

social and political life of any given 

independent and free country. We 

should also realize that, whether or 

not we opt for agricultural 

development-led industrialization, 

globalization still affects, directly or 

indirectly, the direction our 

country's development takes now as 

well as in the future.  

 

2.4.4  Mutual Mistrust Between 

the Government and the 

Private Sector 

 

We all know that the Government 

and the private sector both have 

their respective roles to play. As a 

matter of fact both sides, rather than 

being antagonists, complement each 

other. The Government has the 

following responsibilities and 

duties: (a) It ensures the welfare of 

the people and the country; (b) It 

enforces the country's laws; (c) It 

ensures justice and enforces 

international conventions and 

agreements; (d) It undertakes 

infrastructure development; (e) It 

undertakes social development 

programmes, such as providing 

education, health and water 

services; (f) It establishes a system 

of good governance; (g) It ensures 

the stability of the macro-economic 

sector; (h) It makes efforts to look 

after and care for the elderly and the 

disadvantaged; (i) It monitors the 

operation of the market system. 

 

When it comes to the market 

system, both the Government and 

the private sector have the desire to 

see that it operates transparently and 

equitably. 

 

The private sector for its part has 

the capacity to engage in the 

production, distribution and 

exchange of commodities 

efficiently. When it comes to this 

area, history has proved that the 

private sector fares better than the 

Government in carrying out its 

responsibilities. We all know the 

mistakes the Government made and 

the resources it wasted every time it 

tried its hand at running businesses.  

 

Although engaging in business 

enterprises and making profits and 

creating wealth is both fulfilling and 

respectable, the culture still has not 

taken root in our country. Whatever 

the case, however, any profit to be 

made should be done in a 

competitive, creative, and dedicated 

manner, where all participate 

openly without favoritism, partiality 

or discrimination. 

 

For the private sector to be 

productive and to register good 

results, good economic governance 

is necessary: transparency, 

consistent policies and supremacy 

of the law are among the major 

principles to be cited. Bureaucratic 

coercion, corruption and forceful 

expropriation of property are among 

the main reasons that discourage or 

repel investors. Previous EPRDF 

policies regarding these issues have 

succeeded but very little. For 

example, the growth rate (10%) 

EPRDF recorded immediately when 

it took power was like a flash of 

lightning that disappeared as 

suddenly and as fast as it appeared.  

 

The dynamic activities of the 

private sector in the first few years 

after EPRDF came to power are 

mere memories today.  And there 

are reasons for that. But what I 

consider as the main ones are the 

following: 

1. The incapacity of the 

people appointed to oversee the 

activities of the private sector; 

2. The special trust and favor 

accorded to party enterprises and the 

special leeway given to them to 

operate their businesses at the 

expense of other enterprises; 

3. Opting on the part of the 

Government for estranging and 

disparaging genuine businesses and 

the society at large instead of 

engaging their interest and 

encouraging them to move ahead. 

 

These facts have contributed to the 

weakening of the private sector. Ten 

years later, today, not a single 

industrial project has been 

undertaken that we can rely on as a 

model and that has been able to 

show us the light at the end of the 

tunnel. Forget the sector, not a 

single enterprise worthy of its name 

has been built at the manufactory 

level.  

 

While the foregoing shows what 

actually has been taking place at 

government level, the complex 

problems that we see at the level of 

those who are into one or another 

type of business indicate how bad 

the operation of the private sector 
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has gone. The problems at this level 

are of the type that invites 

individual business people to lie in 

order to get bank loans, to get-rich-

quick by some insidious means, to 

show no readiness to pay back their 

loans, all of which they have 

embraced as a culture to be proud 

of. The Government on its part, 

which forcefully seizes some 

people's property, while it leaves 

alone others; incarcerates some on 

the pretext of fighting corruption, 

while it feigns ignorance when it 

comes to others; promptly provides 

land to some, while it drags its feet 

when it comes to other similar 

cases, has contributed to the ill 

repute attached to the growth of the 

private sector. 

 

In short, the past ten years went by 

as moments of chaos and confusion. 

The two sides (the Government and 

the private sector) today appear to 

have opted for some form of a love-

hate relationship. But this style of 

operation, rather than bringing 

about the desired growth in the 

private sector, encourages and 

promotes despair, in addition to 

planting the seeds of mutual 

mistrust.  

 

Although in general the private 

sector is assumed to be the engine 

driving forth the country's 

development, there is as yet no 

section of society that has come 

forth to explain what this 'driving 

force' exactly means and how 

exactly the said 'engine' moves 

forward the country's development 

project. To transform the weakness 

and incapacity characterizing the 

private sector today into their 

opposites and raise the sector to a 

higher level of productivity requires 

the strong support of the 

Government. It demands the 

existence of a common 

understanding on issues and 

objectives of primary concern. 

What, then, should the main 

objectives of business enterprises 

be? Amassing of wealth by business 

proprietors or creating extensive 

employment opportunities for the 

people? Attending to the welfare 

and interests of the society or 

providing quality products and 

services? These and similar other 

questions demand answers. 

 

3. Some Changes on the 

Ethiopian Scene That 

Could Materialize 25 

Years From Now 
 

So far, I have talked about the 

difficulty Ethiopia's rugged terrain 

poses for development; lack of sea 

outlets; and the weaknesses and 

incapacity of the current 

leadership. I mentioned this to 

point out how they all affect, 

directly or indirectly, the 

development of the private and 

industrial sectors. With this as a 

point of departure, I shall, in the 

next section, present my own 

visions of Ethiopia in the Year 

2020, taking into consideration the 

pointers I shall enumerate in the 

present section. I shall present my 

visions in two parts. The first part 

discusses the issue of what 

Ethiopia would look like 25 years 

from now if we continue with the 

current trend. In the second part, I 

shall point out, in connection with 

my visions, and taking the ideas 

and opinions in the previous 

sections into consideration, the 

possible scenarios that may 

materialize in Ethiopia in 2020.  

 

The scenarios I have tried to paint 

or project in the two parts are not 

based on any scientific data 

collected and extrapolated 

accordingly. I have no model to 

speak of in presenting my visions. 

They are mainly my own personal 

projections, to which I have given 

the name 'scenarios', which term, I 

believe, will describe them 

adequately for the purpose at hand. 

Because these visions or scenarios 

are not based on a scientific 

investigation, I would like my 

audience to take them with a pinch 

of slat. 

 

While I invoke the first aspect of 

the scenarios for comparative 

purposes, I use it mainly to show 

the negative aspects of the 

situation. 

 

3.1 The First Aspect (or, 

Scenario I): If Current 

Trends Continue (or, the 

Business-as-Usual 

Assumption). 

 

In 2020 our planet's general feature 

will change. The planet's 

temperature will rise due to the 

Green House Effect caused by the 

increase in the ratio of CO2 in the 

atmosphere. Desertification in 

Ethiopia will expand to cover 70% 

of the country's landmass. In 2020, 

the country's forest resource will 

have been completely depleted. And 

all the wild life will have 

completely disappeared (become 

extinct). 

 

Ethiopia's population will hit the 

130-million mark. Of this number, 

while Oromiya alone takes the lead 

with 33 million people, Tigray and 

Amhara regions will have 9 million 

and 29 million people, respectively. 

80% of the urban population will 

inhabit the land on which it has 

settled without permission. Of the 
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total population 15 million people 

will become victims of AIDS. The 

average life expectancy will decline 

from 43 years to 40 years. 200 

thousand people will migrate 

annually to other places. Farmers 

will be displaced from their land 

and begin to migrate to urban 

centers en masse. The number of 

people suffering the effects of 

famine will reach the 50-million 

mark. Life will become as 

agonizing as we can never be able 

to imagine at present. The number 

of the jobless in Addis Ababa alone 

will increase by 50%. As a result 

the number of criminals will 

increase exponentially, so that many 

people will be forced to live behind 

walls, constantly guarded. The 

majority of Addis Ababa's 

population will be able to get 

electric service only 3 times a week, 

while water service will possibly 

fall to 2 times weekly.  

 

The price of gasoline will rise to 

Birr 25 a liter, while a single bus 

ticket will cost more than Birr 5. 

The daily services Ethiopian 

Airlines provides locally will be 

replaced by chartered flights. 

International air transport services 

will be provided only by external 

airlines. The cost of flight will 

increase ten-fold.  

 

A quintal of teff will be Birr 1500, 

while one will be hard put to get a 

chicken for less than Birr 150. The 

price of a sheep will reach the 800-

Birr mark. Businesses will in the 

main be small-scale and illegal 

(contraband). The formal business 

sector will become a rare 

phenomenon.  

 

The influence of party enterprises 

on the country's economy will 

continue with the present trend. 

While the majority of these party 

enterprises will go bankrupt and 

close down, others will, 

nevertheless, sprout in their place. 

Most of Alamudi's businesses will 

either be sold or altogether closed 

down. Foreign investors (but 

particularly Indians) will play a 

significant role in Ethiopia's 

business sector. Government 

business enterprises not privatized 

will close down. The business 

sector will play no significant role 

in terms of creating job 

opportunities.  

 

While the infrastructure networks in 

urban centers will disintegrate to 

smithereens, hospitals in rural areas 

will be completely without doctors 

and medicines.  

 

Because schools will enroll more 

students more than they can 

accommodate and handle, to the 

same proportion will the quality of 

education deteriorate. There will be 

a huge shortage of teachers and 

textbooks. Ethiopia's coffee farms 

will be controlled by no more than 

four huge agricultural firms. The 

majority of Ethiopian farmers will 

be out of farming and become paid 

laborers. The country's overall per 

capita income will remain where it 

is now. The amount of money 

allotted for payment of the country's 

debt will jump to a hopping 70% of 

the total budget. The ranking of the 

world's prevalence of corruption 

will put Ethiopia's standing at 120 

from the present position of 92.  

 

I better stop here.  

 

Given the scenario I projected of 

Ethiopia, the country should 

inevitably attract the attention of 

neighboring countries as well as the 

rest of the world, precisely for 

reasons of the problems and 

shortcomings born of its 

weaknesses, but certainly not for 

any strength or power, which it will 

not have anyway. The Ethiopia of 

2025 that is characterized by the 

picture I painted thus would be a 

country inevitably wallowing in the 

mire of economic and social crisis. 

It may even drag the surrounding 

regions into the same mire.  

 

3.2 The Second Aspect 

(Scenario II): 

 

Assume that everything I am going 

to enumerate next has actually taken 

place. 

 

China has, like America, already 

become a big economic force in the 

world. Peace has reigned in 

Ethiopia. 

 

The EPRDF has joined the ranks of 

opposition parties and is preparing 

for the oncoming elections. Ethiopia 

and Eritrea have started talks about 

the prospect of joining themselves 

in a federation. People's faces are a 

perfect picture of hopes and 

promises. 

 

Laws have moved from the pages 

they once inhabited to concrete 

implementation on the ground.  The 

country's high court has ruled that 

the Government should pay 

indemnity in the amount of Birr 100 

thousand to an individual it kept in 

prison for 2 months for offenses the 

individual did not commit. 

 

People are striving together more 

than ever before to face the 

challenges of life. 

 

Even though the population of 

Ethiopia has hit the 100-million 
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mark, the increase in population has 

been put in check. It has been 

decreed that no family should have 

more than one child. The rate of 

HIV/AIDS infection has declined 

by 50%, bringing the total number 

of the people infected from 15 

million to 7 million. Average life 

expectancy has increased from 43 to 

45 years. 

 

Ethiopia's per capita income has 

increased by 150% from USD100 to 

USD250.  

 

Even though there still is a problem 

of electric and water services, 

people get the services on a regular 

basis, that is, rationing has become 

passé. 

 

The role of the private sector has 

increased to a point where it plays a 

more significant role than the 

Government in the country's 

economic growth and development.  

 

The Ethiopia Airlines has just been 

awarded the African Airline of the 

Year Award. The construction of 

the first tram service rail-line 

between CMC and Lafto and 

between the Markato and Shola has 

just begun. The number of buses 

has increased ten-fold in these 

twenty years. Customs duty on 

personal vehicles has been 

increased by 500%. The importation 

of luxury cars into the country has 

ceased altogether. 

 

Private ownership of land and other 

property has been guaranteed by 

law.  

 

The items (commodities) allowed to 

be imported into the country are 

only those to be used in 

development, education and health. 

All other imports are forbidden. 
 

Education services have been 

expanded to a point where the 

number of students enrolled in 

primary education, as well as in 

technical education, has increased 

to 70% 

 

The number of business people that 

are confident, forward and standing 

for their rights has increased. Small- 

and medium-scale Ethiopian 

business enterprises have flourished 

all over the country. While the 

products and services they sell take 

into account the needs of the 

localities they serve, there also are 

those that operate at the national 

level. A few of them have entered 

into competition on the global 

market and managed to develop and 

strengthen their own market. The 

days have gone buy when 

consumers used to long for foreign 

products, and a new era has been 

ushered when people are proud of 

nationally produced goods and 

products. 

 

An Ethiopian consumer society that 

refuses to be lured by foreign goods 

and products has been created.  

 

Banks have become supporters and 

partners of small and big 

development business entrepreneurs 

alike. They provide different 

financial schemes on the market. 

 

That section of Ethiopian 

entrepreneurs that strives to create 

wealth, that is educated, self-

confident and considers Ethiopia's 

welfare its business will oversee the 

operations and activities of the 

business sector. A private sector 

that operates not just on the basis of 

competition but also on that of co-

operation will have been created. 

Thousands of Ethiopians will have 

gone abroad for education and 

returned promptly once they are 

through. Ethiopian entrepreneurs 

will create and develop the culture 

of accumulating their own capital, 

using the services of an educated 

manpower and interacting through 

dialogue and reason.  

 

I shall now outline some directions 

that would enable us realize the 

visions enumerated in this second 

aspect of the scenarios I projected. 

 

4. Directions to Solutions 

for Better Results   

 

If the positive aspects of the 

scenarios I projected for Ethiopia 

have struck you as mere dreams (or 

fantasies) I urge you to look back 

into the history of the world. Take 

the Korea of 30 years ago and the 

China of 25 years ago. Where were 

they? And where are they now? 

True, the world has changed, and it 

is in a constant process of change. I 

am of the conviction that there still 

is an opportunity for us to grow. 

True, also, that change does not 

come that easily. China has made 

big sacrifices to get to where it is 

today. It got to where it is today by 

standing up to the challenges of 

superpowers and through the 

dedication and hard work of its 

leaders. The other Southeast Asian 

countries achieved prosperity 

through wise leadership and 

perseverance. They managed to 

achieve wonderful results because 

the private business sector and the 

public sector each knew its 

respective role and operate 

accordingly in the long process of 

development. And now, what 

should we do? I shall limit myself 

to certain fundamental solutions that 

would bring about the desired 

results. 
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4.1 First: Bringing About 

Cultural and Attitudinal 

Change and 

Transformation 

 

Before anything else, the 

nomenclature 'Ethiopian' should be 

properly defined and understood. 

Although, in the days of old, asking 

someone from which part of the 

country he/she was a convention 

that held sway for quite a long time, 

this has changed today, and the 

question now in fashion is as to 

what ethnic group an individual 

belongs. The answer to the question 

in the days of old was identifying 

the region where an individual 

habitually lived or was brought up--

Menz, Adigrat, Butajira, etc. Today, 

however, unless one responds by 

revealing one's ethnicity, anything 

else has become unacceptable. One 

cannot go far unless one's ethnic 

identity has been known. Although I 

wouldn't dare assert that we have 

fallen into a pit from which we 

cannot extricate ourselves in this 

respect, I can state with surety that 

there is confusion abounding 

regarding this issue. Although 

attempts have been made earlier on 

to make people abandon this strong 

tendency toward ethnicism, its 

encouragement to such a degree and 

an extent as would disrupt the unity 

of the country has come as a shock 

to many. Although this sense of 

ethnic identity is harmless in and of 

itself, it is something that needs 

close scrutiny if we are to know and 

understand both the positive and 

negative implications it entails. 

 

One can argue, and legitimately so, 

that there is nothing wrong in 

claiming one's ethnic identity as 

Oromo or Tigre, Amhara or Gurage, 

Somali or Afar, and still maintain 

one's citizenship as an Ethiopian.  

While this is valid as far as 

arguments go, we still need to 

develop as sense of Ethiopianness 

that goes beyond mere citizenship, 

transcending the limits of ethnicity 

and expressed in some form of 

collective culture to be shared by 

all. If we somehow manage to 

realize this, then we can create an 

Ethiopian society that is steeled in 

unity, works in unison, and is ready 

and on the move to bring about 

significant economic and 

technological change--all in unison. 

 

It strikes me as naive to simply 

assume that life in this world is a 

mere matter of competing to always 

emerge the winner (or, that we 

simply live in a dog-eat-dog world, 

like it or not). This I say for the 

simple reason that people 

instinctively, and essentially, are 

interactive and prefer a life of co-

operation. That is our nature. We 

can build the kind of unity I have in 

mind only when the people of 

Ethiopia organize themselves 

around their respective associations 

and participate in the country's 

development, be that development 

an individual undertaking or 

targeting wider communities. It is 

only when we create an Ethiopian 

society that is not divided along 

ethnic lines; only when we ensure 

that justice for all has become a 

reality; only when power has been 

decentralized all the way down to 

the grassroots level; and only when 

this Ethiopia is one in which 

democracy and accountability have 

become the rule of the day that the 

country's economic growth will be 

ensured and strengthened   

 

In order for us to be able to build 

this strong Ethiopia, we need to 

have strong values, values that we 

all adopt through popular 

consensus. Furthermore, these 

values have to be reflected at the 

level of families, associations and 

government and people's 

organizations. 

 

If we are to grow into a prosperous 

country, we should never, even for a 

single moment, forget that this 

cultural transformation is our 

primary and major tool to be used in 

the struggle and the many sacrifices 

we have to make for the country's 

development.  

 

4.2  Second: Mapping Out A 

New Direction for 

Industrialization 

 

Why do we need a new direction? 

First of all, the existing policies are 

not enough to extricate Ethiopia 

from the dire economic situation in 

which it finds itself. Mind you, we 

have repeatedly told ourselves that 

our private sector is weak and 

barely 60 years in the making (even 

then, it had, more than once, a brush 

with death). Such a sector can in no 

way claim to be able to move our 

ailing economy forward. We have 

seen, time and again, that the 

Government that is supposed to 

uphold, and come to the aid of, the 

private sector has itself been tied up 

in all sorts of complex problems and 

run into difficulties. We have also 

come to realize that the country' 

natural resources could not be of 

much help, what with all the 

problems they are facing. Given all 

this, then, what other alternative do 

we have but map out a new 

direction for the country's 

development. 

 

In all honesty, I am not prepared 

enough to stand here tonight and 

spell out, with any degree of 

definiteness, the direction or course 
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that the country's development 

should follow. But taking into 

account the problems the country is 

facing today and the development 

strategies the Ethiopia of 2020, with 

nearly 130 million people to feed 

and take care of, the problems 

certainly cannot be solved through a 

single Agricultural Development-

Led Industrialization Strategy. This 

much I can say, prepared or not. In 

order to industrialize an Ethiopia in 

which 16-30 million people will 

become victims of famine, we need 

to go beyond what has been 

envisioned for the country so far in 

terms of the expected development. 

We need to spell out clearly our 

aims and objectives. Are we aiming 

for increasing the average per capita 

income of the population 24-/10-

/20-fold? If so, in how many years? 

Are we advocating for the creation 

of job opportunities for the majority 

of our people? Are we urging that 

we should be capable of competing 

in the global market in at least 

certain areas of the business sector? 

At any rate, let us begin with the 

idea of increasing the average per 

capita income of the population, 

say, two-fold, as I have mentioned 

in one of my visions. Even if the 

present ADLI strategy must be 

maintained and implemented, in 

order to increase the per capita 

income two-fold, we need, first of 

all, to give priority to the existing 

business enterprises and improve, 

expand and strengthen their current 

capacities. Priority must be given to 

these enterprises with regard to 

equipping them with the available 

modern technologies, to whatever 

modest an extent, if that be the case.  

 

Promising business people and 

proprietors of industrial and other 

business enterprises must be 

provided with government 

subsidies, so that they will be able 

to improve and expand their 

operations in accordance with plans 

of action appropriate to the sectors 

in which they are engaged.  We also 

need to put in place a workable plan 

for the industrial sector if it must 

double its capacity by the year 

2020. At the minimum, however, 

we must make efforts to enable 

those industrial enterprises that are 

now operating at half capacity to 

operate at full capacity in the first 

10 years of the period we are 

envisioning. In order to achieve 

this, funds must be allocated for the 

sector's capacity building and 

leadership training programmes.  

The reason we should adopt this as 

an alternative strategy is that ADLI 

requires a longer period of time to 

implement. Until such time as the 

agricultural sector has been able to 

operate with such capacity as would 

enable it to provide the necessary 

inputs for the industrial sector, it is 

imperative that we move on with 

what is available in the industrial sector.  

 

At the same time, however, should 

we not consider the possibility of 

starting new industrial and business 

enterprises that would be in tune 

with the needs and requirements of 

the 21st century? It is necessary to 

raise the question of whether we are 

going high tech or the way of 

manufacturing. In my opinion, those 

industrial sub-sectors that are 

expected to play a key role in our 

future economy should meet the 

following basic criteria to which we 

must pay special attention. If the 

new industrial and business 

enterprise I have in mind are: (1) in 

demand on the global market; (2) 

able to bring in high income and 

register profits; (3) of the type that 

focus on production based on 

knowledge, they should be accorded 

special attention. This last criterion 

must be carefully reconsidered.  

 

4.3 Third: Focus on 

Production Based on 

Knowledge 

 

Because we have sufficient land and 

manpower resources, we must focus 

on developing those resources. The 

EPRDF-led government has 

repeatedly asserted the need for 

doing this. And I couldn't agree 

more. First and foremost, we need 

to be self-sufficient in food. The 

natural resources will produce 

added value only when the inputs 

they need are provided in a 

coordinated manner and applied in 

accordance with the correct 

strategy. When this is done, 

employment opportunities will 

increase; worker's wages will rise, 

as a result of which the workers will 

have on hand more money to spend, 

which, in turn, means their 

consumption needs will increase 

and vary. Consequently, the 

national as well as the people's 

wealth will have increased. 

 

In order for us to be able to 

gradually transform these natural 

resources into a full-fledged 

productive force, the Government 

must shift its focus from its strategy 

at the macro-economic level to that 

of the micro-economic and the 

difficult-to-tackle, individual firm 

levels.  Two particular questions 

need urgent response: "What should 

we produce?" and "How should we 

go about producing what is 

needed?" For the Government to be 

able to find the correct answers to 

these questions, it must be ready 

and willing to work in concert with 

the society at large.  
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What should we produce? 

 

In order to answer this question, we 

must avail ourselves with the 

knowledge of how wealth is created 

at the different stages of the 

production process. It is only when 

we have the necessary knowledge 

of what we can produce, given our 

capacity, that we will be able to 

transform our country's economy 

into a productive one. We need to 

have clearly articulated objectives 

and, then, carefully and clearly 

drawn out plans. We need to know 

our immediate surroundings and, 

furthermore, the whole wide world 

out there. We need to be able to 

project ahead of time what the 21st 

century demands. 

 

We need to pay attention to and 

focus on innovative ideas and 

practices.  Unless we create a 

business sector that can understand 

this, a business sector that is wont to 

think along this line, the 21st 

century, for from being a period of 

prosperity for us, will come with its 

own retinue of miseries.  In my 

opinion, it is not enough to suggest, 

in general and vague terms, 

agricultural development-led 

industrialization, one that brings 

about fast-pace growth, and one that 

requires huge manpower as a way 

out, as has been done in the past 

few months.  This is something that 

requires opening up dialogue with 

the Government and working in 

tandem with it.  It is necessary to 

think and plan at the level of 

individual factories at the same time.  

This must be left open as one option. 

 

We must realize that we cannot talk 

about building an agricultural 

development-led industrialization, 

and encouraging one and all to work 

hard, on the one hand, and 

encouraging at the same time, 

everyone peddling chewing gum 

and providing them with additional 

foreign currency and tariff-free 

import license, on the other, and, 

then, expect to achieve the results 

we are after.  It must be realized 

that, at present, it is                private 

business enterprises, not 

governments, that compete, to 

however limited an extent, in the 

market, locally or globally. 

Accordingly, it behooves the 

Government to consider supporting 

and guiding those business 

enterprises that can make 

differences in the country’s 

development.  In this process, the 

support the Government provides, 

directly on indirectly, is really crucial.   

 

As I had mentioned earlier, because 

we go into competition on a global 

scale we must realize that our 

manpower and natural resources 

that we may be able to compare 

with those of countries similar to us, 

can neither excel nor be better than 

those of other competitors.   When 

we look at our manpower resource 

and consider it from the perspective 

of productivity, we should never 

forget that there always are workers 

all around the world on the ready to 

produce for wages far less than 

what we can pay.  When it comes to 

the wages we pay to our workers, it 

is difficult to say they compare less 

than what workers in China or India 

are paid.  We must also realize that 

there are many alternatives in the 

rest of the world when it comes to 

providing natural resources to the 

global market.  We must therefore 

understand the need for creating a 

productive force equipped with the 

know how that would enable it to 

go beyond producing the present 

agricultural products, such that it 

would be able meet the needs and 

requirements of the consumers in 

terms both of quantity and quality.  

This can only happen when we 

embark on our project always 

thinking productivity. 

 

How should we go about 

producing what is needed?       

 

To the extent that the recently 

implemented educational policy 

focuses on the promotion of 

technical education, I believe that it 

will bring change, in as short a time 

as possible, in the business sector, 

but more particularly in the 

agricultural and industrial sectors.  

But this alone is not enough.  

People will be able to make 

significant differences in the 

economic as well as in the other 

sectors when they get high quality 

education, undertake experiments, 

and promote a sense of 

entrepreneurship.  Accordingly, we 

must be able to produce diligent and 

able workers, engineers, scientists, 

technologists and designers. 

 

In the year 2020 high quality 

educational centers must be 

developed from among the existing 

ones and educate and train our 

youth on a competitive basis and 

graduate individuals who could be 

the future leaders of the country.  

Moreover, we must create a 

favorable situation in which 3-5 

thousand young Ethiopians selected 

on the basis of their knowledge, 

ability and performance, would go 

abroad for further training.   

 

It is necessary to design and 

implements different educational 

curricula and programs.  We simply 

don’t have any other alternative.  

Both private and Government 

institutions must share 

responsibilities in creating ways to 
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run on-the-job training for our 

future young graduates and to carry 

out experiments. 

 

In addition to this issue of 

education, I would like to add two 

other points. 

 

1. The importance of developing 

the culture of mutual trust and 

co-operation among business 

enterprises; 

2. The importance of 

incorporating businesses 

engaged in similar areas for the 

building of the industrial sector 

we envision.         

 

4.4  Ability to Generate and 

Mange Financial Capital 

 

Capital is one of the inputs 

necessary for the development of 

any given society. What enables us 

to build our capacity in all areas of 

development is financial power. 

Although, as I had already 

mentioned, financial capital is 

plenty in the North, the South 

cannot access that capital as 

plentifully as those who own it.  

 

It is only too obvious that business 

enterprises cannot grow and 

develop without financial capital. In 

today's Ethiopia, the majority (99%) 

of the business enterprises get the 

financial capital they need from 

families or community associations 

(particularly in situations where 

bank loans are not accessible). As 

such capital obtained from such 

sources is limited, it has left many, 

private enterprises stunted 

(undeveloped). Consequently, we 

need to find a way by which this 

need for financial capital is given 

special attention and the opportunity 

is created for new businesses to start 

and for the already existing ones to 

develop and expand. New schemes 

to generate financial capital should 

be sought and implemented.  

 

Other than this, it seems to me naive 

to expect developing the private 

sector with capital procured from 

outside in the form of foreign direct 

investment (FDI).  

 

Let us put aside Sheikh Alamudi's 

investment as a special case and 

assume that there is no favorable 

condition to attract FDI into 

Ethiopia, precisely because FDI is 

after those places where money can 

be made and, therefore, does not 

even give second thought to those 

places where poverty happens to be 

a trademark. FDI chooses where to 

go. It is, therefore, obvious that, 

unless, in the next 20 years, we find 

oil in Ethiopia or something 

happens as a result of some natural 

windfall, FDI has no business 

seeking absent opportunities in 

Ethiopia. Consequently, it is 

necessary to seek other capital- 

generating mechanisms at the local 

level. In a book Hernando de Soto 

recently wrote under the title The 

Mystery of Capital, he states that, in 

countries such as Ethiopia, the 

inability to transform available 

wealth into capital has aggravated 

the poverty situation. According to 

de Soto, in such countries, because 

people who own houses do not have 

title deeds or house plans on hand, 

wealth that could otherwise be 

converted into capital remains idle. 

This is quite convincing an 

argument. In the case of Ethiopia, 

particularly in the past thirty years, 

the non-recognition of property 

right has contributed to the 

proliferation of poverty throughout 

the country. It is my vision that, in 

2020, this situation will be corrected 

and the right to property will be 

fully recognized with all the 

ramifications thereof. It is also my 

vision that we will create the 

precondition for the generation of 

capital. I can see a farmer in Soddo 

presenting as collateral to a bank in 

Awasa a house in Asella given to 

him by his wife. It is my conviction 

that, in the next 20 years, we will 

equip ourselves with the full 

knowledge of how we can generate 

the capital we need for our 

development and put it to good use 

in the process.  

 

4.5 Division of Labor 

Between Government and 

Non-Government 

Business Enterprises 
 

As I had mentioned earlier, as much 

as it would be difficult for the 

government to effect economic 

growth without the help of the 

private sector, so would it be 

difficult for the private sector to do 

the same without the help and 

support of the government. 
 

Once we agree on this point, let us 

ask ourselves about the major steps 

the government should take in order 

to bring about prosperity to the 

country's economy.  Let us, first of 

all, be clear on the difficulty of 

determining what prosperity is. 

However, for the purpose at hand, 

we can start by thinking in terms of 

increasing our per capita GDP by 

double. It is even better to think in 

terms of increasing our capital and 

manpower productivity two-fold. 
 

Firstly, in order for the private 

sector to operate with confidence 

and be in a position to complement 

the efforts made by the government, 

we need to build and develop its 

capacity as quickly as humanly 

possible. But this can only be done 
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not by means of a top-down 

command-economy strategy but 

through bottom-top dialogue and 

understanding. The Government 

cannot, as of old, go on telling us 

what we need and, therefore, order 

us what to do and how to do it, or 

else...! Such a style of operation no 

longer works. Neither does a totally 

laissez-faire (or, here-is-Rhodes, 

here-jump) approach work. 

Cooperation between the private 

sector and the Government is a must.  

 

Secondly, putting in place a system 

of good governance, together with 

an enforcement mechanism, in 

order to facilitate the creation of an 

equitable free-market economy, 

constitutes yet another task for the 

Government to undertake. 

Combating corruption, promoting 

transparency both in principle and 

in fact, restructuring the 

bureaucracy, ensuring justice, and 

enforcing contractual agreements 

and conventions are among the 

major tasks of the Government. 

More specifically, however, unless 

the right to property is guaranteed 

and the laws pertaining to this right 

are concretely implemented and the 

Government sees to it that they are 

in fact enforced, the chances for the 

private sector to develop will main slim.  

 

Thirdly, it is expected of the 

Government to provide guidance to 

the private sector, to create 

favorable conditions for the 

envisioned objectives to be realized 

by mapping out the appropriate 

directions, help the sector overcome 

its problems, and protect it from 

wily competitors. How exactly the 

Government is going to do all this is 

a question that may require a lot of 

discussion. However it goes about 

accomplishing these tasks, one 

thing remains certain. Aside from 

its usual mandate of designing 

policies, promulgating laws, levying 

taxes and duties, and undertaking 

infrastructure building, the 

Government is duty bound to give 

support to private business 

enterprises, including giving special 

consideration to industrial sub-

sectors deemed to play key roles in 

the country's development. 

Considering the fact that the 

Government is the biggest 

consumer/buyer of the country's 

products, we must realize, in this 

regard, that there are many ways in 

which it can help business 

enterprises. Even then, this brings 

good results when the enterprises 

themselves are allowed to compete freely.  

 

Aid-providing organizations can be 

highly supportive of the private 

sector (particularly of the type of 

enterprises that I mentioned in three 

above). In particular, the support 

these organizations provide can 

come in the form of creating a 

favorable conditions whereby the 

business sector can take the 

initiative to transform itself and in 

which business people put their 

heads together in dialogue and 

create some kind of association, 

even unity, that would enable them 

to work cooperatively. This would 

be the primary area of support the 

organizations can provide. These 

organizations can also serve as 

advocacy groups for the private 

sector's voice to be heard, can share 

their capacity building experiences 

with the sector and give pointers on 

their good practices. In connection 

to this, favorable conditions should 

be created whereby the private 

sector can generate the finance it 

needs. 

 

Moreover, we have to ask ourselves 

and seek answers to the following 

question: If it is our desire to see the 

people of Ethiopia prosper, what 

kind of business enterprises with 

attributes that we can call Ethiopian 

should we build, expand, and 

encourage? To begin with, the kind 

of fraudulent business people that 

we see today all around us must 

somehow be removed from the 

game. Putting out of commission 

those disgraceful individuals, who 

lay claim to being important while 

evading taxes and still call 

themselves business people, is 

everybody's responsibility. And to 

help bring into the game people 

who are honest, self-confident, and 

who know what a balance sheet is 

and who honestly believe it is their 

duty to maintain clean books is the 

duty of each and everyone of us.  

 

Although there is nothing wrong 

about allowing external investors 

into Ethiopia, we should agree that 

priority should, nevertheless, be 

given to Ethiopian investors. We 

should make no mistake on this score. 

 

Mind you, here we are having been 

producing beer for years and years, 

and if our breweries were to fall 

into the hands of foreign investors, 

whose beer are we going to claim 

we are drinking? The responsible 

government institutions must make 

all the effort they can to build the 

capacity of the business community 

before it becomes a passive 

onlooker in its own country. 

(Incidentally, when I say 

government institutions, it includes 

the government bureaucracy, 

educational and health centers, 

financial organizations and 

institutions of justice.) 
 

Such institutions can play various 

roles in changing and improving a 

country's economy in all its 

dimensions. Just as much as using 

modern technology results in 

economic growth, strengthening 

institutional capacity can help a 

country's economy to be highly 

productive even by using limited 
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inputs. Weak institutions, on the 

other hand, drive away investment, 

become a stumbling block to 

business and make investors loose hope. 
 

It is, consequently, necessary to 

create institutions that can "think." 

It is also necessary to rebuild (re-

create) the disorganized and 

inefficient business enterprises as 

well as the lazy and incapable 

workers and management leaders 

that we today see in the private 

sector. We must build a business 

community whose members not 

only compete freely but also co-

operate among themselves and 

come to the aid of one another. 

Beyond its fundamental role of 

running business enterprises and 

making money, the private sector 

ought to develop a sense of 

responsibility and of resolve to help 

protect human rights, protect and 

manage the environment, help 

welfare organizations and charitable 

individuals combat corruption, and 

help eradicate poverty. The business 

community should completely drop 

the habit of building factories out of 

sheer excitement or just for the thrill 

of it, or driven by blind zeal. Those 

who invest their own and their 

country's limited wealth in the 

wrong place will not only invite 

bankruptcy on themselves, they also 

incur the risk of failing to 

rehabilitate their businesses. If they 

only err even once in their business 

undertakings, it is as good as they 

are dead. Trying one's hand in 

business a second time and 

expecting to succeed has, in today's 

world, simply become passé. At any 

rate, in order for us to be able to 

realize the objectives mentioned 

above we need institutions that we 

can rely upon. 
 

Let me reiterate: the culture of 

engaging the business community in 

open dialogue and working with it 

in a cooperative manner is 

something that still needs 

improvement on the part of 

government institutions. Both sides 

must get down together and lay 

their weaknesses on the table, 

clearly articulate possible solutions 

and proceed with mutual trust. 

Deceitful business people should be 

removed from the sector, while the 

Government must abandon its 

customary partial stance and treat 

all with equality. The Government 

especially must prove to be a 

helping force in the building of the 

capacity of the industrial sector by 

designing a long-term plan to help 

the private sector develop its 

capacity, according it, at the same 

time, with comparative advantage.  
 

We should also share the conviction 

that the Government should use the 

human and financial resources 

available to it for the development 

of the private sector. Over and 

above giving priority to Ethiopian 

nationals when it comes to investing 

in all areas of the sector, it should 

ensure the business community of 

its commitment to provide the 

necessary support. It should commit 

itself to protecting Ethiopian 

investors from other investors said 

to be considerably wealthy, but with 

sticky fingers (such, for instance, as 

China, India, Egypt, and South Africa). 
 

The business community for its part 

must be not just a smart transactor 

in commodities, but also one versed 

in the ways of good business. We 

must, accordingly, create business 

people that follow-up changes in 

global trends, people that can sort 

out and analyze situations in their 

immediate surroundings and that 

can think and plan ahead for the 

long-term rather than be satisfied 

with immediate gains. We should 

also be able to create a society that 

can put in their rightful place those 

that buy/consume beyond their 

capacity, those that babble and 

chatter all sorts of nonsense without 

studying and carefully weighing 

situations, merely to pass 

themselves off as knowledgeable, 

those, finally, who, through theft 

and deceit, amass wealth and try to 

pass themselves off as honorable. 

We must accept the fact that 

courageous, resolute and honest 

society, on the one hand, and 

persistent, wise and genuine 

business people, on the other hand, 

are indispensable actors in leading 

the country on the road to prosperity.  
 

The visions I enumerated in the 

section titled "the second aspect" 

can become a reality only if work 

toward their realization starts in the 

coming 2 to 3 years. If the next 

government implements without fail 

the policies and programmes that I 

mentioned in the section mentioned 

above, then I really believe the 

visions I have of Ethiopia in 2020 

will become a reality.  
 

It is not enough to just try our hands 

at different small things in order to 

move out of the present weak 

economic and business system and 

make a transition to a better one. 

How, indeed, can a weak Ethiopia 

make the transition into the 

industrial world with minor 

programmes and limited plans? 

Thinking along this line is sheer 

fantasy. In order to concretely 

realize the changes we envision 

today, we need to make an 

economic revolution, over and 

above the solutions I suggested. In 

order to prosper like China and 

Korea, a difficult, taxing and 

continuous struggle cum sacrifice is 

required from each of us over the 

next 50, even 100 years. There is no 

shortcut in this journey. Let us pack 

our provisions for this long journey 

and move on!  
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eKJ’U �”ÓÇ=I u^c? uŸ<M 

¾SËS]Á }Óv_ ›É`Ñ@ Á¾G<� 

êG<ñ” u�UI`�© SMŸ<“ 

�¨<k�” ¾Teóó� ›e}dcw” 

uTÔMu� SMŸ< ’¨<' TK� 

›p^u=¨< v"u~� MUÉ“ 

�¨<k� - Ó”³u?Â” 

¾T>ÁÇw`M‡ �ÉM uSJ’< ’¨< 

›¨ÁÃ’~” ¾}kuMŸ<�“ 

êOñ” KT”uw uÑ<Ñ<� 

¾ÖupŸ<�:: ›e}T] �”ÅSJ’@ 

SÖ” ÃI KST` Te}T` 

}Óv` �Mp“ K=Ñ‡ ¾TÃ�M 

Ów¯� ›É`Ñ@ ’¨< ¾UqØ[¨<:: 

kØKA ÅÓV u}cÖ¨< SS]Á 

SW[� ¾ÓM ›e}Á¾�” 

SeÖ� eLKw‡“ êOñ” 

uT”uu? ¾’gÖ‡' Ó”³u?Â”“ 

›e}dcu?” ¾¢[¢\‡ ’Øx� LÃ 

LcLeM uS�K? ¾T>S’Û 

›e}Á¾�� “�¨< �”Í= ¾}TEL  

êOó© H>e“ (Critical Analysis) 

�”}“ KTÉ[Ó ›ÃÅKU:: 

�ÉT@Â” uS<K< u�”Ñ>K=´† 

s”s de}U` ¾„`Ÿ< uSJ’< 

U“Mv� u²=G< H>Å� u›’ÒÑ` 

¨ÃU ›ÑLKê ÓÉð� u}KÃ 

us”s uŸ<M critic  SeKA u=•Ã 

upÉT>Á Ãp`• •ÖÃnKG<:: 

 

 

SÓu=Á¨<” uT>SKŸ�&  

 

1. êOñ uÖpLL u×U 

Provocative and Challenging 

ð�‡“ ¾T>Á’dd ’¨<::  

eKJ’U u›”¡a“ u›É“q� 

K¨<ÃÃ� ¾T>Òw´ êOõ ’¨<:: 

 

u›ÖnLÃ SMŸ<' êOñ 

”êê^©“ }n^’> comparative 

and contradictory ’v^© 

G<’@��” ¾T>ÑMê“ ›G<” 

ÁK¨<” Ñê• KT>S×¨< 20 

¯S� óÃÇ ÁS× ÃJ” wKA 

¾T>Çee ’¨<:: uSÉ[Ÿ< 

›²ÒÐ� u}cÖ¨< Seð`� 

SW[� ÁTEL ÃSeK†M:: 

 

2. ”êê`“ }n`„”:-    

Comparative and Contradictory  

uT>SKŸ� G<’@�� u›KT�” 

wKAU u›=�ÄåÁ �”ÅT>Ÿ}K¨< 

ÁekU×M:: 

 

 ›Ç=e ¾•]¡ U°^õ      ¾}[ÒÒ 

¨p� 

  ¾U“¨<k¨<“ ¾U”“õk¨<      pØ 

Á× ›p×Ý 

  ¾nL�“ ¾eT@� K¨<Ø   ¾w\I 

}eó ›S”ß’� S¡uÉ“ ›eð]’� 

 

2.1 eK ›Ç=e •]¡ U°^õ 

SŸc�' ÁM}[ÒÒ  

¨p�“ ÁM�¨k ›p×Ý:-  

ÃI ¡õM có ÁK }eó 

›eq^ß“ ›eŸò G<’@• 

�°Ã”� eKT>ÁekUØ 

U“Mv� ¨Å ›K<•© `•Ã 

w� ¾T>S^ TK� 

Pessimistic ÃSeLM:: u²=G< 

›”é` u}KÃ ²S“© 

�¡„KAÍ= uÖ?“ uI¡U“ 

¨²} K=ÁeÑ‡¨< ¾T>�M uÔ 

}î�„ ¨ÃU ›”�© 

G<’@� K=„` ›Ã�MU ¨Ã 

¾T>M ØÁo ›ÃSMeU:: 

�`ÓØ ’¨< uSÚ[h 

êG<ó�¨< ›p^u=¨< uG<K}† 

Ñê� LÃ ÃI”” positive 

G<’@�” Ákð `�Ã 

ÁekSÖ< ÃSeLM:: 

 

u²=G< ›”í` ¾êOñ ›²ÒÏ 

ŸVL ÔÅM ¾›KU ›kõ 

Å[Í ÁKu�” ›eÅ”Òß“ 

›ddu= G<’@�“ Ñê��' 

�”Ç=G<U u›Ñ^�” ÁK 

ÉI’�“ ¾›"vu= w¡K� 

�”Ç=G<U ¾}ðÖa Hw� 

S^q� uÅ”w ›Ñ“´uªM:: 

J„U ¾�•� “�¨< S’h 

Ö”p' ¾�•� “�¨< 

¨<Ö?�� ¾T>K¨<” TK�U 

cause and effect ¾T>KÃu� 

Ó” ›ÃÅKU:: 

 

2.2 “¾U“¨<k¨<“ ¾U”“õk¨<“  

“¾°ÉÑ�“ wMêÓ“ ›p×Ý“ 

¾T>M ¯[õ} ’Ñ :̀-  

¾nL� ›c"Ÿ<“ ¾›vvM ²Ãu? 

¨Å Ô” �}” ÃI ¯[õ} 

’Ñ` (¨ÃU phrase) – past, 

present, and future Ñê�� 

›K¨< �”Ç=G<U static �“ 

dynamic aspects K=„\� 

Ã�LK< - eKJ’U 

¾U“¨<k¨<” w� ŸÁ´” 

¾T“¨<k¨<”e �”Ç“¨<p 

›ÁÅ`Ñ”U ¨Ã; U“Mv�U 

forward looking ŸSJ” ÃMp 

background looking �”É”J” 

›ÃÑóóU ¨Ã; ÃI 

›e}Á¾� êG<ñ” ŸTÇu` 

›”é` u=�ÃM‡:: 

 

2.3 ¾nL� ›ÖnkUN uT>SKŸ�:-  

çNò¨< ÃI” Ñ<ÇÃ 

uT>SKŸ� uêOó�¨< 

Ãp`• ÖÃkªM 

›=”Æe�]' ¾”ÓÉ' ¾ÓM' 

¡õK ›=¢„T> ¾T>K< nL� 

u}Kªªß SMŸ< SÖkU“ 

�”Ç=G<U MT�/ 

�ÉÑ�/wMêÓ“ ¾T>K<� 

nL� u}Kªªß’� 

SÖkS< - U“Mv� 

ßwÖ<” ÁÅu´´w” ÃJ“M 

¨Ã ¾T>M ÓU� ›K‡::  

KUdK? uêG<õ ›`�e� -  

“wMêÓ“” KTeóó� - 

›=�ÄåÁ Ÿ 20 ¯S� u%EL“ 

ÃLM uêG<ñ ¨<eØ 

›p^u=¨< S`ÝKG< ÁK<� 

Ó” “MT� u=„` u›=�ÄåÁ 

u 2020“ ’¨< :: ÃÑv†M ÃI 

›"ÇT>¡ êOõ ›ÃÅKU 

�”ÓÇ=I ¾›e}T] ’Ñ` 

ÖÑ<` Sc”Öp  ’¨< v�K<‡ 

- ¾`�¿” ßwØ KSÁ´ 

Ã[Ç ÃJ“M uTK� ’¨<:: 

J„U ¾’²=I nL� definition   
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Ã²� ¨Å ›ÃÇ=ÄKAÍ= 

context  eKT>S^ çNò¨< 

• ” Ç e k S Ö< �   

uýÓ^T+´U w� SS^~ 

¾}S[Ö ’¨<:: 

 

2.4 eK ¾^e” value (�c?�) 

u}SKŸ}:-  

›p^u=¨< �”ÇK<� `�Ã 

Ÿ^d�” value ¾T>S’ß 

’¨<' SJ”U ›Ku�' 

eKJ’U êG<ñ ¾›p^u=¨<” 

`•Ã u´`´` ÁckU×M:: 

¨Å ´`´\ ¨<eØ e”Ñv 

¾}²[²\� values  -  values 

“�¨< ¨Ã ’¨< ¾’@ ØÁo; 

¨Ã ue}Ë`v "K<� 

SW[�© ª“ values 

¾T>S’Û choices or 

preferences U`Ý� 

“�¨<:: K?L¨< �’²=I values 

}wK¨< ¾}²[²\� T”U 

c¨< ¾T>×Lv�¨< ¨ÃU 

¾T>n¨T�¨< ›ÃSeK‡U:: 

Ñ<Ç¿ �’²=I c=}[ÔS<“ 

u}Óv` LÃ c=S’²\ ’¨<:: 

¾�”ÓK=´† S´Ñu nL� 

define ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨< u 

principles ’¨<:: eKJ’U 

Values u principles SkSÖ< 

›ÃhMU ¨Ã;  

 

2.5 “`°Ã“ ¾T>K¨<” nM 

u}SKŸ}:- 

êG<ñ “`°Ã” ÃLM' Ã¤U 

u›p^u=¨< ¾}¨c’ ¨ÃU 

¾}S[Ö ›ÃSeK‡U - 

u›=�ÄåÁ ¾›?¢„T>¡e 

vKS<Á� TQu` ßU` 

¾}S[Ö  ÃSeK†M:: `°Ã 

¾}vKu� U¡”Á� 

�”ÅUÑU}¨< “^•Ã” 

ŸT>K¨< nM KSK¾� K=J” 

Ã�LM:: ’Ñ` Ó” 

u�”ÓK=´† ¾TQu\ 

SS]Á êG<õ ¾T>K¨< 

“vision”  ’¨<:: Vision  

u�”ÓK=´† Scenario ›ÃÅKU  

– vision is not just projection 

extrapolation  - but also a 

“dream”.  Dictionary defines 

vision = vivid picture seen in a 

dream or trance or imagination 

foresight power of seeing 

beyond.  ’Ñ` Ó” ¾QMU 

p»� dÃJ” ¾k” “¯Ã” 

ÑMÙ” p»� ¾T>ÚU` 

’¨<:: eKJ’U ›”É c¨< 

õ"_ ›=¾c<e” ›”wx "K¨< 

}Úvß G<’@� ›Ñ“´x 

¾¨Åò~” ^•Ã u=}’wÃ �’@ 

}kvÃ’� ›K¨< ’¨< 

¾UK¨<:: eKJ’U vision  

ðMÔ dÃ”d©“ le ›"M 

›“LÃ´e w� }S`Ÿ<µ \p 

¾T>ÁeŸ?É ›ÃSeK‡U:: 

kØKAU ¾êOñ ›²ÒÏ 

`�Ã TekSØ Ã�LM ¨Ã 

wK¨< ÃÖÃnK<:: Ÿ}�Ke 

ŸU•T uU” ÃKÁM; - ’Ñ` 

Ó” ÅÓV ŸdÃ”d© 

›“LÃc=e Ÿ}ÁÁ² Ã�LM 

ÃLK<:: u×U Ø\ logic 

’¨<:: ’Ñ` Ó” u’@ ›e}Á¾� 

¨Å extrapolation and 

projection  Ÿ›H³© S[Í 

uS’d� w� ŸH@É” �¡¡M 

’¨<' `•Ã scenario  ’¨< 

’Ñ` Ó” vision ›ÃÅKU:: 

KT”†¨<U ’Ñ` `•c< `•Ã 

u=vMU ›p^u=¨< “^•Ã” 

uTd¾� u×U }d¡�L�ªM 

Óu<”U S}ªM ’¨< 

¾UK¨<:: 

 

2.6 ¾ Horatio Alger’s ¯Ã’� 

’ÒÈ  u›=�ÄåÁ:- 

TK� ¾’ukK VL“ TV"� 

¯Ã’� ’ÒÈ� u›=�ÄåÁ 

›un ÃLM êOñ' K²=I um 

U¡”Á�� ›Mk[u<U 

U“Mv� - �”Å’c< 

S’h�¨< vÃJ” ¾³_¨< 

›�¡M� ’ÒÈ ¾’Ñ¨< 

supermarket chain vKu?� 

¾TÃJ”u� ¾³_ 

›=”ö`T@i” �¡„KAÍ= 

›ÑMÓKA� cß ¨Å ØÑ““ 

�Éd� wKAU ¨Å Sðw[¡ 

K=Ñv ¾TÃ�Mu�' Ÿ¨<ß 

›Ñ` ¾T>SÖ<� ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

eÅ}•� u}KÃU Ÿ›T@]" 

¾T>SÖ< �LLp ’ÒÈ� 

¾TÃJ’<u� U¡”Á� U”É” 

’¨<;  �`ÓØ ›’²=I 

u�”È� ¯Ã’� Value' 

u�”È� ¯Ã’� S”ÑÉ“ 

›"D%E” ’¨< �²=Á ¾T>Å`c<� 

›ddu= ¾T>J’¨<::  u}KÃ Ÿ 

Diaspora ¾T>SÖ< ¨Ñ„��” 

¨Å fast buck uT²”uM 

¾i¨Ç ²È ¾T>ÖkS< ŸJ’ 

¾’ukK VL ¯Ã’� ’ÒÈ 

›un TK� U” TK� 

�”ÅJ’ ÅÓV uØV“ TÖ?” 

ÁKw” ÃSeK†M:: �¨<’� 

’¨< ¾’c< ¯Ã’� ’ÒÈ 

uY^ (Ø”"_) Hard work, 

frugality Seª��' discipline 

¾}ssS< ¾’ÒÈ ¯Ã’� 

Øm�� “�¨<:: ’Ñ` Ó” 

�”Å’c< ¯Ã’� KSõÖ` 

create/develop KTÉ[Ó U” 

TÉ[Ó ›Kw”' U” vIM 

TÇu` ›Kw” ’¨< ØÁo¨< 

SJ” ÁKu�:: Ñ>²? 

›Möu�M uTK� M“Mð¨< 

›”�MU:: “¾›¾` u›¾`“ 

’ÒÈ/¾³_ ØpU w� ðLÑ> 

eÓwÓw ’ÒÈ ¯Ã’� 

�”ÇÃu²<“ �”Å’²=Á¨< 

¾kÉV� ��]� ¯Ã’� 

¾T>ðÖ\u�” G<’@• 

TS��� ›Kw”:: K?L 

›ddu= ÅÓV �”Å�’c< 

¯Ã’� ’ÒÈ u›G<’< u²=I 

¾S<e“ ¨p�“ u cutthroat 

¾¨<ÉÉ` ¯KU Ñw� K=ÁÉÓ 

Ã�LM ¨Ã ¾T>M ØÁo 

’¨<:: 

 

Value'Á K³_¨< K’@ ÃS�‡ 

�¿‡ ¾T>M conspicuous 

consumption ¾T>Áu³ ’ÒÈ 

¯Ã’� �� enjoyment 

uSk’e thrift and savings 

�c?� ¾T>ÁÅ`Ó ’ÒÈ 

uT>ÁÇw` SMŸ< u=•Ã Ø\ 

’¨<:: 

 

3. ’ÒÈ¨< K=Á”kdpc¨< 

¾}ð[Ëu� ¾›?¢„T> 

²`õ   G<’@•:-  

 

’ÒÈ¨< K=Á”kdpc¨<“ Ÿõ}† 

T>“ K=Ý¨� ¾T>ðKgW uU” 
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¯Ã’� ¾›?¢„T> ²`õ“ ’v^© 

G<’@� ’¨< ¾T>Ñ‟¨< ¾T>K¨< 

ØÁo u×U ›ddu= uSJ’<  

c=Áeu<�  ’Ñ\ ¾T>Á´““ 

›ÃÅKU:: G<’@�¨< uÅ”w 

u›p^u=¨< }ÑMëªM:: 

Ÿ}kSÖ¨<U ›”é` U“Mv�  

Ÿ²=I u%EL u›”É ’Øw �”eTT 

ÃJ” ÃJ“M:: ›G<” ÁK’¨< 

Ÿõ}† “¾T:uM” �¡�¡� ¨p� 

TK� bubble' U“Mv� 

›”Ç”Ê� �”ÅT>Áeð^\” ¨Å 

Uî›� ¾T>ÁS^ G<’@� ’¨< 

ÁK’¨< ¾T>M �”ÅU� Ã¨eÅ” 

ÃJ“M:: ›”Ç”Ê� ÅÓV ÃI 

G<’@�e u¾Ñ>²?¨< ¾}Ÿc}“ 

¾}Kððu� ›ÃÅM; u²¨<É 

›Ñ³´' uÅ`Ó' ›G<”U Ñ>²?¨< 

}Öwq ¾T>ÁMõ ¾�Øp 

Teð�� ²È ’¨< ÃK< ÃJ“M:: 

ÁK”u� G<’@� Ÿfg=ÁK=´U Ñ>²? 

¾vc ¾T�uM Ñ>²? K=J” 

›Ã�MU ¾T>K<U K=„\ 

Ã�LK<:: ’Ñ` Ó” ¾fg=ÁK=´U 

�Óa�“' Ñ<Ê�' ¾T•uK< 

G<’@� ÓMê ’u\:: ÃI Ó” 

U“Mv� ¨<e×© ’¨< “L 

¾T>Á¨<¡' •ÁÅ` ¾T>KuMw' 

leK< ¾T>ÁS[p´ ’¨<:: 

ð[”Ð� (õaÓ) �”l^]� 

�”È� �”ÅT>kkM c=Áe[Æ 

S<k~” kc uke uSÚS` 

’¨< ÃLK<:: SÚ[h¨< dÃ•¨p 

S<k~ �¾×T� �V�K�:: 

 

4.  Ÿ¾� ¨È� ¾T>K¨< : - 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ”ÓÉ k×Ã’� ÁK¨< 

¾”ÓÉ vIM ¾K¨<U ÁM}KSÅ 

Y^ ’¨< ÃLM  êOñ ’Ñ` 

Ó” �]"© ›S×Ö<“ H>Å~ 

u¾ð`Ì uÑ>²? LÃ 

›LekSÖWU:: u}KÁ¿ ¨p�� 

¾’ÒÈ¨<“ ¾”ÓÆ Qw[}cw 

�ÉÑ�“ ´ÓS� K=KÃ uT>�M 

SMŸ< ›M}kSÖU:: •`ÓØ 

’¨< uQw[}cu< ²”É eK’ÒÈ 

¾’u\ %ELk` ›e}dcx� 

}ÑMë›M:: ’Ñ` Ó” ÔL vK 

SMŸ< u¾Å[Í¨< ŸÓ]¡“ ›`S” 

�Ï ¨Å ›Ñ` }¨LÏ“  Ÿu_� 

¨Å ›K¨< ¾Y^ ¡õM 

SK¨Ö<” ›ÁdÃU' K²=IU 

¾}KÁ¿ �ÉÑ�� ÁS�� ’v^© 

G<’@�� ›M}Çcc<U u}KÃU 

u²¨<É ›Ñ³´' uÅ`Ó' ›G<”U 

u›=GÈÓ' KUdK? u’u[¨< 

¾²¨<É Y`¯� “’ÒÉ^e” TK� 

¾’ÒÈ� ^e uSvM ¾¡w` 

T�[Ó ÃcØ �”Å’u` �]¡ 

Ã“Ñ^M:: K?L¨< ¾T>•Ã 

¾’u[¨< ¾’ÒÈ� ¯Ã’� 

u¾¨p~ K=KÁÃ Ã�LM::  •²=I 

LÃ KÓ”³u? Ã[Ç �”ÅJ’ 

uRLDS ›¨<ÅØ“� ¾k[u êOõ 

uUY^p ›õ]n ¾}Å[Ñ Ø“� 

Entrepreneurs and Business 

Associations in Sub- Saharan Africa 

¾T>ÁdÃ ›^� ›Ã’� ¾”ÓÆ 

›=}`ý[’`e ›K< ÃLM:: 

 

^c<” u^c< Áe}T[ ›Ñ` 

ukM ’ÒÈ' U“Mv� 

u¢KA’>ÁK=´U Ñ>²? Ÿ¨<ß 

²?Ô� Ò` (¨ÃU u’u[¨< 

S”ÓY�) uSJ” uÓK< 

¡õK ›=¢„T> ¾}cT^' 

Ÿ›=”ö`TM c?¡}` ¾S’Ú 

SKe}† ’ÒÈ' 

¾S”ÓYT É`Ï� Y^ 

›eŸ=ÁÐ� ¾’u\“ ›G<” 

¾”ÓÉ vKu?�“/Y^ 

›eŸ=ÁÐ� ¾J’<' 

›Ç=c< ›=”}`ý`’` SÅw 

TK� ›Ç=e SØ 

vKS<Á�“ u�UI`� 

¾cKÖ’< c� u’í ÑuÁ 

›=¢„T> þK=c= K=ÖkS< 

¾T>V¡\::  

 

(ÃI”” uT>SKŸ� ¾z!HN êG<õ 

SÚ[h YmLkt$):: 

 

eKJ’U u�’²=I M¿’� S„\”“ 

›”É ¾J’ ¾’ÒÈ Qw[}cw' 

¾’ÒÈ TIu` KSõÖ` 

�”ÇM}�K Ã“Ñ^K<:: u›=�ÄåÁ 

¾’ÒÈ¨< �w[}cw ›”É ¨Ø 

Homogeneous Ó\ý ’¨< wKA 

S“Ñ` Ã�LM ¨Ã; u•`ÓØ 

’¨< ›p^u=¨< có vKG<’@• 

uG<K� (ufe�) ŸõKª�ªM' 

¾³_ ØpU ›dÇÏ“ ¾²Ko• 

›du= ’ÒÈ' kÅU wKA 

�”Å}Ökc¨<ÝÝ 

5. ’ÒÈ¨< Ÿ¾� ¨È� 

c=vM' ¾›Ñ` }¨LÏ 

¨Ãe  ¾vI`  TÊ  ²?Ò:- 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ¾”ÓÉ �ÉÑ� c=²[²` 

Ÿ¨<ß ›Ñ` ²?Ô� (Q”É“ 

¾¾S” }¨LÐ�) •Ï ¾¨×¨< 

S� ’¨<;  ”ÓÉ ¾›>¢„T>¨< 

ªM� G<„ pÉT>Á 

›M}cÖ¨<U uÓÉ u^c< ÓMê 

J„ ’¨< ¾S×¨< u=vMU' 

K²=G<U U¡”Á� ›K¨<::  c¨< 

¨Ê ¾T>cT^u� ¾Y^ Se¡ 

dÃJ”' K?L x• Y^ Á× 

¨ÃU ¾�¨<MÉ N[Ñ< KK?L 

S<Á ¾TÃðpÉK� ¾T>Ñvu� 

’u`:: eK²=I Ÿ¨<ß ²?Ô� •Ï 

V„þM ¨Å ›Ñ` }¨LÏ •Ï 

”ÓÉ ¾Ñvu�” ²S” ¾T>Ád¿ 

Ø“�� ›K<::  ²S“© ”ÓÉ 

›Ç=e Æw �Ç ’¨< c=vM Ó” 

”ÓÉ ›M’u[U TK� ›ÃÅKU:: 

 

¾ÓM ¡õK ›=¢„T> ÁS×¨< 

K¨<Ø' ¨ÃU ÁK¨< ›Ç=e 

U�^õ u›H´ �¨<’� Td¾� 

Ã�LM:: �`ÓØ ŸÑ>²? ›”í` 

ÃŸwÇM::  ¾”ÓÉ ²`õ �ÉÑ� 

u›=�ÄåÁ u=Á”e' u=Á”e uZe� 

¨ÃU ›^� S¡ðM Ã�LM:: 

Pre-Italian war, Emperor’s regime, 

Socialist period, Post Derg 

(EPRDF) }wKA:: 

 

¾”ÓÉ ²`ñ ›Ç=e ¾w`H” à^' 

¾�¡„KAÍ= ScT`Á ¾Y^ 

Se¡' ¾²S“© É`Ï�� 

S¡ð� �¾J’ SØ�M }wLDM:: 

ÃI uuKÖ K=Çw` Ã�LM:: 

�““j�U u=J’< KTÅÓ' 

KSeóó� KSð”Öp 

¾T>õÚ[Ú\ w²< “�¨<:: 

U”U �”"D” ›”É ’ÒÈ u›”É 

¾”ÓÉ Se¡ ›”É ¯S� dÃqÃ 

kx”É ¾”ÓÉ ¯Ã’� ¨Å K?L 

TK�U u<+¡/L¨<”É]/UÓw 

u?�/ J�M Ò²?×“ SêN?� 

SgÝ �ÁK< SKª¨Ö< ›S� 

G<’@� SõÖ` dÃJ” 

¾T>Ád¾¨< ¾”ÓÉ Y^ ›"H@É 

(Business Management) �Ó` 

�”ÇK¨< ’¨<::  
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KÓM ¡õK ›=¢„T> K=Å[ÓK� 

¾T>Ñv¨< ÉÒõ }Å`ÔK•M 

¨Ã; ¾T>K¨< ØÁo u×U 

�Ÿ<[� ¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨< ÃSeK†

M:: Ø\ ’Øw u›p^u=¨< 

}c”´bM:: �”Ç=Á¨<U - 

¾›=”Æe�] MT� e�^}Í= 

êOõ �”ÅT>Á�}¨< ŸJ’ 

“¾ÓM vKHw� ¾›=”Æe�] 

MT� e�^�Í= V}` ’¨<” wKA 

uSð¡` Å[Í "ekSÖ u%EL - 

ÃI”’< KSu[��� ¾T>²[´[¨< 

Ó” ¨<c<” ’¨< u}KÃ uM¿ M¿ 

SM¡ vKHw��” "”ÕKK“ 

Ÿ›uÖ[ u%EL KUdK? ¾c¨< •ÃM 

YMÖ“” uT>SKŸ�' 

 

h. yGL x!÷ñ¸ y¸ÃSfLgW 

ysW `YL bB²TÂ b›YnT 

yGl# x!÷ñ¸ b!ÃS¬WqN 

XÂqRÆlN¿ 

l. b|‰ §Y LMMD 

xprNtE¹!P lt¥¶ãC 

XNÄ!s_¿ 

/. l\‰t®C bqÈY y|‰ 

§Y |L-Â XNÄ!s_¿ 

m. Æl¦Bt$ |L-ÂÂ TMHRT 

XNd yx!NvSTmNT :DL 

ö_é bsðW XNÄ!gÆ Y§LÝÝ 

 

YHN XNÄ!ÃdRG GN y¸s-W 

DUF wYM ¥br¬Ò bg#LH 

n_é ywÈ xYmSLMÝÝ 

 

6. ¾SËS`Á Ñê• Business 

As usual vK¨< G<’@• 

ŸkÖM”:-  

u²=I Scenario ¾k[u¨< e•M ´U 

wKA ukLK< ¾T>�Kõ ›ÃÅKU' 

TK� ›”Ç”É c� ÃI �”"D 

K=J” ¾TÃ�M ’¨< wK¨< 

¨ÃU �”Å ›em‡ É^T 

qØ[¨< Ã¨eÆ� ÃJ“M:: ’Ñ` 

Ó” u’@ uŸ<M K=Å`e ›Ã�MU' 

›ÃvMU::  ¨<G �Áddk ’¨< 

¾T>¨eÅ¨< ÃvM ¾K:: KUdK? 

S<e“ u“ÃË]Á �”Í= u›=�ÄåÁ 

K=Ÿc� ›Ã�MU c=vM Ã¤¨< 

ucò¨< S[u<” ØKA }Ÿc}:: 

[Hw u›=�ÂåÁ uT>K=Ä” 

¾T>qÖ` Q´w �Á”ð^ð[ 

u¾¨p~ �”Ç=Á¨<U u¾¯S~ 

sT> G<’@� J„ �¾S× ’¨<:: 

eK²=I U”U ›”"D” ›p^u=¨< 

Bleak ÚKT ¾J’ `•Ã 

›ekUÖ¨< ¨Å G<K}†¨< `:Ã 

(¾°ÉÑ� }eó ÁK¨< G<’@•) 

u=¨eÆ”' Á ¾SËS]Á¨< `:Ã 

K=Ÿc� ›Ã�MU }wKA ¨Å Ô” 

S}¨< }Ñu= ›ÃSeK‡U - 

Unless �c< �”ÇÃŸc� U” 

�`U� TÉ[Ó ›Kw” wK” 

"MÖ¾p”:: 

7.  K�¡¡K† Sõ�N?: - 

›e�Ò]“ ›eð] ¾J’< 

ØÁo�” Sgi ¾Kw”U' 

KSÖ¾p ´ÓÌ SJ” ’¨< 

¾T>K¨< ›vvM �¡¡M“ ›cðLÑ> 

keni ›dw J„ ›Ó‡�ªKG<:: 

�¨<’� ÁK¨< ØÁo uSÖ¾p 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨<” Seª�� ŸõK” 

}Ñu=¨<” SMe TÓ‟� ›Kw”:: 

ÁKñ�” S”ÓY�� eI}� w� 

uS²`²` Sõ�N? K=Ñ‡ 

›Ã�MU:: Sõ�N? K=S× 

¾T>�K¨< �Á”Ç”Ç�” ^d�”” 

uSÖ¾p“ �Ó^�”” KT¨p 

e”Ø` ’¨<:: �”ÅT>vK¨< ui}†

¨< �Ó\”' QSS<” KNŸ=U 

"M’Ñ[ Sõ�N? ›ÃÑ‡K�U:: 

 

eK²=I K�¡¡K† Sõ�N? 

›e�Ò]“ ›eð] ØÁo�” 

KSÖ¾p S²ÒË� ›Kw”:: ÃI 

"MJ’ S]��”” KSÖ¾p 

Ÿð^” �’c<U Y^�¨< �”Ÿ” 

¾K?K¨< �¾ScL�¨< ›uËI 

›uËI �¾}vK< ’¨< K²LKU 

uYM×” �”qÃL�G< ¾T>K<”:: 

 

8.  ¾þK=c=� ÓMê’� : - 

›LT��”' `:Á�”N KTX"� 

u�¡„KAÍ= SÖkU w� dÃJ” 

þK=c=��”“ u}sV��” 

¾T>W\ G<K< uÓMê' Ÿ”ÓÆ 

�w[}cw uÃó uS’ÒÑ`' 

uSS"Ÿ` KG<K<U Y^ 

uõ�N©’� ÉÒõ ¾T>cØu� 

G<’@� SS���' SJ” 

›Ku�:: u¾Ñ>²?¨< uT>K¨Ø 

þK=c= ›”Æ” ¨Ñ” ŸK?L ¨Ñ” 

¾T>KÃ SJ” ¾Ku�U:: KUdK? 

�”uM K15 ¯Ã’�  ¢`” 

õKÃ¡e“ - K}KÁ¾ ¾Te+" 

¯Ã’�� ÁK”” Foreign exchange  

ŸK?L õLÔ� Ò` �Ÿ<M allocate 

¾T>ÁÅ`Ó' �Ml“ �”g<” ’ÒÈ 

�Ÿ<M ¾T>Áe}“ÓÉ þK=c= U” 

ÃvLM' uÇ=V¡^c=“ equity 

S`J K=ð[Ï ’¨<; 

 

9 .   uYM×” Sq¾� : -  

2020 `:Ã �¨<” KTÉ[Ó 

KYM×’< w� ¾qS S”ÓY� 

dÃJ” ¾›Ñ` ØpU' ¾›=¢„T> 

°ÉÑ�' ¾Qw[}cw QM¨<“ 

¾T>ÁekÉU SJ” ›Ku�:: ª“ 

lU’Ñ\ u›õ]" �”ÅT>�¾¨< 

YM×’< SÁ²< ¨ÃU uYM×” 

Sq¾~ dÃJ” uYM×’< ¨p� 

K›Ñ` �ÉÑ�“ wMêÓ“ SªK< 

’¨<:: ÃI "MJ’ •e+ K?L¨< 

ÃV¡[¨< TK� }Ñu= ÃSeK†

M::  u›õ]" wKAU u›Ñ^�” 

LÃ �”ÅT>�¾¨< u vote of 

confidence  ¾S”ÓY�“ 

¾S”ÓY� ›sU Sð}g 

›M}VŸ[U:: 

 

10. ¾’ÒÈ¨< Qw[}cw 

›e}dcw  SK¨Ø:- 

’ÒÈ¨< �¨<’� Kx=�ÄåÁ ÑuÁ' 

K›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” }ÖnT>� 

’¨Ã ¾T>ÁS`}¨< ¨Ãe 

K¨<ß ÑuÁ; U”U ¾^c<” ÑuÁ 

dÃgõ” �”È� ’¨< K¨<ß 

¾T>gÖ¨<; KUdK? ÝT 

ux=�ÄåÁ ¾T>S[}¨< �¨<” 

K��ÄåÁ¨<Á” ’¨<;  TK� 

u�n¨< ¯Ã’� ÃG<” uªÒ¨< 

›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” K=Ñ²<� ¾T>�K< 

’¨< ¨Ã; ÃI TK� ´p}† 

Ø^� ÁL�¨< •n ÃS[�L�¨< 

TK� ›ÃÅKU:: Ó” ¾ªÒ 

pricing system ¨ÃU ¾TU[� 

cost �”ÅÑ“ TÖ?” ÁeðMÒM:: 

›” ÁK¨< ¾Ów›� (input) •¡e 

�]õ uS”ÓY�U S�y� 

›Ku�:: 

 

11.    G l o b a l i z a t i o n  : -  

uSËS]Á Å[Í Globalization 

¾S×¨< �”Å† KScK K•ÇÑ> 

›Ña� ØpU  ›ÃÅKU:: 

TUKÝ ¾K”U' u›G<’< Ñ>²? 

uÓKAvLÃ²?i” S•kõ ›Kw” 

}wKA w� ¾T>Ñvu� ›ÃÅKU:: 
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Globalization KT”; KU”; ¾T” 

bottleneck KSõ�� ¾S× 

SJ’<” u¾Ñ>²?¨< SÑ”²w 

›Kw”:: ¾^d�”” ›=¢„T> 

¾T>Á¨ÉUw” ŸJ’ óÃÇ¨< 

U”É’¨<; u%ELk` ›Ñ` 

¾T>ÁS×¨< ›ÅÒ“ ›K<•© 

G<’@� TÖ?” ÁeðMÒM:: 

 

12.  ¾ w É`  Ý “ : -  

uwÉ` ¾TÅÓ G<’@� ›¡�TEM' 

K?L ›T^ß SðKÓ ›Kw” 

¾T>K¨< HXw  u×U q^Ø 

(bold) ¾J’ K=cS`u� ¾T>Ñv¨< 

›T^ß ’¨<:: u×U Ÿõ}† 

SYª��’� uG<K<U ²”É 

¾T>ÖÃp ’¨<:: ÅÓäU 

K²LKT© ŸÉI’� ¾U”Lkk¨< 

u²=I w� ÃJ” ÃJ“M:: uwÉ` 

¾T>Ñ‡ �ÉÑ� Ÿ}Ñ‟ Á¨< SMf 

KwÉ` S¡ðÁ ¾T>¨<M ’¨<' 

Á¨<U ¨KÆ” w�:: �’ WTO 

�“ World Bank }ÖÓ� SH@É 

Globalization KTeóó�“  

¾^d�¨<” ÑuÁ KTeóó� 

}wKA ¾}}KS ’¨<:: ¾T>cÖ<” 

¾óÃ“”e ÉÒõU ¾^d�¨<” 

QM¨<“ ßU` KSÖup ’¨<:: 

 

›G<” ÅÓV New Partnership 

¾T>M SØ�M:: Sêª��“ 

}Sêª�� �Ÿ<M G<’¨< 

¾T>ÑuÁ¿u� G<’@�:: ÃI �¨<’� 

Ÿ conditionality  ÁLpnM ¨Ã 

�Ï ›²<` }Sêª�” ›Ñ` ^c< 

¾T>ðØ[¨< pÉS G<’@• 

KTS��� "MJ’ ue}k` 
 

Mexico Bankruptcy �”Ç�¨<Ï 

’¨< •¢ ¾wÉ` •`Ç• 

Áðcc<L� Bankruptcy declare 

w�Å`Ó „a wÉ\” ¾S¡ðM 

G<’@� ›¡�VK� ’u`:: kØKAU  

International Financial System 

Ã”¢�¢� ’u`:: 

 

13.   Capital    óÃ“”e  �Ø[�:- 

uMS“ ¾uKçÑ ›Ñ` ¾KU 

}wLDM:: ’Ñ` Ó” u²=G< 

¾T>uKêÑ< ¾Qw[}cw ¡õKA� 

¨ÃU ÓKcx� ›K<:: �’c< “�¨< 

Dependency ¾T>ÁSÖ<w”:: 

�`Ç� cß�U �’c<“ 

ScKA��¨<” ’¨< uYM×” 

�”Ç=Áq¿›�¨< ¾T>g<�:: 

u�”Å²=I ÁK G<’@� ’¨< 

S”ÓY�“ vKYM×“� 

¾•`Ç• ØÑ† ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<”:: 

¾•`Ç• ØÑ† S”ÓY�U 

�”Ç=I ’¨< ¾T>ðÖ[¨<:: 

�”ÓÇ=I u›G<’< s”s Ÿ²=I 

¾•`Ç• ØÑ† ›[”s 

¾U”¨×u�N ’¨< SðKÓ 

ÁKw”:: 

 

K?L¨< FDI  ¾T>SKŸ� �¨<’� 

’¨<:: ›=�ÄåÁ FDI Attract  

¾TÉ[Ó }eóª u×U ¾S’S’ 

’¨<:: ’Ñ` Ó” u=SÖ<U Á¨< 

›?K?¡�]¡' ¨<H' ¢S<’>Ÿ?i” 

KS¨<cÉ eKJ’ SÖ”kp 

›Kw”:: ¾›LT SÅw²´U u²=I 

’¨< ¾T>S×¨<:: 

 

14.  [Hw“  MS“: -  

[Hw“ MS“ sT> ¾vË� 

›`�e� �”Å ¾ Deficit finance 

strategy  J„ ¾Ñv ÃSeLM:: 

lØ\ Ÿ10 - 15 T>K=Ä” 

¾T>Å`e I´w uÁS~ ¨ÃU 

u¾6 ¨` S^u< ¾T>Öup 

J„ªM:: - MS“ uS”ÓY� 

Å[Í' MS“ uQw[}cu< ²”É' 

MS“ uÓKcw Å[Í' MS“ 

u›³¨<”~' uÔMTd¨<' uQí’< 

�”Å S<Á }qØa ¨ÃU �”Å 

›”É ¾Y^ Se¡ (¾S}ÇÅ`Á 

²È) ŸJ’ ¨<KA ›Éa›M:: ÃI 

�eŸ Sc& K=kØM ’¨<; ›G<”U 

Ÿ²=I vIM �”É”Lkp ›Ç=e 

¾›e}dcw ²È SðÖ` ›Ku�:: 

¾TÃc\ �Ð� ›ÃuK<U:: 

�Á”Ç”Ç�” q^Ø SJ” 

›Kw”:: }Sêª� ¾J’< G<K< 

�”Å }eó É`Ï� ÁK< feeding 

center ÃH>Æ Ó” ^d�” u^d�” 

²È �“slT�¨<' S”ÓY�“ 

K?KA� É`Ï��U feeding center 

ÁslS<' Sêª�� ¾J’< ÅÓV 

uS”ÑÉ ŸSeÖ� •²=Á center 

w� •¾N?Æ u¾Ñ>²?¨< ÃeÖ<'  u 

cash ÃG<” ¨ÃU in kind' c¨< 

G<K< K�U’~ ¨ÃU K value 

pledge ÁÉ`Ó:: u¾S”ÑÆ 

SSê¨� Ãp`:: u›Ñ` Å[Í 

ÁK¨< G<’@• kÅU wKA 

}’ÓbM:: ›Ç=e e�^�Í= 

SõÖ` ›Kw”:: 

 

15.  ¾ vQM K¨ <Ø : -  

-  uS”ÓY�U J’ uS”ÓY� 

}sT�U K¨<Ø ÁeðMÒM:: 

Ó” ØÁo¨< �”È� ÃU× ’¨<:: 

ª“¨< ¾T>SeK‡ ¾YM×” 

›ÁÁ´“ uYM×” ¾SÖkU' 

›Ç=e vIM TÔMu� Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<:: 

U“Mv� Ÿ�¨<k�' Ÿ�UI`� 

T’e K=J” Ã�LM:: Ó” ÅÓV 

Ÿ²=Á uLÃ ’¨<:: uYM×” ÁK 

G<K< eK Y^�¨< ¾SÖ¾p“ 

¾SÖ¾pU' vQM �”Ç=ÁÔKw~ 

TÉ[Ó ›Kw”:: u”ÓÉ“ 

�”Æe�] T>’>e�` }Å[Ñ 

¾}vK¨< ¾Y^ H>Å� K¨<Ø 

�¨<’� ŸJ’ U” ÁIM 

¾›e}dcw K¨<Ø 

�”ÅT>ÁeðMÓ“ U” ÁIM 

¾vKYM×„� É¡S� �”Å’u[ 

ÁdÁM:: 

 

- S”ÓY�U infrastructure 

service �“ ›eðLÑ> ¾J’ legal 

framework TssU' ›S� ¾J’< 

}sT�” SõÖ` ›Ku� 

�”Ç=G<U G<K<” u�Ÿ<M 

Te}ÇÅ`:: 

 

-  u’ÒÈ¨<U ²”É ›Ç=e vIM 

SÑ”v� ›Ku�:: K^c< w� 

dÃJ” K�w[}cu<' K›Ñ]~ 

›=¢„T> }ÖÁm SJ’<”“ 

uÉ`Ï~U u=J” KSM"U 

›e}ÇÅ`' K•¡e ¡õÁ' 

KW^}† ÅI”’�' K›"vu= 

G<’@�' K›Ñ` ›=¢„T> }ÖÁm 

SJ’<” SÑ”²w ›Ku�:: 

 

16. ¾›=�ÄåÁ©’�“ ¾›Ñ` 

MT� Commitment 

vQM  SÑ”v�& 

u common value ¾}Sc[} Hk† 

’ÒÈ KSõÖ` ¾T>Áe�M value 

uu?}cw' u�UI`� u?�“' 

uY^ x• common  value  ¾J’ 

›e}Á¾� TÇu`:: 
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17. MT� ›S”ß ¾”ÓÉ 

}sT�” S”ŸvŸw : -  

›Óvw ÁK¨< Tu[�� - uÓw` 

p“i incentive SM¡ - M¿ wÉ` 

- subsidy - ÉÔT uTÉ[Ó 

u=ÅÑñ - MT�” u›Ñ]~ 

KTóÖ” Ã�LM:: ¾T>¨×¨< 

þK=c= KSp×� (punish) w� 

�”Í= KTu[��� U”U 

¾�ŸKu� ’Ñ` ¾KU:: KMT� 

vKHw� K›=”ÆeT] vKHw� 

uM¿ M¿ ²È� ÉÒõ SeÖ� 

K=�cwu� ¾T>Ñv ›wÃ Ñ<ÇÃ 

’¨<:: 

 

18.  u  S Ú [ h  U 

¾¡u<` ¾›� SKe 

¾õ^õ_/u`u_ ’ÒÈ” T’ÒÑ` 

K²?“ Tc^Ý õÐ• ¾uKÖ 

Y^ ÃðØ` �”ÅJ’ ’¨< �”Í= 

ÁK¨< óÃÇ w²<U ›ÃSeK‡U:: 

¾ìNò¨< ›vvM ÃÑv†M:: 

¾�Ÿ<[� ›p×Ý KSeÖ� 

Ÿ¨<ß ›Ñ` Ÿ<v”Á� Ò` 

ŸT’ÒÑ` ¨Å (local) ›Ñ` ukM 

’ÒÈ T}¢` �”ÅJ’' Ó” 

vKð¨< �”Ç¾’¨< ¾¨_ ›`�e� 

w� ÃJ” ÃJ“M wÂ ’¨< 

¾Uð^¨<:: J„U �K?”Í=”Ó 

›¨ÁÃ ’Øw ’¨<:: 

 

19. up`u< Economist 

SêN?� (Oct. 18/03)  Get Naked 

“^l� SJ”“ uT>M êOõ ¾ 

“ÓMê’�” ××“ ¾T>ÁS×¨< 

G<’@� uÉ`Ï��“ u”ÓÉ ¯KU' 

The Naked Corporation “^l~” 

¾¨× É`Ï�“ uT>M ÅÓV 

¾}éð SêNõ u}KÃ 

u"ú�K=e� Y`¯�  u’í 

¨<ÉÉ` S`J' u›=”ö`T@i” 

�¡„KAÍ= (T>eÖ=` uSÖup 

›”í`)' SÚ[hU ¾ÓMê’�  

law of diminishing returns -  �“ 

¾eÓwÓw“ ¾^e ¨ÇÉ capitalist  

›KU ›ddu=’� ›dÃ�M:: 

�”Ç=G<U Tom Peters Éa “In 

search of  Excellence”  ¾éð¨<  

�“ “Re-imagine” ¾T>M ¾›G<’< 

SêNó�¨< LÃ ¾¨Åò~ `:Ã 

G<’@� uTd¾�  K”ÓÆ 

Qw[}cw KUG<^’<“ 

KQw[}cu< “¾}’c< Ø]“ 

¾T>Á¨<Ï `:Ã ›ekUÖªM:: 

�”Ç=G<U Christensen ¾T>vK< 

“Innovators dilemma” uT>M 

êOó�¨< ¾”ÓÉ É`Ï�� Y^ 

›eŸ=ÁÐ�“ vKu?�� ¾T>ÁeÅ’ÓØ 

“¾óÃ“”e V�“ uInternet click 

c=ðêU ›dÃ}ªM:: Patrick 

Dixon – Future Wise uT>M 

SêNõ ÅÓV ¾Global change 

Ñê�� U” Ãð`ÍK< uTK� 

¾¨Åò~” G<’@� }”w¾ªM:: 

�’²=I u›Ñ^�¨< K=S× ¾T>�M 

Ñ<É c=Á¿ ’¨< ¾éñ�' eKJ’U 

�’c< ¾éñ� u}¨c’ ¾�Ÿ<[� 

`�e ’¨<:: �† �²=I ³_ ›� 

¡u<` Ñ“ �Ák[u<M” ÁK¨< 

êOõ Ÿ’²=I êOö� ÁL’c 

“¾Å¨<M Ø] “ ’¨< “¾^:Ã Ø]” 

’¨<:: u×U có vK SMŸ< ’¨< 

¾k[uM” S�e “¾Uê›� Ø]”  

’¨< ›MMU' Å[Í¨<” Ú`f 

›K<�© �”ÇÃJ” - eK²=I Ða 

ÁK¨< ÃeT ’¨<::  ¾cT’¨<” 

uMx“�” ÁdÉ`M” w� dÃJ” 

¾cT’¨<” ¨Å }Óv` 

¾T>Á’dd” �”Ç=J” U•� ’¨<:: 

 

 

eK}cÖ‡ °ÉM ›ScÓ“KG<:: 

 

 

 

 

 

›=”}`‟]’a�“ ¾”ÓÉ T%u^� 
 

(ŸcN^ u�� vK< ¾›õ]" ›Ña� ¾wN?^© ›=¢„T>Á© �ÉÑ� ›e}ÇÅ` 

}¨³ª¼� �’T” “�¨<; ŸS<²=”¨< p‡� Ò`e �”penc?Ã�¨< }k“Ï�M;) 

Ÿ ›?.›?�.Î  ÿMUc=”Ó& ›`. ›?M. Ç=.›?e&›?‟]M 2®®3 

 

 

u›õ]" ¾ÓK< ²`õ ›”É ¨Ø’� 

 

ÃI u×U ›ÖÁÁm ’¨<& }Å^Ï}¨< ›”É Ö”"^ T%u` ¨ÃU ¾c=y=M T%u[cw ¾SõÖ` �KA��¨<U ÁÖ^Ø^M:: 

�”Å êOõ ›k^[w ¾›õ]" ’ÒÈ� u›^� ÃŸðLK<:: �’²=IU: 
 

1. ^e” u^e Áe}T\' uÓM Ø[��¨< ÁÅÑ< ›Ñ` ukM ’ÒÈ� 

�’²=I ’ÒÈ� wp ÁK<� ¾¨<ß ¾ÓM ²`õ ’ÒÈ� }î°„ ucð’u� up‡ Ó³� ¨p� u’u[ ¾þK+"“ ¾›=¢„T> SÉKA ¨<eØ 

’¨<:: uÉ%[ p‡ Ó³� ²S” Ø\ }kvÃ’� ›LÑ‟<U:: 

 

2. SÅu† "MJ’< ¾”ÓÉ }Óv^� ¾}’c< ›’e}† ’ÒÈ� 

ÃI UÉw SÖ’† Ñu= ›Ó‡� KS}ÇÅ` õLÔ� ÁL�¨< ¾›’e}† É`Ï� vKu?��” ¾T>Ápõ ’¨<:: 

 

3. ¨Å ÓM Ãµ• ¾}³¨\ É`Ï�� vKu?�/ Y^ �eŸ=ÁÏ ¾J’< }¨<d"© ¾Y^ ›eŸ=ÁÐ� 

�’²=I wp ¾T>K<� uSªp` ThhÁ K¨<Ø U¡”Á� c=J” ŸS”Óe� Ò` vL�¨< �YY`“ "¨<e×© S[Í" }ÖnT>’� ÃS"K<:: 

 

4. ¾›Ç=e ›=”}`‟]’a� (uðÖ^ �KA��¨< ÁÅÑ< ’ÒÈ�) SÅw 

 

�’²=I S<Á© YMÖ“ "Ñ‟< c� SGŸM ¾¨Ö<“ u›Ç=e ¾›=¢„T>Á© J’@�� ¾}ðÖ\ �ÉKA�” ¾}ÖkS< ’ÒÈ� “�¨<:: 

ŸÓKAvLÃ²?i”“ ŸÉ”u` ²KM ¢`þ_i„� Ò` �YY` ÁL{�¨<“ ¾S”Óe�” }î°„ KSn¨U uT>ÁS� G<’@� ÁK< “�¨<:: 

 

Te•¨h   u›=�ÄåÁ ¨<eØ �’T” "›=”y?e}`" ¨ÃU ›=”}`‟]’` (¾SõÖ` �KA� ÁK¨< ’ÒÈ) �”ÅJ’< KSK¾� �”Ç=Áe�M 

¨ÃU ›”É ¾’ÒÈ T%u` (%w[}cw) S„\” KSÖ¾p“ KT¨p �”Ç=Áe�M ¾k[u:: 
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investment horizon)                             















































































































































investment horizon) 
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Entrepreneurs and Business Associations 
 

Governance of Local Economic Development in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Who are the dancers and are they in tune? A.H.J. (Best) 

Helmsing.  RLDS April 2003 

 

 

Homogeneity of Private Sector in Africa:   

 

High Questionable and their ability to associate into a strong association or civil society is doubted. 

The business or entrepreneurs in Africa are categorized into four: 

 

1. Self-made self-taught Indigenous entrepreneurs 

Emerged in the foreign dominated private sector colonial period during political and economic discrimination.  Not well accepted in post-colonial 

times.  

 

2. Small entrepreneurs resulting from informal activity 

Micro-enterprise group interested in earning decent living.  May graduate to medium enterprise. 

 

3. Parasitical managers who become owner/managers privatized enterprise 

This emerge as result of structural adjustment liberalization and rely on their networking with the state and “insider information” advantage. 

 

4. New Entrepreneurial business class 

Emerging from professionally trained people who seized opportunity generated by economic conditions.  Associated with globalization, NTC, and 

prone to oppose state domination. 
 

Consideration – For identifying as to who is the “investor” or business entrepreneur in Ethiopia. 
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